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ABSTRACT.
Experiments were carried out on a wetted-wall column and 
data for simultaneous heat and mass transfer (air-water system) 
was analysed according to existing theories.
Revision of a gas sampling probe made it possible to follow 
the condition of the gas as it travelled in the column. It 
was thus possible to calculate the heat and mass transfer 
coefficients at different sections within the wetted-wall 
column. Entrance effects were found to be considerable, re­
sulting in a significant variation of the transfer coeffici­
ents along the column. However, the overall coefficients 
(based on the measurement of the conditions at inlet and exit 
of the column only) agree very closely with those values 
averaged for the whole column. As saturation is approached, 
the magnitude of the transfer coefficients fall and the con­
dition curve becomes asymptotic to the saturation curve.
Application of the boundary layer theory for the prediction 
of heat and mass transfer rates, was able to explain qualita­
tively the process of heat and mass transfer along the column. 
The predicted rates from the boundary layer theory are some 
30 % lower than the experimental values which suggests the 
existence of eddies in the gas film, resulting in higher rates 
of heat and mass transfer than theory predicts.
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NOTATION.
A area (cross-sectional area of equipment in Chapter 6). 
a specific area of equipment (ft2/ft^).
also as defined in Colburn and Drew’s treatment, 
ca specific heat of air.
cp specific heat of gas at constant pressure.
Cs humid heat.
cl specific heat of liquid.
cv specific heat of vapour.
cw specific heat of water vapour.
dl liquid evaporated.
d diameter of pipe.
D diffusivity of vapour,
E potential parameter.
f Fanning friction factor.
g acceleration due to gravity.
G 1 gas rate per unit area.
G tota-1 gas rate, 
o'
h stagnation Enthalpy,
h heat transfer coefficient for pure heat transfer,
hg heat transfer coefficient as calculated by Barnet &Kobe.
hg apparent heat transfer coefficient,
hgjO heat transfer coefficient in the absence of mass transfer,
hl^ water vapour enthalpy at temperature ti.
H humidity of gas in bulk.
Hi inlet humidity.
Ho exit humidity.
2 chemical species.
Jp Colburn’s J-factor.
o
k mass transfer coefficient (lb water/ft hr.), 
kt thermal conductivity of gas film at point s.
kc mass transfer coefficient (lb-mol/hr.ft2(lb-mol/ft3)).. 
kg mass transfer coefficient (lb-mol/hr.ft2atm.).
Kt mean thermal conductivity of gas film in range ti & tg. 
ks empirical constant in Slattery's equation for diffusivity. 
m liquid film thickness, mass fraction of component j in Ch.9.
I mixing length.
M molecular weight.
II numerical exponent in Slattery's equation for diffusivity. 
p partial pressure in bulk.
Pci & Pc2 critical pressures (atm.).
A p ^  log mean driving force (mole fraction). ©latrA.
Q volumetric flowrate per unit wetted perimeter, 
q heat flux.
R Universal Gas Constant, rate of generation of j in Ch 9.
r general symbol for rate, radius in Chapter 9.
s distance measured from the liquid film.
S thickness of gas film.
T absolute temperature, 
t temperature.
ts temperature at point s in the gas film, 
to reference temperature.
Tr reduced temperature.
Tel & Tc2 critical temperatures.
T^ average inlet water temperature.
Tg average exit water temperature.
■%1LL temperature at tube wall, 
tgi gas temperature in. 
tgo gas temperature out. 
tg gas temperature in bulk, 
tw surface temperature, 
v velocity in r-direction.
u point film velocity, velocity in the x-direction in Ch 9. 
uav average velocity of gas.
W& lb-mol of A  transferred /hr.i>i^.
y weight fraction of diffusing vapour,
z height of equipment.
Subscripts, 
i interface, 
o reference conditions.
12 from l->2. 
w wet-bulb.
10 at 10° C.
40 at 40° C.
' fluctuating component.
Superscript.
% interface.
f* flowrate per unit perimeter, 
p density of gas.
0 ^  variable denominator in improved Reynolds analogies. 
0  function.
viscosity.
V kinematic viscosity.
\ latent heat of vaporization. ,
latent heat at reference temperature.
(j- collision diameter.
n °(yl collision integral. (A).
(jj distance into film from a fixed surface.
KjJ used in von Mises coordinate system.
'Z shear stress
S boundary layer thickness.
4Dimensionless Groups.
Pr Prandtl number : cpp/kt.
Reg Reynolds number of gas flow (with reference to pipe wall) 
uav d//jJ.
R£g Reynolds number of gas flow with reference to moving film.
Re^ Reynolds number of the falling liquid film.
Sc Schmidt number )VpD.
511 GENERAL INTRODUCTION.
A wetted-wall column consists of a thin filn of liquid fa­
lling down the inside of a vertical pipe, through which the 
gas flows. This equipment has been widely used in the inves­
tigation of heat and mass transfer coefficients. It provides 
a good test for various theories.
One of the problems in determining mass transfer coeffici­
ents as a function of flow conditions and physical properties 
of the system is an accurate knowledge of the contact area 
between the phases. In such equipment as packed columns, sieve 
and bubble tray towers and grids, the actual contact area is 
quite uncertain. Also, the highly complex flow patterns in 
such equipment have always precluded the prediction of mass . 
transfer on packing from theory alone. In fact, in most in­
dustrial gas-liquid contacting devices, the interfacial area 
between the fluid phases and its characteristics are difficult 
to define.
This situation has led to the extensive use of simple 
devices such as the wetted-wall column in research studies. 
However, the wetted-wall columns are also becoming important 
in practical applications. In the chemical industry, such 
devices are being used in film cooling, absorption of gases 
and evaporation of liquids. In the food industry, the wetted- 
wall column is commonly used as an evaporator in the concen­
tration of heat sensitive liquids because of the short hold­
up time.
1.1 Reynolds
Heat, mass and momentum transfer are three major pheno­
mena which have formed a wide section of chemical engineering 
research. Much work has been done in the investigations of 
these phenomena since the beginning of the century. Most theo­
ries to explain the transfer phenomena have been developed 
from the kinetic theory of gases which provides a statistical 
picture of the behaviour of the gas molecules. This picture 
has enabled the transport properties of laminar flowing fluids 
to be precicted with considerable accuracy. However, in tur­
bulent flowing fluids where information on the motion of eddies 
is not readily available, a method of predicting heat and maps 
transfer coefficients has proved to be more difficult. It is 
generally accepted that both eddy diffusion and heat trans­
mission in a turbulent stream of fluid depend on velocity gra­
dients and that friction (momentum transfer), mass transfer 
and heat transfer must be intimately related.
The earliest theoretical equation for heat transfer was 
the Reynolds 'analogy1 (48) relating heat transfer and fluid 
friction. Assuming that the heat lost due to friction, div­
ided by the momentum of the stream, is equal to the ratio of 
the actual heat transferred in a pipe section to the heat 
which would be transferred were the fluid to come to thermal 
equilibrium with the pipe wall, the following relation was 
obtained ;
v, f cd F uav 2 . . . (1 .1-1)
The corresponding equation for mass transfer is s
lrrr f uav . . . Cl.1-2)
2RT
This analogy has long provided a useful basis for cor­
relation of heat and mass transfer coefficients for turbulent 
flow in pipes. These correlations have steadily improved as 
more accurate knowledge of velocity and eddy viscosity dis­
tribution has been obtained. Some improvements to the original 
analogy are shown in the appendix. All the equations based on 
the Reynolds analogy have the common forms
. . . (1 * 1— 3 )
where 0 is the variable denominator.
1.2 Dimensional -Analysis.
Dimensional analysis has also proved to be a very valuable 
tool in correlating heat and mass transfer in pipes. By dim­
ensional analysis it can be shown thats
kc- kgRT - d> (D9uav,d?|'lj p ). . . (1.2-1 )
kc d - kgRTd - d - 0) (&-&&&£ 9 — ). . . (1.2-2)
D D zg ■ /* PD
By comparing this equation with the JD factor, derived 
in the Appendix, it is clear thats
kgRT — f uav
P -A
aFor most gases under small operating range the Schmidt 
number can be taken as a constant (please see section on the 
Variation of the Transport Properties*) Therefore a correla­
tion is expected between the Sherwood number and the gas 
Reynolds number.
1.3 Boundary Layer Theory.
The above treatments are inadequate to describe many 
actual flow situations, and to produce a more exact mathema­
tical model of the phenomena of heat and mass transfer, re­
course has to be made to more refined models arising from the 
boundary layer theory.
With the aid of a computer it is possible to solve the 
parabolic differential equations of the boundary layer (which 
would otherwise be extremely difficult to solve), by finite 
difference methods. In this work, finite difference methods 
have been used in the prediction of heat and mass transfer 
rates.
2. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK.
2.1. On the Conclusions of Different Workers.
This investigation was undertaken to study the mechanism 
of simultaneous heat and mass transfer in wetted-wall columns. 
The main reason for the use of a wetted-wall column in in­
vestigations of this type is the simplicity of design and 
known interfacial area. However, a close look at the lit­
erature shows a wide scatter of data, although a great 
majority of the columns used have been about an inch in 
diameter and about forty inches in length (1,3,8,7,9,10).
Only a few investigators have used different heights and 
diameters of column (2,4)$ see Table 1.
The scatter of data is very wide indeed, bearing in mind 
that almost all the results collected by the investigators 
are plotted on log-log graphs which conceal the scatter.
Gilliland and Sherwood (9) were the pioneers who made 
use of a wetted-wall column to analyse heat and mass transfer 
processes. In obtaining their correlations for heat and mass 
transfer by the use of dimensionless groups, they noted adep- 
en(bnce on the on the direction of the gas flow when the gas 
Reynolds number relative to the liquid surface was used. Their 
data were scattered but when these workers calculated the 
Reynolds number relative to the pipe wall, both parallel and 
counterflow data in their studies could be approximated by 
the same correlations. Gilliland and Sherwood suggest that 
this rather surprising result is probably due to the relatively
10
Ti+BLE 1.
DIMENSIONS OF EQUIPMENT
I " ■ ..................
s
Investigator (s) Ref. Diameter
(inches)
t-------  --- -
Height
(inches)
Barnet & Kobe 3 1 48
Cairns & Roper 7,a 0.9 37.25
Gilliland & Sherwood 9 1.05 46.1
Kafesjian et al. 10 1 40
Brusset & Delbouys 1 0.67 47.2
Modine et al. 5 0.985 24
, Reker 27 1 .05 42.5
Schwarz & Hoelscher 2 3.33 48
Chilton & Colburn 4 1.04 67/
Eramert & Pigford 19 0.99 44.7
Stirba & Hunt
. . . . . . . .  .. . ....
60 0.77-1.13 30-74.5
low ratio of length to diameter of the wetted-wall section of 
the apparatus* In passing through the length of pipe, the 
velocity gradient in the air stream does not adjust itself to 
tho effect of the falling film of liquid.
McCarter and Stutzman (62), working on a column of similar 
dimensions9 evaporated pure liquids into streams of air to 
investigate the thickness and transfer resistance of gas films. 
To calculate transfer rates with gas flow, they found it ne­
cessary to express the gas Reynolds number relative to the 
moving surface. rather than the stationary column wall. Since 
the liquid surface was in direct contact with the gas film, 
its velocity would contribute to the shear forces determining 
the thickness of the laminar layer. If just the gas velocity 
were used without any reference to the liquid motion, the log- 
log plots of the ratio of column diameter to the film thick­
ness parameter versus the gas Reynolds number yielded slopes 
varying from 0.56 to 0.80. It is clear that the results of 
different workers are very varied, for the same equipment 
under similar conditions. McCarter and Stutzman came to the 
conclusion that when the Reynolds number of the gas system is 
calculated relative to the liquid surface on the wetted-wall, 
the graphs have 0.8 slope 'within experimental error1.
Kalesjian, Plank and Gerhard (10), presented their data 
considering the gas Reynolds no. relative to the wall. The 
discrepancies they put forward, are due to the liquid surface 
velocity, because under rippling conditions, the estimation 
of that velocity is difficult. For non-rippling films the 
data gave good correlation when Re^-Cthe gas Reynolds no.
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relative to the liquid surface) was used instead of Retf.For
&
rippling films, the use of Reryielded no satisfactory cor-
6
relation. They thus recommend the use of Rec,in correlating
6
data from rippling films,
Brusset and Delbouys (1 ) also working on a wetted-wall 
column and examining the air-water system, found that the 
liquid flow had no influence on the mass transfer as long as 
the gas flow remained laminar. This must be due to the fact 
that only pure diffusion takes place in the laminar range.
When the gas flow was no longer laminar, liquid flow increase 
increased the mass transfer.
Cairns and Roper (7,8) working on a wetted-wall column 
of popular dimensions (0.9 in. dia, 37 1/4 in. length) arrive 
at a somewhat different conclusion. The mole fraction of the 
diffusing vapour in the gas flow was varied from 0.03 to 0.85. 
iwt low humidities their data agreed with those of other in­
vestigators. However, at high humidities, the data were not 
satisfactorily correlated by the equations of Gilliland and 
Sherwood or Chilton and Colburn.
The wide scatter must have inspired some investigators to 
examine more closely the mechanism of simultaneous heat, 
mass and momentum transfer in wetted-wall columns, Schwarz 
and Hoelscher (2) investigated velocity and concentration 
profiles in a wetted-wall column of 3.33 in. in diameter and 
4 ft. in length. However, a very crude method was employed 
in attempting to examine the concentration profiles. Indeed 
steep gradients of temperature and concentration profiles do 
exsist in wetted-wall columns.
Thus, in summary, with other conditions being the same, 
one could get different transfer coefficients for equipment 
of different dimensions.
.Also, because of the existence of radial and axial tem­
perature and humidity gradients the accuracy-of the existing
data is questionable. Unfortunately, it is not very clear 
from the publications as to where the temperature and con­
centration sensing devices were located in the test equipment.
A temperature indicated at the centre of the column would be 
quite different to that near the wall. Concentration detec­
tion would be equally sensitive to location.
2.1.1. On the Use of a Calming Section.
When a fluid is allowed to enter a circular pipe from a 
large container, the velocity distribution in the cross-sections 
of the inlet length varies with the distance from the initial 
cross-section. In sections close to that at the entrance, 
the velocity distribution is nearly uniform. Further down- ; 
stream the velocity distribution changes, owing to the influ­
ence of friction, until a fully developed velocity profile is 
attained at a given cross-section and remains constant down­
stream of it.
A calming section, which consists of a length of tube of 
the same bore as the test section, is used to allow a stable 
velocity profile to develop. The required length, Le, for 
this is approximately given by (26):
Lo- 0.035dxRe.
According to the measurements performed by KirstenCsg) 
for turbulent flow, its length is about 50-100 diameters, 
but Nikuradso (61) determined that fully formed velocity 
profile exists already after an inlet length of 25 to 40 
diameters.
No matter how long, a calming section is quite useless 
for the purpose for which it is intendeds as soon as the wotted 
section is reached, tho wall conditions are very different. 
There is a liquid flowing down tho walls, whoso velocity is 
comparable to the gas velocity, but in the opposite direction.
This produces enormous velocity gradients near the walls 
and the whole velocity profile of the flowing gas is distor­
ted. By the time this distortion is evened out, a consider­
able length of the column has been in contact with the gas.
As far as the build up of heat and mass transfer boundary 
layers is concerned, these start at the entrance to the wotted 
wall section and therefore an explanation of the heat and 
mass transfer rates in tho column must include the boundary- 
layor theory.
One reason the wetted-wall column has become popular in 
mass and heat transfer studies is the relative ease of cal­
culating the area of contact between phases. This is normally 
done by assuming that mass transfer occurs from a smooth film 
whose area is equal to the inside surface of the column. 
However, thin films do not flow smoothly but have well de­
fined ripples on the surface. The effects of those surface 
irregularities have caused much concern in wotted-wall inves­
tigations.
Wave_:Formation^
According to most of the investigators in this field, 
waves are absent only under conditions of very low flow rates 
in pure liquid films. It has been found that four regimes 
of flow exist (11,12,13). These are s
1. Truly laminar flow at extremely low Reynolds numbers, 
with a smooth liquid surface.
2 . Laminar flow with surface waves of rather large amp­
litude and low frequency.
3. M transition or pseudo turbulent region, where the 
waves grow small in amplitude and have very high frequencies.
4. True turbulence.
The critical Reynolds number, calculated as 4£. , at which 
rippling begins has been reported by Friedman and Miller (14), 
Grimley (12) and Wilkes (15) as 6, by Binnio (16) as 4.4 and 
Kirkbridge (17) as 2.
The onset of true turbulence is reached at about Re^l080
and the transition to turbulence is complete at a liquid 
Reynolds number of 1500. .Almost all the above conclusions 
were made with liquid flow only, the liquid being water. Only 
a few workers actually used countercurrent flow with air.
The conclusions of different workers, working on wetted- 
wall columns are contradictory. However, increase of inter­
facial area due to waves is not likely to be too important 
in practice. Braurcr (29), working in the range of 25 k fie 
1675, finds the maximum increase in the interfacial area is 
3 fo. Belkin (30) finds the increase no more than 3-10 
Shirotsuko (31) finds the increase less than 0.2 }o up to Re 
160, even in the presence of a countercurrent gas stream.
Many investigators (18,10,13,15,19) have found that it 
is possible to reduce or completely eliminate rippling by 
the addition of various types of surface active agents. It 
has been established that there is an optimum concentration 
of surfactant for the production of smoothest film. Above a 
certain critical concentration, ripples begin to reappear. 
However, as the effect of surfactants on the mass transfer 
is not fully clear, this procedure was avoided.
Film—Thiclmojss^
The original work in thickness of vertical films was a 
theoretical analysis by Nusselt (20). For a liquid in vis­
cous flow, Nusselt showed thats
r 1 1/3
(2.1.2-1)
whore; m ~ film thickness in cm.
f*' r. flowrate per unit wetted perimeter 
in gm/cm.sec.
~ viscosity in Poises. 
j> ;• density in gm/cm3.
o
g gravitational accelaration in cm/sec .
Zhivaikin (21) developed a theoretical expression for 
film thickness based on the friction factor.
f. 2m3g . . . (2.1.2-2)
Q2
where; f - friction factor.
m - film thickness in cm.
 ^ kinematic viscosity in fteicoe cm^/Jen
2
g r.- gravitational acceleration in cm/sec . 
Q V. volumetric flowrate per unit wetted
o
perimeter in cm /sec.
The values of f were experimentally determined as :
f ~ 24/Re - for laminar flow. . . (2.1.2-3)
f - 0.9/Re0,25 - for turbulent flow. . (2.1.2-4)
From these relationships,
r p ;: 1/3 1/3
m ' 3* * Rg-^  - for laminar flow. . (2.1.2-3)
4g |
1/3
m*0.143 * Rei?//^ 2 - for turbulent flow. . (2 .1 .2-6) 
were developed.
The equation for film thickness in laminar flow is iden­
tical to that of Nusselt. Kapitsa (22) derived an expression 
similar to that of Nusselt with the exception that the con­
stant in the equation was 2.4 instead of 3. In general the 
majority of workers in this field (12,13,14,16,22,23,25) found
that Nusselt‘s equation for thickness adequately describes 
the average film thickness. In determining film thicknesses 
they have used various techniques.
Surface, Velocity
According to the theoretical work of Nusselt, the velocity 
profile of a thin film is parabolic with a 1.5 ratio of the 
surface to average film velocity. This is represented by s
U = g _( 2 n W-QZ) . . . (2.1.2-7)
where s u - point film velocity in cm/sec.
p
g - gravitetional acceleration in cm/sec . 
y - kinematic viscosity in ^e-ioe cm^/gcc. 
m -film thickness in cm.
distance into film from fixed surface in cm.
This relation has been tested by the experimental work 
of several investigators (13,15,22).
2 •2 • On the Existence of a Liquid Film Resistance.
The calculations for the heat and mass transfer coeff­
icients in a wetted-wall column would also vary if the liquid 
phase heat transfer resistance were significant. Since the 
work of McAdams (32) was published suggesting the existence 
of an appriciable liquid film resistance, this point has 
been examined very closely.
When vaporization takes place from a liquid film as it 
flows down an adiabatic wall, the bulk and interfacial tem­
peratures decrease if the gas temperature is not very much
higher than the liquid temperature and the interfacial tem­
perature falls below the bulk liquid temperature. Theoretically 
this interfacial'temperature can be calculated if the heat 
transfer coefficient in the liquid is known, but this coef­
ficient depends upon the rate of mass transfer into the gas, 
so a coupling of the liquid side heat transfer and the gas 
side mass transfer exists. The heat flux at the interface is 
controlled by the gas side mass transfer. The mass transfer 
rate in turn depends upon the heat transfer in the liquid 
through the effect of interfacial temperature on the vapour 
pressure of the liquid,
Modine, Parrish and Toor (o), have attempted to solve 
this complex problem by determining the liquid side heat 
transfer coefficient for any arbitrary variation of inter­
facial heat flux with position, and then solving the result­
ing integral equation simultaneously with the gas side mass 
transfer equations. In their treatment however, they assume 
that flow is laminar and wave-free. This assumption is ques­
tionable, In their experiments, they use nitrogen-mothanol, 
nitrogen-benzene, helium-methanol and helium-benzene sysyems*
For nitrogen runs, they find the maximum difference of tem­
perature between the bulk and the interface, of the order of 
3.5° C. The film thicknesses were about 0.0256 cm. as cal­
culated by :
in viscous flow, mentioned earlier.
This thickness results in average gradients of 15.7°C./mm. 
which seems quite large. They conclude low apparent values
as developed by Nusselt for a liquid
of J]3 obtained in their studies are caused by a lowering of 
the interfacial temperature. Sevenson ot al. (56) evaporated 
liquids at comparable fluxes from a quiescent surface so that 
there wore no disturbing ripples and eddies in the liquid 
surface. Temperature gradients in the liquid, measured with 
a 0.3 mm. thermistor were found to be of the order of 4°C./mm. 
This is about one fourth of the gradient predicted by Modine,
In a recent article, PortalsidL (57) reviews the work of 
two investigators (58,14) who injected thin dye streams into 
falling liquid films. Streamlines of flow consistent with 
the dye patterns were deduced, and theoretical equations were 
derived to describe the flow under the surface of a ripple.
It was concluded that reverse flow exists close to the wall 
at the thick part of a wave, resulting in recirculating eddy 
formation. These eddies would promote vigorous bulk mixing 
and fast surface renewal, which would minimise temperature 
gradients across a film. The presence of eddies and sur­
face renewal is indicated by substantial increases in heat 
and mass transfer rates where rippling films were present 
(12,59,60),
McAdams, on his experimental cooling tower packed with 
rings, used countercurrent flow of air and water. In a series 
of “adiabatic11 runs, heat given up by the water to air was 
solely due to evaporation since the temperature of the water 
at the end of the process remained unchanged. This eliminated 
any liquid resistance. In another series of experiments, the 
water was cooled with the effect of incoming air. For this 
set of runs, the volume coefficient of mass transfer were
found to bo about 50 fa loss than those calculated in the 
original runs. McAdams assumes this difference is due to the 
existence of a liquid phase resistance. Although McAdams does 
not give the difference between the interfacial and bulk tem­
peratures, from his results it can be calculated to be as much 
as 8-15°C, which would seem rather high since the thermal 
conductivity of water is considerable, and in water cooling 
the average heat flux does dot exceed 350-400 kcal/m2hr.
Berman (33) criticizes the method of calculation of McAdams 
who assumed the application of the empirical correlation for 
mass transfer obtained from the first series of experiments, 
to the second series.
Hauszler‘s (34) work on the temperature profile on both 
sides of an evaporating surface shows that the maximum dif­
ference between the temperature of the bulk of the water and 
that of the air-water interface was found to be about 3.2°C.
Priiger's (35) work for the evaporation at 100°C. of water
in a heated vessel (with heat fluxes in the range of 2200-
4300 kcal/m hr) the temperature drop across the boundary-
layer of the water was only 2.5-4.Q°C. Heindrich (69) and
differences
Leven (36) reported a maximum tc-mperature^of 5.0 and 4.0°C.
Experimentally, the negligibility of the liquid film 
resistance to heat transfer can be verifieds since it is ex­
pected that the gas film controls the rate of heat transfer,
a plot of the reciprocal of the heat transfer coefficient (hg) 
0 3versus 1/G # should pass through the origin. The origin 
corresponds to the infinite gas velocity, when the gas film
resistance should reduce to zero. As the plot on the fol­
lowing page shows 5 the liquid film resistance was found to 
be zero for all practical purposes.
2.3. The Calculation of the Heat Transfer Coefficient i/ith 
Simultaneous Mass Transfer.
Analysis of the simultaneous transfer of heat and mass, 
while apparently straight-forward, poses a number of problems 
concerning the definition of the heat transfer coefficients. 
An analysis of the wet-bulb temperature will illustrate this 
point. From a heat balance it can be obtained ;
q .r h A (t-tw) . . . (2.3-1)
r - kg A (pw-p) . . . (2.3-2)
or t-tw - k,? M (pTv-p) . . . (2.3-3)
h/kg, according to the J-factor 
concept, is the humid heat, Cs.
The Chilton - Colburn analogy predicts;
.2/3
h/k - Cs Sc
Pr
. . . (2.3-4)
(please see Appendix for this relation).
Since it is shown that 
2/3
Sc
Pr
v  1, . * . (2.0-5)
h/k <sjCs . . .  (2.3-6)
Mci“£uib_determinations. ofJi/k_bX .several Investigators.
Measurements of h/k water in air in wetted-wall columns 
give values in the range 0.95 Cs to 1.12 Cs. A tabulation 
by Sherwood (40.1 of h/k calculated from wet-bulb determina­
tions gives values that are greater than the specific heat 
of dry air and within the range of the humid heat.
f'"v. . ,  A4 2 10 x 2 9 7  mm/  c l i .  s
TABLE 5
Investigator ref h/k
Mark 39 0.26
Sherwood 40 0.26
Sherwood & Comings 
Awbery & Griffiths 
Arnold 43
41
42 0.36
0.29
0.27
The existence of such a relationship (h/k) was first 
mentioned by Grosvenor (51) in 1908 and later by Carrier (52) 
in 1918s though the first analytical study was carried out 
by Lewis in 1922. He was working on the relationship bet­
ween the adiabatic saturation temperature and the wet-bulb 
temperature and discovered that for the air-water system the 
ratio of h/k is fortuitously equal to 0.26, which is the value 
of the humid heat, at a humidity of 0.047 lb.water/lb.dry air. 
Assumption was then made that the Lewis relationship for the 
water cooling surfaces is the same as that for a wet-bulb 
thermometer.
Robinson (53) in 1923 mentions the ratio. He concludes 
as a result of his own and Goibelfs (54) tests on various 
cooling towers, that a value of 0.30 is more true for water 
cooling surfaces. Hensel and Treybal (55), state that the 
relationship is neither constant nor equal to the humid heat 
of the main air stream, but rather it varies from 0.23 to 
0.58 depending on flowrates and packed height.
It can therefore be seen that there is considerable di­
vergency of opinion as to the actual numerical value to be
attached to the relationship.
h defined.in (2.3-1) only includes the energy received 
by the wick from the gas. However, the vaporized liquid as 
it diffuses and mixes with the gas stream comes to the tem­
perature of the gas stream, so that the total enthalpy change
experienced by unit mass of evaporating liquid is Ucp(t-tw) 
Therefore the problem is raised:
Should the heat transfer coefficient be defined to in­
clude just the energy received by the wick or the total en­
thalpy ?
Barnet and Kobe (3) calculated the heat transfer coeffi­
cient from the rate of heat transfer based only on the tem­
perature change of air. This by no means takes full account 
of the process. It throws no light on the actual mechanism 
of heat transfer, in the presence of mass transfer.
Cairns and Roper (7,8) attempted to analyse their results
on the basis of Colburn and Drew’s (38) theory, considering
the effect of sensible heat carried by diffusing molecules 
(sec Fig. 12).
Heat gained by gas,
Qqj^-kt dts 4-■ <31 (Lf cv(ts-to) ) « . . (2.3-7) 
ds
— enthalpy change in the gas stream.
Enthalpy entering the differential element, S05 >
::cp(tgi—to) + Hi cv(tgi-tgo)^6Hi| |
. . . (2.3-8)
(Enthalpy of air-j- Enthalpy of vapour -i-Latent heat of vapour
Enthalpy leaving the differential element,
- cp(tgo-to) j Ho cv(tgo-to)4 JJHo. • • (2.3-9)
Now, by a balance, G(Ho-Hi)-xdl. . . (2.3-10)
80 that enthalpy change in the gas stream,
-- G cp dtg-t-G Hi cv dtg-i <3.lC)i vcv(tgo-to))' :
v i________ _ _____ ____________
(1) (2) (3)
. . .  (2.3-11)
Barnet and Kobe, in their calculations for the heat 
transfer coefficient in the absence of mass transfer, only 
consider the integral of term (1), This treatment is rather 
insufficient to describe the true process. It will yield 
inaccurate coefficients if the humidity of the gas entering 
or leaving the column is rather high.
3« SCOPE OF THE PRESENT WORK.
It is clear from the section on the review of previous 
work that there is a lot of discrepancy between different 
workers’ results, working on wetted-wall columns, under sim­
ilar conditions. This is difficult to be explained as being 
purely due to experimental error. Unloss the actual heat and 
mass-transfer mechanism in wetted-wall columns is examined 
closely, application of data from such equipment to test 
various theories is then questionable.
It is the purpose of the present work to examine the mec­
hanism of simultaneous heat and mass transfer in a wetted- 
wall column, by taking samples of gas from different sections 
of the column and measuring its temperature. variation in 
the condition.of the gas as it then passes through the column 
can then be established* It was hoped that some indication 
would bo obtained during the course of the experimental work 
of the rate at which air becomes humidified during its passage 
through the wetted section. It was also proposed to feed 
nearly saturated air to the column and follow its further 
humidification or dohumidification, whatever the case may be.
Information gained from this problem is fundamental in 
many applications to reactors, absorption towers and numerous 
other unit operations involving the transfer of material.
They are all concerned with the basic mass transfer differ­
ential equations. From the concentration profiles, transport 
coefficients may be measured which, combined with the mixing 
length theory, offer engineering solutions to other problems 
where the flow conditions are similar.
As mentioned earlier, in none of the experiments with 
wetted-wall columns to date were the temperature and concen­
tration profiles measured. As a result, earlier data will 
prove to be inadequate to substantiate advanced theory.
3.1. Selection of the Operating Variables.
The range of_variables^
The usual cooling water range is from 50°C. to 25°C. 
This range was adopted in the investigation. The range of 
air temperatures used were from 15° C, to 35° C. Humidity 
range varied from 0.003 lb.water/lb dry air to saturation at 
the inlet temperature.
The five operating variables were s
1) the gas rate,
2) the liquid rate.
3) the liquid temperature entering the column.
4) the gas temperature entering the column,
5) the inlet gas humidity.
The other operating variables (e.g. exit humidity, gas 
and liquid temperatures) are dependant on the five main op­
erating variables. It is thought that of the above variables 
the one with the most notable influence on the heat and mass 
transfer coefficients is the gas rate* The gas Reynolds no.
could be varied in the range of 1500 - 6000.
The liquid rate could be varied from 37 lb/hr to 115
lb/hr. Liquid rates lower than 37 lb/hr usually caused in­
complete wetting of the column.
30
In all about 50 different runs were completed with a 
fair range of varied inlet conditions. For a few runs, the 
exit conditions were reproduced as inlet conditions for an­
other run (e.g. runs 24,27,30) to investigate the effect of 
a saturated gas on the heat and mass transfer coefficients.
Basically, there are three main cycles in the equipments
1) The air cycle (contacting both water cycles).
2) The wetted-wall column water cycle.
3) The air-conditioner water cycle.
However, as good control of the air and water conditions 
and flowrates was necessary for the accuracy of the work , 
there were numerous ancilliary pieces of equipment to achieve 
this.
A diagram of the apparatus is given on pages 33, 34,
3 5 , together with a photograph showing the general lay-out. 
The wetted-wall column and the procedure used for the runs
were similar to those used by other workers. Air was supplied
by a vane compressor/vacuum pump. An oil filter was used to
clean the air which was then passed through a ’Rotameter1 for
measuring the rough air-rate. The air rate was measured
accurately by a wet gas meter after the air had left the
wetted-wall column. For the maximum air-rate, the accuracy 
of this meter (Alexander Wright & Co. Ltd.) was claimed to 
be±0.25 /o. All the temperatures were measured by copper- 
constantan thermocouples. The potentiometer used in the 
measurement of the e.m.f.s of the thermocouples was of very 
high accuracy (i-0.001 mV or + 0.025 °C.) The temperature 
readings were recorded by a strip chart recorder.
The humidity of the ingoing and outgoing air sample was 
measured by a calibrated ’Shaw* humidity meter, and recorded 
by a strip chart recorder (see section on the measurement of 
humidity).
The present equipment is an improvement over previous 
types of equipment for the analysis of simultaneous heat 
and mass transfer processes. The existence of a probe both 
for the measurement of gas temperature and sampling, made 
analysis at different sections of the column possible. The 
results shov/ed a rapid approach to air saturation. In some 
runs, saturated air Y/as deliberately fed to the column to 
investigate the existence of so called nsupersaturationu.
The condition curve of air merely followed the saturation 
curve. This implies that the Mickley analysis (63) for 
cooling toY/ers is dangerous in application because sometimes 
a construction of the condition curve by such an analysis 
indicates supersaturation. Therefore, a design using the 
Mickley analysis may not be sound.
In order to minimise the effects of vibrations all pumps 
and blowers were mounted on rubber and stirrers fixed on 
the we.ll rather than the frame of the equipment itself.
The frame itself rested on concrete.
4.1. The Sampling Probe.
This consisted of a stainless steel hypodermic needle 
0.1 in. inside diameter, With this small diameter of probe, 
the ratio of the flow area in the probe to that of the 
column is 1/95. For the small size and flowrate in the 
probe, the gas conditions in the vjetted-wall column are 
assumed to be undisturbed. The samples of air were sucked 
by a Yjater-pump at a rate of about 200 ml. per minute. The 
analysis of this small sampling stream was possible using
FIG.5 Sketch of equipment
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a 'Shaw1 humidity meter. The elements of the meter were 
housed in an air oven through which the air-samples were 
passed. The temperature of the oven was accurately main­
tained at 50°C.(J:0.1oC.) by employing a mercury-toluene 
regulator. The good control was achieved by having a con­
tinuous heater rated at 75 Watts and a 50 Watt control 
heater. The oven was especially constructed for this pur­
pose. A sketch of the air-oven is shown on the following 
page. The temperature of the gas sampled at the selected 
position in the column was measured by the thermocouples 
placed at the tip of the probe.(see sketch of the x^etted- 
wall column.)
Two thermocouples were used for measuring this tempe­
rature so that accidental wetting of one of them would be 
detected. A ’Polythene' skirt placed at the entrance to 
the probe was used to divert away from the thermocouples 
and the gas sample any water droplets flowing down the out­
side of the probe. The thermocouple wires were wound on 
the tube sampling probe and this was protected by another 
stainless steel hypodermic needles 0.2 in. o.d. The probe 
was positioned at the centre-line of the column and could 
be moved up or down, to any required height within the column. 
In order to prevent the condensation of the water vapour in 
the sampling lines between the wetted-wall column and the 
air-oven housing the moisture detectors, heating of the lines 
was necessary. Parts of the sampling lines were heated by 
electrical tape, the input to which was controlled by an 
autotransformer. The other part of the sampling lines was 
kept hot by pumping hot water through a jacket around the
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. DETAILS OF AIR OVEN
line. The temperature of the water was kept at least 10°C. 
higher than the temperature of the dew point of the gas 
sample.
The Wetted-wall Column Water Cycle.
Distilled water was used throughout the experiments.
Heated water from a 'Polythene1 tank of 20 gal. capacity 
(approx. size 3 ft x 1.5 ft x 1 ft) was pumped by the metering 
pump through a 'Rotameter1 into an upper reservoir of the 
same capacity also made of 'Polythene1. The accurate control 
of temperature in the lower tank was not necessary, so an 
'Electrothermal* energy regulator was adequate for this pur­
pose. The accurate temperature control to i0.025°C. in the 
upper tank was achieved by employing a contact thermometer 
together with a 'Sunvic* controller and a stirrer. Since 
very thick ^ polythene' tanks were used, no lagging was necessary 
even for the high temperature runs. A calming baffle chamber 
was fixed at the exit of the upper reservoir. This was 
necessary because of the violent stirring of water in the 
upper reservoir, required for fine temperature control. The 
calming baffle chamber provided uniform water flow through 
the column.
The wetted-wall column was a precision bore glass tube 
with a specially ground top edge and flared at the bottom 
for liquid withdrawal. It was 40 in. in length and 0.975 in. 
internal diameter. The calming sections at the gas inlet 
and exit were 18 in. and 8 in, respectively. The calming 
section at the gas inlet was 'Perspex', machined to the same 
bore as the wetted-wall column itself. The reason for using
’Perspex' is given in the section on Calculation Methods.
The wetted section was enclosed by another glass tube 3 in. 
in diameter. This tube had electrical heating-tape around it 
to supply heat equal to that lost by the column. Thus the
operation of the column was kept adiabatic as nearly as 
1
possible .
Before each run, at no air flow, the electrical heat in­
put was adjusted so that the temperature of water leaving the 
column at the chosen flowrate equalled to that of the water 
entering,
1 'nearly', since there is a variation in the rate of 
heat loss along the column governed by the liquid temperature. 
The heater probably supplies more energy than necessary at 
the lower part of the column and not enough at the upper part*
The air-conditioner water cycle.
In order to investigate the effect of different variables 
on the process of simultaneous heat and mass transfer, a 
variety of inlet conditions is necessary. One of the variables 
was inlet humidity* The inlet humidity could be varied by 
'conditioning' the air in a saturator-column. The humidity 
of the air leaving the saturator-column depends on the tem­
perature of saturation of the air* Saturation was easily 
achieved at the required temperature by contacting the air 
and water in a tail column packed with a material of large 
specific area. In this investigation a 2 in. diameter column 
4 ft 6 in. high, packed with 1/4 in* stainless steel Dixon 
rings was used for contacting the water and air*
The temperature of the recirculating water was controlled 
by a thermostatted refrigeration unit capable of lowering the 
temperature of water-reservoir to just above freezing point. . 
A stirrer provided good mixing for uniform temperature.
lifter de-misting the air leaving the saturator-column, 
the air could be heated to any desired temperature in an 
electrically heated section of the pipework. Hence, a wide 
combination of temperatures and humidities of the air inlet 
could be obtained as required.
4.2. Measurement of Humidity.
Of the various methods available for the measurement of 
humidity, hardly any is suitable for the purpose of the 
present investigation. Most of the methods used for a quick 
determination of humidity, usually give very crude results. 
Accurate methods for humidity determination (like the chemical 
method) are very slow processes.
The gas in the wetted-wall column is analysed for humidity 
at five different heights in ascending order. The sampling 
is repeated at the same heights in descending order to check 
the original values. For each experiment, nine humidity 
determinations, therefore, are necessary. This demands a 
very quick method for humidity determinations. Of course 
accuracy is also desirable. It should also bo noted that 
the desired gas sample rate is small, (about half a litre 
per minute), which eliminates still more detection methods.
In some cases, the moisture content of the sampled gas is
very high (in fact, saturated) so that special measurement 
techniques are necessary. Thus an instrument is necessary 
which :
a) is accurate,
b) is quick,
c) is capable of handling high humidity gases,
d) requires only a small volume of sample gas.
With these restrictions, the detector decided on was a 
11 Shaw" hygrometer. It is an instrument which depends upon 
the variation in dielectric constant with ambient humidity 
of an electrolyte in a special capacitor. Considerable 
difficulty was experienced before this meter was calibrated 
and used succesfully.
4.3. Investigation of the Entrance Effects.
In order to investigate the entrance effects to the 
column, air mixed with smoke was passed through the calming 
section and the flow patterns photographed. Smoke was 
produced by contacting moist air with titanium tetrachlorides
v
j ! calming section
!' »i
smokeViCfit-b— :Ej
FIG. 7. Arrangement to observe smoke patterns
FIG-8. M of  ion o f  a i r  a f  fh e  
end o f  ca lm ing  s e c t i o n
Figure No. 3 Turbulent eddy at entrance
A water model with plastic beads as tracers gave a better 
visual flow pattern. Using the criteria of similarity sug­
gested by Johnstone and Thring (37) the Reynolds number in 
the model experiments was kept the same as that used in the 
case of the air experiments.
The small beads (0.5 mm. in diameter) used were poly­
styrene of density 0.95- 1.05. The flow patterns did indicate 
eddies at the entrance to the wetted-wall column. Photographs 
are shown in Fig. 8 .
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5. CALIBRATION AND OPERATION OF EQUIPMENT.
5.1. Calibration of Hygromotor.
It is a well known fact that saturated salt solutions at 
a specified temperature exert a certain water vapour pressure 
above the solution. This method of reproducing ‘standard* 
conditions has been used suecesfully both for calibration 
purposes and for producing standard conditions where known 
water vapour in the gas phase is required. The table on the 
next page describes a few such solutions, which were used in 
an attempt to calibrate the hygrometer.
The salt solutions wore thormostattcd at the required 
temperature and in the gas space above, the sensitive element 
of the hygrometer was placed. By this method, however, the 
equilibrium was barely reached after 5 to 6 hours. As the 
meter had a drift which was appreciable so that it needed re­
calibration about onco a month, another method of calibration 
was sought. For this purpose a special saturator was designed, 
the sketch of which is shown on the previous page. The whole 
saturator was kept in a thermostat bath. Air was bubbled 
through the saturator at the required rate (about half a litre 
a minute).
The air should thon have a humidity governed by the con­
trolled temperature of the saturated salt solution in the 
saturator. This method also gave practical troubles; the 
salt solution usually crystallised into a solid piece block­
ing the air inlet. Meanwhile, it was discovered that not
only the humidity sensitive element but also its handle was 
rather sensitive to slight temperature variations. In order 
to overcome this problem, a special air-oven was designed and 
constructed, housing the sensing element and its handle. A 
sketch of this oven is also enclosed in the thesis. As an 
alternative calibration method, the possibility of using dif­
ferent strength of sulphuric acid was investigated^.
If therrnostatted at a relatively high temperature (e.g. 
50° C.) equilibrium would be reached quickly. This method 
also proved unsatisfactory. A tiny splash of acid solution 
on the element will end its life instantly due to contamina-i 
tion of the electrolyte. A drop of water on the element will 
have the same effect. In the course of the experiments no 
less than ten elements were totally or partly damaged by water 
It is quite easy for a drop of water to bo sucked in the sam­
pling probe and damage the element.
A satisfactory calibration method was the thermostatting 
of the saturator (filled with distilled water) at different 
temperatures. The air bubbling through would be saturated at 
the temperature of the bath. The air lines form the saturator 
to the air-oven were electrically heated to prevent condensa­
tion. The meter readings were checked by chemical means. A 
set of results is included, together with a sample calculation
1
HgSO^ solution § 50° C. Data from Perry, Chemical •
Engineers’ Handbook.
(P.T.O. for Table 2 )
T-iBLS S.
| % <icid
I
j V . p . ( m m  Hg)
5045 60 9855 65
26.0 10.244.7 17.5
28.1 11.048.3 18.9
T^BLE 3.
Maintaining Constant Humidity.
(data from International Critical Tables Vol.l, p.67)
Solid Phases t (° C.) fo Humidity @ t.
LiCl.HgO 20 15
CaClg.6HgO 24.5 31
2n(N03)g.6H20 20 42
Mg(N03)2 24.5 52
NaNOg 20 66
(nh4)2so4 20 81
NH Cl 20 79.5
BaCl2 .2H20 24. 5 88
Na2S04 .10H20 20 93
Pb(N03)2
1
20 98
Calibration Chock by the Chemical Method.
Electrical
; heatii
Probe 3  ^
-Hi-
i
Bath
s^nir -
Saturator.
-iir-ovcn
Fig.10 Layout for calibration.
I n n i ‘inspiratorU  U  u  A \— — .•
Silica gel 
u-tubes
Temperature of bath s 26.95°C.
Vapour pressure s 26.64 mrnHg.
Relative Humidity in the air-oven (thormostatted at 48°C.)
: 31.82 %.
Volume of air sampled s 3360 cc in 14.33 minutes. 
Hygrometer reading ; 72.9
■—  — 1
Weighings
r  — -----
Tube 1 Tube 2 Tube 3
Before
nfter
59.7618 gm. 
59.7609 gm.3
61.7726gm. 
61.7530
61.7799gm. 
61.8352
increase -0.0009 gm. 0.0004 gm* 0.0553 gm.
The pressure was 6 in. w.g. less than atmospheric.
H (chemical)- 0.0557 x 294.5 x 32_ = 0.0266(lb/lb dry)
2.36x1.21 273 31.5
H (saturator) - 0.0225(lb/lb dry)
error -5.7 j
Sat. temp.(°C.) H(lb/lb dry) Meter reading Error {%)
3.10 0.0048 41.2 30
7.45 0.0063 44.3 2.2
12.75 0.0092 48.8 -4.7
16.70 0.0118 53.2 2.5
24.00 0.0195 67.2 10.0
26.95 0.0225 72.9 5.7
27.70 0.0235 74.7 -6.5
29.90 0.0261 78.6 7.3
30.60 0.0281 79.3 12.0
34.20 0.0348 86.0 5.1
By rogrcssion analysis3 the following equation was 
deduced which described the relationship between the meter 
reading and the moisture content of the sampled gas*
RH = 0.8764X-t-0.00013X -29.34 . . . (5.1-1)
whore x*meter reading ?
RH -relative humidity at 43*0°C.
5.2. Calibration of Thermocouples.
Copper-constantan thermocouples wore used, two of which 
were calibrated by the National Physical Laboratory for the 
range of 15° to 50° C. *icc$racy of calibration was ± 0.05°C. 
The other thermocouples were calibrated from those.
The metering pump (manufactured by Wallace and Tiernan 
Ltd.) at maximum dalivery had an accuracy of 0.05 %. 
Throughout the series of runs? occasional tests were made 
to check the accuracy of pufTming by employing a stop-watch 
and a measuring cylinder. No drift was found.
S. CALCULATION METHODS.
In tho majority of the experiments the flow regime of the 
gas was kept turbulent. This ensured plug flow. No doubt 
very steep gradients of humidity and temperature between the 
falling liquid film and tho bulk gas exist. Tho steep gra­
dients ? however, are confined to the laminar sub-layer of the 
gas film, the thickness of which is very small compared to 
the total width for the bulk gas flow,
ii
laminar \
sublayer i
Liquid 
film
\
A j
Vv 1w:
\ Y
\ X
\
buffer
layer
turbulent * 
core j
!Temperature profile
Y      __  j Humidity profile
Fig, 11, The above diagram indicates the distribution of 
temperature and humidity profiles in the column.
The radial variations of these two profiles are not 
significant in the turbulent core or the buffer layer. -An 
attempt to measure any significant variations in the radial 
distribution of temperature and humidity did not yield any 
satisfactory results. It is thought that the humidity and 
temperature indicated at the centre-line of the wetted-wall 
column will approximately represent the average conditions of 
tho gas around the point of sampling. Thus an approximate 
point sampling of the exit conditions was done, which does 
not represent the true average exit conditions.
The accurate estimation of the average humidity and tem­
perature at the exit from the column is difficult. This is 
again due to practical complications. In most cases the gas 
leaving the column was saturated. If the upper calming sec­
tion is therefore not heated, condensation will occur, with 
reduction of the moisture content of the gas. If tho walls 
of the calming section arc heated, the temperature of tho gas 
leaving the column will rise. The former practice will tend 
to give the average gas temperature and the latter tho aver­
age humidity.
With the difficulty of measuring the 'average* exit con­
ditions, the accuracy of the overall results cannot be estima­
ted precisely. However, approximate estimation is possible 
by two methods which will be discussed below. The average 
liquid temperatures at inlet and exit of the column are meas­
ured accurately by a precision potentiometer. Tho average 
gas inlet temperature and humidity are also measured to a 
reliable accuracy. However, at the exit of the column only 
the point values of humidity and temperature at tho centre­
line of the column arc measured.
An overall enthalpy balance is possible since the gas
and liquid conditions at the entrance and exit to the column
are known. A sample calculation is given.
The ratio of the liquid to the gas rate is known, since
both are measured to a reliable accuracy. From theory, the 
value of this ratio should be identical to the ratio of tho 
difference in tho gas enthalpies at the exit and entrance to 
column and the difference in the liquid temperatures between 
the top and the bottom of the tower.
Methods for tho calculation of heat and mass transfer 
coofficionts arc given in standard textbooks (26,70). However, 
unless the operation of the equipment is completely isothermal
are not possible. Usually some simplifying assumptions arc 
necessary.
1
The column is kept adiabatic as nearly as possible by 
arranging that, when there is no air flow, the temperature 
of the water entering:and leaving the column is equal. However, 
when there is countercurrent air flow, undesirable heat tran­
sfer occurs in tho calming section as illustrated in the 
sketch below. This heat transfer was kept minimal by using 
specially drilled perspex' calming section, equal to the bore 
of the column itself. The conductivity of ’perspex is con­
siderably poorer than that of glass. The deviation from the 
adiabatic conditions with countercurrent air flow is mentioned 
under ’ Equipment *.
or adiabatic'*' rigorous analytical solutions of tho equations
H  Bottom section of tower
hot water
’Perspex’ calming section
/
/
LIQUID
‘ *IR FLOW
Fig. 13. Heat losses at bottom of tower.
In equation for vapourisation of a pure liquid in a dif 
forontial height element into a turbulent gas stream is s
. . (6-1)
o
where? W ribs of liquid transferred/hr fHy— tofcoisiCaec.
kc^mass transfer coefficient (lb dry air/ft2hr) 
h4 rcircumference of tower.
H - humidity of gas at bulk (lb/lb dry) 
H%humidity at the interface (lb/lb dry) 
z rheight of equipment.
The above equation is based on Maxwell & Stefan's treat­
ment of molecular diffusion^ in accordance with the kinetic 
theory of gases. It is evident that the magnitude and nature 
of the 'mass transfer coefficient' are directly related to the 
definitions of the characteristic area and characteristic con­
centration difference as well as the rate of mass transfer
Assuming equilibrium at the interface, the value of H 
is calculated using the vapour pressure of the liquid. In a 
small height of column dz, the amount of mass transferred is 
G dH and3
Rearranging and integrating with the assumption that kc is not 
a function of z9
itself.
G dHxdW 
Thus G dH~kc I* dz(H^-H)
. (6-2) 
. (6-3)
. . (6-4)
The problem now is tho evaluation of the integral on the
right hand side of equation. If the liquid is kept at a cons-*
%
tant temperature9 H* is constant and a simple integration 
yields a logarithmic term. If there is no sensible heat trans­
fer into or out of the liquid, then the amount of cooling is 
a direct function of the quantity of material vapourised and 
the latent heat. The usual procedure is to assume H ‘ a constant 
and integrate the above equation, givings
* 1
kc A z~ln(H -H) . . , (6-5)
G ~ •if
There is usually a drop in liquid temperature from the top 
to the bottom of the tower.In this case the interfacial humi­
dity is assumed to be a linear function of the bulk humidity 
of the gas. The resulting integration is:
t  L InvfiHj/AH;.) . . . (6-6)
The derivation of this integral is given in the appendix. 
For the calculation of the mass transfer coefficients for the 
column, as well as at the different sections, the above inte­
gral was used. The calculations were done on an I.C.L. 1905F 
computer. The vapour pressure of water at the required temp­
eratures was estimated by using a modified Antoine equation. 
Within the relevant temperature range, the error introduced by 
using this equation was under 1.5 The vapour pressure, 
according to this equation, is given by:
p-exp(2.30259(9.4157 - 2386.142 - 0.00146t)). . . (6-7)
T
where: T -absolute temperature °K.
t - temperature °C.
p -vapour pressure of water in mmHg.
Samples of air wore taken at the centre-line of the col­
umn at five chosen sections. The application of the above 
procedure for the calculation of the mass transfer coefficients 
at the various sections of the column indicated a significant 
variation in the mass transfer coefficients along the column.
In the calculations concerning the heat transfer coeff­
icients at the chosen sections of the column, the correspon­
ding liquid temperatures along the column are required. A 
computer programme was written for this purpose, which is incl­
uded in the appendix. Tho calculations are based on estimating 
the liquid temperatures at the required sections in the column 
by considering heat balances at every section. Sample calcu­
lations which follow later will clarify the methods of calcu-^ 
lation.
The heat transfer coefficients are further adjusted by 
using the Colburn and Drew treatment (38). In this way, the 
heat transfer coefficients without the effect of mass transfer 
can be calculated. Tho Colburn cc Drew treatment is presented 
be lows
Fig. 12. Vapour heat balance at an interface of area cU. 
6.1 Colburn and ProwVs method of calculation*
Consider a vapour heat balance through an area cU (inter­
face to the film). Assuming that :
ti
gas^film 
liquid •<- S   — H  tg
ts
interface
a) 1.11 vortical flow is in bulk gas,
b) S (the film thickness) is constant with height, 
Heat flux through film,
A*
-fy c w 4-(l-y)ca G dtgi t k + 1 cl dt4* \ cwdt* dl . . . (6*1-1 )
j ( -tei ■ j \ j
to % -
This heat flux is equal to that at section s, 
rAi r^s
!A; + ic$dt +
j ii
cwdtj dl - dl kt dts 
5 ds
. . . (6.1-2)
nq^i (heat arising at tho interface).
If cw and ca are constant over the range ts to tQ, and Kt is 
the mean value of the thermal conductivity in the range tj_ 
to tg,
r 1
. . . (6.1-3)^Gi- .41 j hi . "V cw(ts-t. )!-Kt dts 
d A ^ d A L  1 ij ds"
where hi. is the.water vapour enthalpy
l
- cicti-t )■*•
Integration of this yields,
f jjili + cw(tg-ti)J -qG1
. (6.1-4)
L_ v ln/ 3
Kt hg,o~* dl.cw c b r !
<u a
dA hli^cw(5r<)J -qG.j
, , . (6,1-5)
Writing an apparent heat transfer coefficient,
dl cw
= dirtritll • • • C6-1“6) mid Hi,o- • • (6'1-7)
one obtains
-a a hg,o[(ti-to) c ^ L_jL(tg-ti)l 4- hg(ti-tg)
.caLjcar.
a hg,o ( (t^-t )c_lt Ai. ^ 4 hg(t^-tg)
C W  C W  I
. . . (6.1-8)
Rearranging!
(6.1-9)
Now
dl cw from (6.1-7)
From (6.1-7) and (6.1-9), choosing t ^0 as reference 
temperature9
The value of hg is calculated from the experimental results9 
The value of a can be calculated from (6.1-10) above. Hence 
hg9o can be found.
Another method of analysis of simultaneous heat and mass 
transfer processes is due to Mickley (63)5 who extended the 
enthalpy driving force concept put forward by Merkel (72).
This method of analysis includes the application of the Lewis 
relationship.
Mickley assumes a constant value for the heat and mass 
transfer coefficients within the equipment. The operating 
(see fig. 14) line is divided into a number of equal segments? 
from the ends of which tie-lines of slope -hl/lcgjp are joined
to the saturation curve. From this method, a ’condition 
curve' for the air as it travels through the equipment can
atr -ln(l-(4icw(td-tg)]/(dlcl t±-hg(t .-tg)-V \±))
d/i. . x rlA 1 d*i
(6.1-10)
6.2 Micklev's Method of
Enthalpy
Saturation curve
Condition 
Curve .
Operating curve
Gas condition at inlet
L.
Temperature
Fig. 14. The Mickley construction.
be constructed. His method is generally used for the predic­
tion of the height of a toiler required to cool water in a
certain range. In this work, the height of the equipment as
well as the mass transfer coefficient is known. It is assumed 
that the liquid phase heat transfer coefficient is very high 
(see section 2 .2), Therefore, the Mickley analysis, if accu­
rate enough to describe the process, should give the gas exit
temperature as recorded by the experiment.
The basis for the calculations using the Mickley method is 
a convergence procedure in the computer programme. The sat­
uration enthalpy, HF1 , can be described adequately within the 
temperature range by using the iuitoine equation jeqn. 6-7).
By the Mickley method, this enthalpy is also equal tos
(6.2-1)
where : HG - gas enthalpy.
TL - liquid temperature 
T r film temperature.
6.3 Sample calculations for run 59.
Gas rate-144 ft'Vhr. saturated @73.5 °F and 765.2 mm Hg 
Saturated vapour pressure of water @ 73.5 °F ^ 21,07 mm H 
Humidity of this gas -J “ 744.1 29
•=0,0177 lb/lb dry air.
Moles of HP0 associated with 1 mole of air « 29.x0,0177
*18
r. 0,0285
Dry air rate — 144 x fgg x §59 x °»9715 
-10.41 lb/hr.
Inlet humidity - as measured by "Shaw11 hygrometers 
- 0.0048 lb/lb dry.
Exit humidity *  0.0280 lb/lb dry.
Amount of water evaporated *=, 10.41 (0.0280 - 0.0048)
“ 0,242 lb/hr.
Mean gas flow in the column,
it 1 0 . 4 1 + + 1 0 . 4 1  x 0.0048
=  10.581 lb/hr.
Mean film temperature - (38.22 -V 35.60 4 23.90 +31.05)/4
-32.19 °C.
Viscosity of the vapour at mean film temperature is then 
read from the chart in the .Appendix as 0.02018 centipoises. 
The basis of the chart is the Hirschfelder equation.(8-2).
The Reynolds number of gas (with reference to the statio­
nary column wall)9
ou
_ 10.531 x 4 ________ ___________
""fT x 0.02018 x 2.42 x (0.975/12)
-3410
Enthalpy of the gas can be calculated from 
cpy.t +H(cVyt-tX0 )
Thus, inlet enthalpy
- 0.25 x 23.90-^0.0043(0.43 x 23.90+597) 
s 8.86 C.h.u./lb dry air.
exit enthalpy 
~ 0.25 x 31.05 "tO, 0280(0. 48 x 31.05+ 597)
~ 24.86 C.h.u./lb dry air.
^H(enthalpy) ^16.00 C.h.u./lb dry air.
Inlet temperature of water to the column =38.22 °C.
Exit temperature of water from the column-35.60 °C.
Change (°C)-2.62
The ratio of the liquid rate to gas rate in the column,
(a) from heat balance r:16.00/2.62
^ 6.12
The ratio of the liquid rate to gas rate in the column,
(b) measured liquid and gas rates ~64.4/10.581
-6.08
error {%) - * 0,67
Pleat balance %
IN: Enthalpy of water ~ 64.4 x 38.22 ^.2462 C.h.u.
Enthalpy of air -10.41 x 0.25 x 23,9 - 62.2 C.h.u.
Enthalpy of vapour:: 10.41 x 597 x 0.0048
■f 10.41 x 0.48 x23.9 x 0.0048 - 30.3 C.h.u.
OUT: Enthalpy of water -64.15 x 35.60 * 2284.0 C.h.u.
Enthalpy of air^lO.41 x 0.25 x 31.05 ~ 80,8 C.h.u.
Enthalpy of vapour-lo. 41 x 597 x 0.0280
•f 10.41 x 0.48 x 31.05x0.0200 r. 178.3 C.h.u.
E1L-NCE change of water - Enthalpy change of moist air
Enthalpy change of moist air 
(2462 - 2284) - (259.1 - 92,50)
166.6
- 6.a %
Calculation of the Heat Transfer Coefficient (hg).
Heat transferred by convection across interface : 
Evaporative+sensible.
<At moderate temperatures,
A 0 +OV tj^XyKsi tA
/. A, = A 0 + ti(cv-cl)
= 597 +t.(-0.52) C.h.u.
1
5"^.9 C.h.u.
Total heat transferred, Q r  heat out - heat in for the
gas stream.
r 10.41 X 0.25(31.05 - 23.90)r 10.41 X 0.0048 x 0.48
(31.05 - 23.90)+ 0.24g x 59JL.8+ 0.24& x 0.48 (31.05-36.SL9) 
C k .  + 0-2^2 x 3C-9I
3 166.65 © W h r .
Log mean temperature difference :
(35.60 - 23.90) - (30.22 - 31.05)
+*+ 1 I I.. II I 11 ~ II llll I I.. . L 1- III 1 1 ~T 1, i.nr.L U ____| .J t.___ _ ___ ____
ln(35.60 - 23,90% 
38,22 - 31,05
- 9.50 °C. s 16.73 °F.
Irea from which heat transfer takes place9 A
= inside area of the wetted-wall column
= 0.05 ft2
Heat transfer coefficient
hg r Q M & t i 0g mean
2
= ^ . 9 5  Btu/hr ft F
og mean
The same procedure was used to calculate the heat transfer 
coefficients at different sections of the column. The heat 
transfer coefficient in the absence of mass transfer (hg9o) 
can then be found from eqns. (6,1-7) and (6,1-10),
Calculation of the overall mass transfer coefficient (kg).
Mole fraction of water vapour at gas inlet to the column9
inlet humidity/16 -0.0077
~ (l/29.f inlet humidity/13)
Similarly at exit from the column9
exit humidity/18 _ q 0^32
(1/29.j. exit humidity/18)
Moles transferred/hr9 W.-dry gas rate(exit - inlet humidity)
13
r 0,0134
Vapour pressure of water at liquid inlet,t49.75 mm Hgi0.0651 atm*
Vapour pressure of water at liquid exit ?-43*21 mm Hg;0*0555 atm*
Driving force at the top of column -0*0219 
Driving force at the bottom of column-0.0488
kg(overall mass transfer coefficient)
_ 0.0134 InCfcjjgjf)
0.85x0,0259 
a0*461 lb-mol/hroft^atm.
f i l l  ! f 1 I 1 M  I
ixtr 'jroxiini±±:
t H j m_t u _,j____
i I i i H i  i _
6000-2000,
r.v-
* v ~  ~  A4 210 x297  mm
7. TABULATED RESULTS. 
TABLE 6.
RUN m b.(°f.) LIQ.(lb/hr) GAS (lb/hr) Liq.in(°C) Liq.out
19
Gas temp. 
(°C)
68
inlet
21.20
59.20
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry)
0.0048
20
Gas temp. 
(°C)
Humidity ! 
(lb/lb dry)
68
21.70
0.0078
47.7
19.10 
3
23.66 
0.0123
6.71
37.86 
4
25.78 
0.0182
32.10
exit
27,60
0.0223
37.82 3D.85
inlet
26.10
0.0050
2
27.8
0.0086
3
29.30
0.0146
4
30.45 
0.0212
exit
32.10
0.0260
21 68 47.7 5.201 37.81 36.40
Gas temp, 
(°C) '
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry)
inlet
27.30
0.0055
2
29.13
0.0085
3
29.85
0.0137
4
30.63
0.0181
exit
30.97
0.0216
22
Gas temp. 
(°C)
Humidity
(lb/lb dry)
69
inlet
22.30
0.0050
47.7
2
24.21
0.0083
9.66
3
26.13
0.0155
37.80 ; 34.77
23.41
0.0225
exit 
. 30.20
0.0262
RUN .  ( °F.)LIQ.(lb/hr)Ga S (lb/hr)Liq. in °(U Liq.out °(
r
24 69. 5 47.7 | 13.84 26.86 24.83
Gas temp. 
(°C.)
inlot
19.9
2
20. 55
3
21.20
4
21.9
exit
22.8
Humidity 
(lb/lb dr
___________________________
y&.0052 0.0071 0.0097 0.0127 0.0155
24 con* 66 47.7 13.76 28.38 26.65
Gas tomp. inlot 2 3 4 exit
(°C.) 22.9 23.48 24.02 24.82 26. 65
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry ^0.0159 0.0171 0.0187 0.0203 0.0214
25 69 37.22 9.66 26.75 25.05
Gas tomp. inlet 2 3 4 exit
( C 0  ) 21.55 21.84 22.3 22.96 23.6
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry )0.0063 0.0078 0.0105 0.0136 0.0161
26 68 37.22 7.79 26.75 25.45
Gas tomp. inlet 2 3 4 exit
<°c.) 22,25 22.79 23.15 23.86 24.2
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry ^0.0077 0.0098 0.0115 0.0148 0.0170
27 69.5 37.22 6.07 28.06 26.75
Gas tomp. 
(°C.)
inlet
20.6
2
21. 59
3
22.03
4
22. 58
exit
23.58
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry
«
^0.0051 0.0062
i
0.0077 |
1
1
0.0119 0.0168
T^IBLS 8 .
RUN ! ,4mb. (°F. Jl IQ. (lb/hr )G«kS( lb/hr) Li q. in °dLiq.out °C;
27 con. ! 67
Gas tomp.) inlot 
(°C.) j 24.21
Humidity !
(lb/lb dry)
: 0.0165
28.2537.22 -S 6.30 29.0
exit
26.4025.09 25.20 25.74
0.02120.01970.0173 0.0184
30 71.5
Gas temp.' inlet 
<°C.) I 20.65
Humidity ■ 
(lb/lb dry)
0.0036
37.22
22.10
0.0049
15.6
3
24.10
0.0078
37.78
4
25.90
0.0132
31.80
exit
29.17
0.0141
30 con. 75
Gas temp. 
C°C.)
inlet
27.51
Humidity •
(lb/lb dry)0.0192
37,22
2
27.65
0.0238
15.40
3
28.05
0.0265
31.60
4
28. 54
0.0291
29. 56
exit
29.04
0.0304
31
Gas temp, 
(°C.)
73.5
inlet
23.7
Humidityi 
(lb/lb dry)0 003
37.22
2
24.7
0.0X09
10.51
3
26.43
0.0165
37.15
4
28.42
0.0213
33.78
exit
29.75
0.0270
32 74 37.22 8.8 37.15
Gas temp, 
(°C.)
inlet
23.6
Humidity!
(lb/lb dry)0>003?
2
24.95
0.0086
3
26.88
0.0192
4
28.92
0.0258
33.8
exit
30.25
0.0274
TABLE 9.
RUN
33
t { I r |
AMB.(°Fo) jLiq, (lb/hr)Gas (lb/hr)Liq.in °dLiq.out °G
Gas tomp, 
(°C.)
74
inlet
20.77
Humidity !
(lb/lb dry)0 0054
37.22
2
21.77
0.0071
16.95
3
24.15
0.0129
37.17
4
25.88
0.0180
31.41
exit
27.42
0.0253
34 69 • 5
Gas temp.! inlet 
(°C.) I 19.80
I
Humidity
(lb/lb dry)0<0124
35 70
Gas temp.) inlet 
, (°c.) ! 33.4
! !
I Humidity |
(lb/lb dry)j 0.0239
I Gas temp.i inlet 
(°C.) j 18.84
Humidity !
(lb/lb dry) 0.0060
115 15.60
2
20.00
0.0126
37.22
2
32.88
0.0259
0.0084
3
20.67
0.0133
10.30
3
32.63
0.0269
33.8038.1011.0337.2274.5
0.0134
22.03 21.70
4
20.97
0.0142
exit
21.21
0.0145
33. 38
4
32.59
0.0286
32.10
exit
32.70
0.0302
0.0182
exit
23.78
0.0228
37 74.5 37,22
Gas temp.jinlet 
(°C.) | 28.50
Humidity 1
:lb/lb dry) 0.0061
11.50
2
29.10
0.0082
3
30.21
0.0131
38,14
4
31.30
0.0179
34.00
exit
32.40
0 . 0 2 2 2
TiJ3LE 10.
RUN
■■■“  ■ " [ .... ' i.......
1MB. (°F.) -jLIQ. (lb/hr )Gi.S( lb/hr
i 1
)Liq.in°C. liq.out °C
38 74 64.4
i '
J 11.0 38.16 35.35
Gas temp, 
(°C.)
inlet
17.30
2.
19.32
1
j 3 
| 22.79
4
25.92
exit
28.62
Humidity !
(lb/lb dry)0.0050 0.0072 | 0.0128 0.0180 0.0225
L.____„ _ _ i _________ ■
,
39 73.5 64.4 10.41 38.22I
35.60
Gas temp,
(°c.)
inlet
23.90
2
25.27
3
27.22
j
4
29.35
exit
31.05
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry) 0.0048 0.0077 0.0156 0.0224 0.0279
40 74 64.4 10.90 38.22 36.75
Gas temp. 
(°C.)
inlet
30.80
2
31.45
3
32.56
4
33.47
exit
34.37
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry) 0.0197 0.0218 0.0265 0.0302 0.0332
41 72.5 54.4 17.10 38.22 34.30
Gas temp. 
(°C.)
inlet
19.05
2
21.10
3
23.58
4
26.00
exit
28.10
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry )0,0063
'
0.0087 0.0148 0.0205 0.0252
i
_____ ________________________
i
| 42
i(
73 64.4 6.86 38.23 36.45
Gas temp, 
j (°C.)
inlet 
23. 60
2
25.30
3
27,50
4
29.97
exit
31.49
! Humidity 
(lb/lb dry) 0.0063 0.0085 0.0157 0.0238 0.0289
TABLE 11.
RUN (°F.) LIQ.(lb/hr
.’...!..
)GAS(lb/hr)Liq.in C Liq.out°C
i
43 73 64.4 13.35 38.23 35.30
Gas temp. 
(°C.)
inlet
20.84
2
22.60
3
24.70
4
27.25
exit
29.41
1 Humidity 
(lb/lb dry) 0.0058 0.0084 0.0152 0.0214 0.0265
45 72 92.1 10.70 38.22 36.30
Gas temp. 
C°C.)
inlet
21.00
2
22.80
3
26.00
4
28.50
exit
30.33
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry) 0.0081 0.0163 0.0232 0.0258 0.0285
46 70 92.1 11.40 38.10 35.75
Gas temp.
(°c.)
inlet
18.67
2
21.23
3
24.02
4
26.60
exit
29.12
Humidity 
Clb/lb dry) 0.0059 0.0093 0.0168 0.0227 0.0277
48 68 92.1 16.60 38.20 35.41
Gas temp 
(°C.)
j
inlet
17.80
2
20.35
3
23.35
4
26.20
exit
28.50
! Humidity 
(lb/lb dry) 0.0060 0.0091 0.0154 0.0216 0.0263
49 69
..........
92.1 7.68 38.22 36,95
Gag temp
( c.)
!
. inlet 
24. 69
2
26.77
3
28.52
4
30.52
exit
32.11
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry) 0.0059 0.0098 0.0170 0.0238 0.0265
k - = - = -
T-iBLE 12,
RUM .JMB.(°F.)j LIQ.(lb/hr)GAS(lb/hr)Llq.ln °G Liq out0G:
50
Gas temp, 
(°C.)
70
inlet
22,70
Humidity ;
(lb/lb dry) 0.0106
92.10
2
25,07
0.0117
6.18
3
26.70
0.0166
38.25
29.03
0.0224
37.40
exit
31.10
0.0276
51
Gag temp 
( C.)
72.5
inlet
24.02
Humidity
(lb/lb dry) 0.0088
115
2
26.60
0.0117
12.13
3
29.10
0.0186
33.21
4
30.77
0.0234
36.32
exit
32.21
0.0276
52
Gas temp 
(°C.)
71
inlet
37.20
Humidity!
(lb/lb dry) 0.0329
115
2
36.91
0.0329
13.30
3
36.74
0.0328
38,15
4
37,13
0.0323
37.30
exit
37.30
0.0308
53
Gas temp,
(°c.) P
67
inlet
24.40
115 17.57 38.30 36.35
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry) 0.0121
2
25.75
0.0148
3
28.29
0.0194
54
G(8c?)mp
4 I exit
29.90 i 31.50 
i
68.5
inlet
18.00
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry) 0.0078
„ —   U ~ ----
115
2
20.73
0.0106
13. 39
24.34
0.0173 0.0220
0.0232
33.30
4
26.40
0.0243
36. 60
exit 
29,55
0.0258
T-t/iBL E 13.
~r
RUN -Amb. (°F.) LIQ.(lb/hr ) GJS (lb/hr
■
)Liq.in °C Liq,out°C
55 70 115 9.78 38.30 37.20
Gas temp.
(°c.)
inlet 
26* 27
2
28.43
3
30.51
4
31,92
exit
33.30
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry] 0.0081 0.0109 0.0179 0.0230 0.0259
56 71.5 115 5.88; 38.32 37.72
Gas temp* 
(°C.)
inlet
25.12
2
26.70
3
28.50
4
30.51
exit
32.20
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry) 0.0069 0.0080 0.0129 0.0189 0.0232
57 71.5
■ 1 . .. ...
37.22 17.72 38.23 31.60
Gas tempo
rc.)
inlet
18.30
2
20.10
3
22.38
4
24.70
exit
27.45
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry) 0.0100 0.0115 0.0154 0.0190 0.0225
58 69 37.22 17.02 47.67 37.50
Gas temp,
(°c.)
inlet
24.95
2
26.20
3
27.97
4
30.30
exit
31.15
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry) 0.0070 0.0097 0.0173 0.0235 0.0271
59 70 37.22 16.53 48.70 38.30
Gas temp. 
(°C.)
inlet
25.60
2
27.16
3
29.80
4
32.00
exit
34,50
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry) 0.0070 0.0094 0.0161 0.0226 0,0266
TABLE 14.
RUN
j j.
LIQ,(lb/hr)GAS(lb/hr)Liq.in °(
______________ X ______________________________
J Lia.out°C
61 70 37.22 11.70 47.62 40.34
Gas temp. 
(°C.)
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry'
inlet
24.50
i 0.0085
2
26.10
0.0121
3
29.03
0.0192
4
31.70
0.0285
exit
34.52
0.0353
62 70 37.22 15.26 47.50 37.83
Gas temp. 
(°C.)
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry]
inlet
20.97
0.0092
2
22.83
0.0123
3
26.52
0.0183
4
29.76
0,0261
exit
32.89
0.0327
73 67 69.3 10.90 38.35 36.40
Gas temp.
r c . )
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry]
r
inlet 
21. 60
0.0138
2
23.43
0.0157
3
26.53
0.0209
4
28.90
0.0256
exit
31.12
0.0282
74 67 69.3 10.00 47.40 43.80
Gas temp. 
(°C.)
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry.
i
inlet
25.88
) 0.0047
2
28.15
0.0088
3
31.50
0.0203
4
34.50
0.0317
exit
37.10
0,0418
i....- --- -------
75 66.5 69.3
— -----------—4
13.24 47.40 42.70
t
Gas temp.
(°c.)
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry
inlot
21.73
i 0.0050
2
24.10
0.0083
3
28.35
0.0192
4
32.00
0.0294
exit
35.47
0.0422
TABLE 15
RUN AMB, (UF . )jl,IQ. (lb/hr)GAS(lb/hr)Liq.in ?C Liq.out °G j
76
Gas tomp. 
(°C.)
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry)
77
66.5
inlot
20.60
0.0048
67
69.3 16.66 47.40 41.60
2
23.00
0.0090
3
27.00
0.0178
4
30.56
0.0270
69.3 8.73 47.40
exit
34.10
0.0352
44.00
Gas temp, 
(°C.)
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry)
inlet
19.10
0,0048
2
21.33
0.0062
3
26.60
0.0187
4
31.80
0.0314
exit
35.80
0.0392
78 67 69.3 17.75 47.40
Gas temp. 
(°C.)
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry)
inlet
21.33
0.0049
2
24.10
0.0083
3
24.75
0.0176
4
29.65
0.0271
41.23
exit
33.70
0.0355
79 69 69«3 10.98 47.40
Gas t e m p o  
(°C.)
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry)
inlet
19.00
0.0046
2:
21.47
0.0062
3
26.80
0.0192
4
31.10
0.0297
42.95
exit
35.42
0.0391
80 67 69.3 11.81 47.40 43,76
Gas temp. 
(°C.)
Humidity
(lb/lb dry)
inlet
25.90
0.0133
2
27.35
0.0160
3
31.20
0.0269
4
34.22
0.0349
exit
37.45
0.0423
L
TABLE 16.
o
■Ambient s 66.5 F.
RUN I LIQ.rate 
17 (lb/hr.)
.. . J
GAS rate 
(lb/hr.)
-Atmospheric 
753 mm Hg.
Liq.in Liq.out 
37.84J 32.59 °C
i ... .........-
Gas sample Temperature (°C.) Humidity (lb/lb dry
inlet 19.20 0.0051
90 cm. 20.75 0.0058
80 cm. 21,33 0.0071
70 cm. 21.91 0.0085
60 cm. 22.60 0.0101
50 cm. 23.70 0.0133
25 cm. 25,85 0.0189
exit 28.04 0.0233
7*1 TABLE 17.
RUN
'
^ t m o s p h e r
(mmHg.)
,L/G(theor
........
)L/G(exp.)
t
% error oi 
L/G
ifo error on. 
heat bal.
17 758 2.85 2, 65 - 7 11
19 756 3.10 2.22 - 1&.1
2.0 762 7.11 6.90 - 2.90 11.5
21 759 9.53 10.07 - 5.0 22.1
22 761.3 4.93 4.97 0 - 1.2
24 759.3 3.44 3.34 - 2.9 6.0
24 a 759.3 3,46 3.00 -14.8 -
25 762 3.91 3.79 - 2.8 1
26 760.2 4.82 4.60 4.9 0
27 755.9 6.19 6.02 - 2.7 0
27 a 764.1 5.65 5.00 11.5 ..12
30 756.4 2.40 1.95 -16.7 -
30 a 762 2.42 2.21 - 8.8 -17.9
31 759.2 3.59 3.89 8.3 - 1.4
32 761 4.28 4.54 5.6 2.3
33 760.7 2,22 2,40 8.8 0
34 758.5 7.04 5.03 -20.0
35 767 3.60 - - -
36 759 3.36 2,97 -11.9 23
37 756.6 3.23 2.62 -15. 5 -
38 755.3 5.80 5.02 -12.0 6.2
39 765.2 6.22 6.12 0,7 6.8
40 763.1 5.89 6.18 3.2 17.0
41 757.7 3.77 3.52 - 6.6 16,1
42 761 9.41 9,24 - 1.8 12.2
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TABLE 18.
% error 
L/G
.ATMO SPHER . L/G (theor) L/G (exp •) 
(mmHg,) I
RUN lyo error on 
heat bal.
5.07 5.175943
2.742.18.4445 756.4
7.87 15.5756 6.6546
7.185.9048 6.35.55
10.305.012.0076249
6.3014.70763.250 14.50 1.4
7.8051 9.5 9.77753.6
75252
76653
18.804. 68.188.5954
5.8011.5211.75763.155
762.2 19.5719.5756
1.502.10764.557
2.19754.2 1.4558
23.23.40 2.6675961
2.55 1.8762 759
13.309.605.756.36756.773
19.002.96.736.9375674
8.004.15.56 5.33765.775
19.103.794.1676276
18.607.00 11.3759.177
22.8013.1763.2 3.9578
14.05.4174979
17.005.385.87756.680
1HUN Ho
6
j
Rei kg(overall]
. . . . . . .
leg (average
t
3)hH(av.)
17 5240
- - ......  . . - ,
430 0,468 - -
19 6075 518 0.597 0.693 -
20 2150 436 0.263 0.228 1.63
21 1666 438 0.144 0.142 0.77
22 3110 428 0.400 0.402 2.38
24 4485 353 0.568 0.571 2.70
24 a 4485 355 0.414 0.725 3.08
25 3100 276 0.437 0.429 1.92
26 2550 278 0.238 0.367 1.63
27 1965 287 0.264 0.266 1.07
27 a 1950 294 0.064 0.240 1.37
30 4150 335 0.429 0.265 3.93
30 a 5070 302 0.913 - 2.54
31 3530 340 0.464 0.462 2.25
32 2850 340 0.444 0.430 2.06
33 5520 331 0.766 0.313 1.43
34 4120 761 0.496 0.453 5.12
35 2850 317 0.998 0.671 -
36 3850 331 0.342 0.357 2.79
37 3760 340 0.334 0.346 2.43
38 3633 606 0.327 0.329 2.85
39 3414 606 0.461 0.465 2.49
40 3650 604 0.451 0.458 2. 44
41 5660 588 0.621
!
0.629 3.83
TABLE gQ.
RUN R
g
Re^ kg (overall 
mol/hrft^a-
r
)kg(avera. 
I
b.
i
) hH(av.) j 
Btu/hrft2oF.
42 2266 607 0,305 0.307 1.77
43 4420 615 0.525 0.530 3.09
45 3210 862 0.492 0,450 2.69
46 3770 8.62 0.485 0.493 2.91
48 5500 852 Go 637 0.647 4.12
49 2522 871 0.284 0.288 1.97'
50 2032 878 0.207 0.213 1.52
51 3890 1080 0.454 0.437 3.26
52 4220 1096 - - -
53 5630 10 80 0.415 0.423 4.09
54 4315 1088 0.442 0.448 3.59
55 3120 1095 0.315 0.318 2,76
56 1880 1095 0.156 0.157 1.41
57 5735 372 0.481 0.491 4.09
58 5420 383 0.385 0.399 2.34
59 5240 402 0.339 - -
61 3715 762 0.370 0.373 2.55
62 4850 383 0.451 0.457 3.61
73 3500 651 0.351 0.328 2.91
74 3160 762 0.334 0.415 2.60
75 4190 743 0.569 0.576
3.62
76 5290 736 0.548 0.542 4.15 1
77 2770 755 0.319 0.321 2.60
78 5650 731 0.599 0.608 4.11
79 3495 755 0.414 0.418
3.26
80 3730 762 0.425 0.428
3.12
TABLE 21.
RUN SECTION kg
-
hg hg3o hH
19 top
upper
lower
bottom
0.745
0.935
0.635
0.406
27.77 
35c 55- 
25.56 
16.65
3.81 
3.95 
3.48
1.81
4.26
4.87
4.11
20 top
upper
lower
bottom
0.319
0.345
0.248
0.141
16.84
18.76
15.49
9.41
2.12
1.28
1,49
1.40
2.13
1.35
1.57
1.49
21 top
upper
lower
bottom
0.153
0.164
0.163
0.035
7.89
9.94
10.89
6.70
0.35
0.73
0.65
1.37
2.55
2.86
2.19
1.91
22 top
upper
lower
bottom
0.370
0.572
0.474
0.190
15.03
23.04 
20.81
9.65
1.83
1.72-
1.13
1.46
24 top
upper
lower
bottom
0.856
0.697
0.503
0.230
30.04
29.06
24.84
13.24
2.63
1.88
1.70
3. 54 
2.64 
2.38 
2.26
24 a top
upper
lower
bottom
0.745
0.929
0.760
0.466
18.10 
22.76 
. 20.32 
15.15
2.65
3.28
1.71
2.03
3.27 
4.01 
2.47 
2.55
RUN
25
26
27
27 a
50
30 a
SECTION
top
upper
lower
bottom
kg hg
0,582
0* 560 
0.384 
0.189
top
upper
lower
bottom
top
upper
lower
bottom
top
upper
lower
bottom
top
upper
lower
bottom
top
upper
lower
bottom
0.475
0.531
0.282
0.179
0.561
0.335
0.100
0,067
0.386
0.260
0.180
0.135
0.093
0.564
0.281
0.122
23.22
27.26
22.67
13.08
19.80 
29.44 
18. 71 
12.62
19.48
15.35
5.62
4.50
12,41
8.99
6.03
6.26
10.88 
27.00 
15.30 
7. 30
hg?o
22.80
41.90
45.08,
88.76
1.39
1.20
0.65
1.69
0.46
1.35
0.68
1.37
0.71
0.07
0.36
1.10
6.22
1.84
2.7&
2.14
2.42
1.23
0.73
h-H
2.28 
2.25 
1.55 
1.58
1.25
2.44
1.16
1.64
1.57
0.84
0.63
1.25
1.91 
1.38 
0.28
1.92
6.45 
3.40 
3.47 
2 . 40
3.21
3.00
2.70
1.25
TABLE 25,
RUN SECTION kg hg hg9o hH
31 top
upper
lower
bottom
0.633
0.529
0.476
0.211
22. 70 
22.08 
20.91 
10.03
1.09 
2.01 
lo 48 
0.85
2.26
3.04
2.45
1.33
32 top 0.182 7.38 1.57 1.88
upper 0.629 22.27 ■1.50 2.60
lower 0.737 31.38 0.73 2.37
bottom 0.170 8.77 1.01 1.39
33 top 0.546 40.39 0.22 1.50
upper 0.323 30.02 2.13 1.59
lower 0.300 33.73 6.09 1.90
bottom 0.084 10.10 '2.13 0.77
34 top 0.317 19.02
r  .. .. * * 1 1 1  i i i,
4.56 4.93
upper 0.819 41.21 4.01 5.13
lower 0.580 .32,38 8.05 8.42
bottom 0.094 5.45 1,93 2.00
35 top 0.937 2.60
upper 0.774 ■ A -
lower 0.567 -
bottom 0.406
36 top 
upper 
lower, 
bottom :
0.443
0,420
0.389
0.174
18.46
15.86
14.83
7.02
4.00
2.69 
2,65
1.69
3.93
2.76 
2.74
1.76
RUN SECTION kg hg hg.o hH
37
38
39
40
41
42
top
upper
lower
bottom
0.423
0.430
0.378
0.152
28.10
31.25
31.30
13.87
2.55
2.32 
2i0 37 
1.23
top
upper
lower
bottom
0.402
0.404
0.374
0.134
17.18
16.44
14.73
5.56
3.55 
3.33 
3.09
1.55
top
upper
lower
bottom
0.591
0.575
0.527
0.166
24.38 
26.04 
25.80 
9.31
10.72
2.47
1.55
top
upper
lower
bottom
0.529
0.537
0.553
0.213
25.82 2.78 2.85
27.56 2.23 2.57
31.29 2.57 2.92
12.94 1.19 : 1.41
top
upper
lower
bottom
0.745
0.790
0.722
0.258
25.88.
28.03
26.73
11.02
3.78
3.80
3.46
2.73
top
upper
lower
bottom
0.382
0.455
0.308
0.082
15.69
20,74
15.29
4.75
1.83 
2.40 
1. 78 
1.16
2.73
2.74
2.75 
1.50
3.43
3.32
3.07
1.56
2.81
3.08
2.49
1.56
4.12
4.29
3.99
2.92
1.75
2.38
1.78
1.16
J. J
TABLE 25.
----------
RUN SECTION kg hg
i>
j kg,o hH
43 top 0.659 24. 38 3.70 3,68
upper 0.661 25.33 3.76 3,76
lower 0.599 23. 72 2,72 2.82
bottom 0.202 9 o 33- 2.04 2.08
45 top 0.331 21.93 2. 73
upper 0.284 23*99 - 3.06
lower 0.618 23.63 3.26
bottom 0.566 9.45 1.72
■*^  t i . i r i... i
46 top 0.603 20.26 2,16 3.52
upper 0.592 19.44 51.59 3.04
lower 0.5,73 20.46 1.21 2,84
bottom 0.222 9.15 1.56 2,22
48 top 0.759 25.97 4.47 4.42
upper 0.830 28,80 4.62 4.70
lower 0.695 25.08 4.14 4.25
bottom 0.302 12.02 3.03 3,11
49 top 0.209 11.07 2.20 2.16
upper 0.430 20.52 2.17 2.28
lower 0.352 18.04 1.57 1,73
bottom 0.161 9.32 1.62 1.72
50 top 0.324 13.55 mm 1.93
upper 0.285 12* 18 1.77
lower 0.200 8 o 52 1.07
)I
Ji_____
bottom
i ....-
0.041 2, 75
1
1.29
MBLF. 26,
HUN SECTION kg hg hg9o hH
51 top 0*524 27.14 2.19 3.23
upper 0*480 26.13 2.19 3,17
lower 0.547 31.24 4.03 3,93
bottom 0.195 12.69 3.38 3.24
53 top 0.181 12.00 4.53 4.52
upper 0.581 26.03 3.86 4.00
lower 0.607 27.73 5; 17 5.33
bottom 0.323 14,00 2.31 2.51
54 top 0.479 19,07 4.87 5,01
upper 0.505 17.70 3.25 2,76
lower 0.592 21.16 3.90 4.05
bottom 0.216 8.53 2.44 2.55
55 top 0.271 17.27 2.87 2.90
upper 0.404 23.36 2.23 2.50
lower 0.445 26.74 2.79 3.07
bottom 0.153 10.26 2.41 2.56
56 top 0.203 12.16 1.72 1.75
upper 0.234 13.35 1.58 1.70
lower 0.159 9.16 1.17 1.27
bottom 0.033 2,46 0.91 0.94
57 top 0.556 21.26 5.30 1 5.32
upper 0.584 19.56 4.12 4.25
lower 0.596 19,15 3, 69 3.92
1
i
{i» ... .
bottom 0.229 8.51 2.79 2.51
* 1 : I
TABLE 27.
i
RUN SECTION kg
1
hg
i
hg,o hH
58 top
upper
lower
bottom
0.269
0.503
0,602
0.222
12.43
23.87
27.80
11.57
1.20
3.26
2.35
1.78
i " "u"“
1.24
3,42
2.73
1.98
61 top 0.403 19.79 3. 31 3.05
upper 0.527 24.23 2.57 2.82
lower 0.376 18.12 2.71 2.84
bottom 0.184 a. 85 1.41 1.49
62. top 0.504 23.59 4.11 4.05
upper 0.618 26,25 3.97 4.11
lower 0.464 19.82 4.19 4.23
bottom 0.243 9.73 1.99 2.06
73 top 0.314 13.46 3.60 3.57
upper 0.492 17.71 3.21 3.16
lower 0.454 16.60 3.24 3,40
bottom 0.150 5.90 1.71 1.71
74 top 0.567 29.57 3.20 2.94
upper 0.520 28.66 3.01 2.95
lower 0.433 25.04 2.75 2,85
bottom 0,139 8,65 1.66 1.66
75 top 0,948 42. 76> 3.56 4.49
upper 0.625 30.14 3.22 4.03
lower 0.572 27.77 3.19 i 4.04
bottom
I
0.157 8.26 1.73 | 1.94
! ii
TABLE 28.
RUN SECTION
i...
kg hg hg?o
i
hH
76 top
upper
lcwer
bottom
0.670
0.678
0.586
0.264
31.72
30.69
26.34
11.91
4.96
4.39
4.26
2.35
5.05
4.57
4.51
2.46
77 top
upper
lower
bottom.:
0.359
0.490
0.393
0.040
17.67
21.74
17.19
2.35
3.25
3.36
2.68
0.93
3.24
3.38
2.79
0.98
78 top 
upper 
lower 
bottom/
0.742
0.779
0.677
0.233
34.26
33.26 
25.56 
11.91
6.03
6.24
0.73
3.08
5.98 
6.18 
1.11 
3017
79 top
upper
lower
bottom
0.548 
0.525 
0.538 
0.060
25.85
23.04
23.28
3.50
4.41
4.55
2.70
1.37
4.34
3.57
3.70
1.43
80 top
upper
lower
bottom
0.518
0.492
0.571
0.127
26.34
23.38
26.54
6.25
.  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
4.37
3.43
3.53
1.15
4*21
3.35
3.68
1.23
R e g  x1000

BQTITOMI-.:-
8* VARIATION OF THE TRANSPORT PROPERTIES.
Theories proposed for the analysis of heat and mass trans­
fer coefficients always assume constant transport properties:. 
Should any significant variation of the transport properties; 
occur within the range of the operating variables, the theop 
retical analyses are invalid, /miong the most important trans­
port properties of gas/vapour mixtures are ;
D (diffusivity)
(density) 
jX (viscosity) 
cp (heat capacity)
kt (thermal conductivity)
Those properties make up the Schmidt and the Prandtl 
groups. In the following pages it is shown that the variation 
in the Sc and Pr within the operating range is negligible.
The Variation of Diffusivity with Temperature.
This is shorn graphically on the following page. It was 
found that Slattery1s method for the prediction of diffusivi- 
ties within the relevant range gave the most accurate results. 
Slattery's equation iss
D1 2 - ks Trn (Pol Pc2)1/5(Tcl Tc2)5/12(M.p
P O ^ N g )1/2
. . . (8-1)
The values of the constants, as given in ref.65, ares 
n ~ empirical exponent.
- 2.334 for interdiffusion of water and nonpolar gas.
Exp'errment'aI Data ; o
; . , : : ; i J  : M  J . . . L L  _  ; :
0 u g I i e. I m o (irrba n d h o | b &:B o rn s b e i n)
! : ' M-rH
iHqbtieilje
D'Ons^ La
fi
:>-246
:Tabies:Y
...
Kil bano urrT-M-,--Po me ra n hsev—V-V,-
: : ■ ri iTt*n i n
n x : K O ’menenbsky :DA. : • - ’• -
:-248:
•203
•282f-
220 ■
ITech-Ph ysfUSSP) 12,14(1
o ;2_35
2& •
1 0 0 b
V.' .ILL "1 A4 21 Ox 297  mm .
kg empirical constant,
-4
— 3,63x10 for intordiffusion of water vapour and a 
nonpolar gas.
Tr reduced temperature.
JL
~T/(TclxTc2)a.
-tit 15°C. for water vapour in air, then,
—  0.2465 (0.246 from Graph)
At 40°C,
0.2755 (0.275 from Graph)
Those values compare favourably with the experimental 
values published, as can bo seen from the graph on the pre­
vious page.
Estimation of Air-water vapour Viscosity.
The relationship proposed by Hirschfelder (65) is gene­
rally accepted;
H  ~ 0.0026693 IMSSCI
/o crz Sir
. . . (8-2)
The viscosities for the mixture, worked out at various 
temperatures are tabulated below.
TABLE 29.
Temperature (°C) 15 20 25 30 35 40
Viscosity (cen.S .0191 .0195
--
.01985 .02008 .02031
i
,02055
Variation in Density.
At standard conditions of 1 atmosphere and 32°F. the 
density of air is 0.0808 lb/ft3.
mass 
Density — —— ~ 
volume
The volume is primarily dependent on temperature and will 
vary according to the ideal gas law.
Density (lb/ft3) 0.0741 0.0704
Temperature (°C) 15 40
Variation in the Heat Capacity & Thermal Conductivity of
From Kern (64), p.805, this was found to he insignificant. 
TABLE 30.
Heat capacity cp. (Btu/lb°F) 0.240 0.240
Temperature (°C) 15 40
o
Thermal conductivity (Btu/hr.ft
(°F/ft))
0.0146 . 0.0157
Thermal conductivity of air-water vapour (saturated at 
40 °C.) can bo calculated from equations 7-17,7-19 and 7-21, 
given in Sherwood.and Reid (65). The result is s 
kt (mixture)~ 0.0155 Btu/ft^hr(°F/ft),
Now, assuming the validity of the Chilton-Colburn analogy, j
j
Jh - J d , so that the heat transfer coefficient h, is
given by :
h ~  M  c p 0 u s ( ^ ‘ kt . . .  (8- 3 )
v*' J' pD cp ^ ‘
-kg j31/3cp1/3( ^ 2/3
For a range from 10°C to 40°C,
n 1/3 1/3at lO°C. dry a i r _____
at 40°C. saturated air
, 1/3
2/3
f^/3cp1/3(kt/D)2/5
_  /0.080 0.25 
~ 0.076 0.26 *(k
2/3
0144 0.281 
0155 0.228
~ .1.095 i.e. the effect of the variation in the trans­
port properties is not very large.
Variation in the Prandtl number of dry air within the tem­
perature range 15°C to 40°C was found to be under 3 %,
Prandtl No. 0.701 0.721
Temperature (°C) 15 40
The Schmidt No. for Gases at Low Pressure.
Within the relevant temperature range, the available data 
give rather conflicting results s
The recommended procedure for the calculation of the Schmidt 
number as given in Sherwood and Reid (65) page 298, iss
Scn== .!-=- =1.13 Ml \
1 -feDi2
Suffix 1 represents the water vapour, 
Suffix 2 represents air.
. . . (8-4)
The Schmidt number can also be calculated from since 
the values of these transport properties are known at the re­
quired temperatures. The two methods should give identical
results, however, there is a discrepancy between the values 
as can be seen from table below s
TABLE 31.
Calculated as-— '
?D
Calculated from (8-4)
Schmidt No. 0,65 0.663 0,50 0.50
Temperature (°C) 15 40 15 40
9. PREDICTIONS FROM THE BOUNDARY LAYER THEORY.
A general theory for heat and mass transfer, should be 
able to meet the demands of different physical situations.
The most common method of predicting heat transfer, as already 
mentioned in the introduction, is by way of the Reynolds ana­
logy? sometimes modified to take into account the effect of 
the Prandtl or Schmidt number. For an isothermal plate, this 
method is indeed satisfactory. However, the case of an iso-» 
thermal flat plate represents a very tiny fraction of practi­
cally interesting boundary-layer flows. The Reynolds analogy 
/
factor changes considerably when effects of pressure-gra- 
dient, mass transfer and non-uniform wall temperature are 
present. A more realistic model of the transport phenomena 
taking place is obtainable from the boundary-layer theory.
To quote Spalding (44): n A boundary layer can roughly be 
characterised as a region, in a moving fluid, in which there 
is a single predominant direction of flow; and in which shear 
stresses, heat fluxes and diffusion fluxes are significant 
only in directions at right angles to the predominant direcr 
tion. The flow in a long, straight pipe of uniform cross- 
section is normally a boundary layer5 for the main direction 
of flow is axial, and the shear stresses and heat flux oper­
ate on cylindrical surfaces generated by lines parralel to 
this axis.
The conservation equations for axi-symmetrical flows in 
x -V co-ordinates are:
Conservation of momentum in x direction:
Conservation of chemical species j:
. . (9-2)
Conservation of stagnation enthalpys
. . . (9-3)
(See f• 32 jt>r eJVtfuaWei)
9.1 Solution of Boundary Laver Equations.
general theory of heat and mass transfer in turbulent 
boundary layers as developed by Spalding and Patankar(44,66) 
is restricted only to the solution of differential equations 
expressing various conservation laws as applied to steady 
axi-symmetrical flows. It is assumed the only significant 
shear stresses, heat fluxes and diffusional fluxes are caused 
by the gradients in the direction normal to the streamlines- 
a well known part of the boundary layer approximation. It is 
also assumed that reverse flow is absent. These assumptions 
are thought to be valid for conditions of simultaneous heat 
and mass transfer in wetted-wall columns.
To solve the parabolic boundary layer differential equ­
ations, it is necessary to know the values of all the vari­
ables at a station upstream of the region of interest. These 
initial profiles, can be obtained at worst, from guesswork.
In turbulent boundary layers, the downstream events are not 
usually very sensitive to the upstream conditions. It is, 
however, desirable that the initial profiles should corres­
pond to the real flow in certain gross features, e.g* the
mass? momentum or enthalpy flux implicit in the initial pro­
files should b approximately equal to that in the real flow 
under consideration.
The types of boundary referred to above ares
(1) Wall.
(2) Surface adjacent to an inviscid stream, i.e. a free 
boundary.
(3) Line of symmetry.
In the calculation procedure, information along a boundary 
is required. The turbulence model used in the calculations 
Is that of PrandtlVs mixing length (49). Turbulence inevitably 
contributes to shear stress s
dr
The Reynolds number may be considered to be a ratio of 
shear stress due to turbulence to shear stress due to visco­
sity. If v 1 is the velocity normal to an area A in a moving 
fluid, and u! is the velocity fluctuation on the two sides of 
this area, then the shear force acting on this area is s
p v * -Am 1 . • • (9.1-2)
j
Or the shear stress due to fluctuations only s
Pu'v1 . . . (9.1-3)
Prandtl introduced the concept of mixing length by taking 
analogy to the mean free path of a gas molecule in the kin­
etic theory of gases. He described mixing length f, physically
as the distance a particle of fluid moved transverse to the
mean flow before it lost its identity and mingled with the 
other particles. The fluctuation u* is then related to fby,
From the continuity equation, there must be a correlation 
between u 1 and v 1, so that if f also contains the proportion­
ality constant3 one gets %
X
2 . 2 (m
dr
. . . (9.1-5)
Since its analogy to Newton*s law of viscosity for tur­
bulent flow is s
du.
dr'
• 9 9 (9.1-6)
. . (9.1-7)
%
then 3
y -f 
%  3
For layers near a wall, the value of f can be calculated 
from prescribed functions of 5 where S is the boundary 
layer thickness. The diagram below will make this clears
y
C
near
wall outer region
Fig.2LFunctions for boundary layer near a wall, 
The value of K for this case is 0.435 and ^ 0 . 09.
Since the general form of the differential equations is 
the same, the solution is somewhat simplified s
0 x -avJ J r)\U I . . . (9.1-8)()\U 'dy )
-in streamline (von Mises)coordinate system.
T^BLE 32.
Variable
9
Velocity
u
Concentration
m 3
Stagnation 
Enthalpy £
Transport
property
r*
viscosity
y
r
Schmidt No. Prandtl No.
/fh'eff
Source term 
$
pressure
gradient
dx
■ i
Chemical 
reaction rate
R.
3
Kinetic heating
pv  1 -  [ft- —  )
P  V* ^
It is stressed here that no attempt is made to explain the 
solution procedure. This can be obtained from refs.(44,66).
The procedure is merely used as a tool to explain the results 
of simultaneous heat and mass transfer from wetted-wall columns*
9.2 Computer Programme based on the Program 'Genmix* of 
Spalding and Patankar.
Essentially, there were few changes in the programme.
The boundary conditions and the geometry of the system had to 
be altered. There were also some improvements on the estima­
tion of the laminar gas viscosities. A listing of the new 
programme is enclosed in the appendix. Mother computer pro­
gramme was written to plot the results. This saved space in 
presenting results and made analysis easy* Graphs from the 
computer are shown on pages 112,113 and 114.
KlAtH
V.
Fig.22 The program flow diagram,
MAIN houses the parameters and Control Indices, It is 
also concerned with the Grid and Geometry of the system, de­
pendent variable selection, material constants and the ini­
tial conditions. After stating these, as the simple flow 
diagram shows, the control then passes on the STRIDE, This 
contains the vital machinery of the finite-difference proce­
dure and is divided into three sections s
STRIDE (1) t Calculates u !s, r ’r and y ‘s.
STRIDE (2) s Calculates A*s,B's,C's for edges of grid 
for all dependent variables. (A,B,C are the coefficients of 
the finite difference equations.)
STRIDE (3) s Calculates A ^ jB ^ jC's for interval points 
then solves for downstream values of dependent variables.
lifter STRIDE (1) is called, control returns to MAIN, where 
a forward step is taken with the adjustment of longitudional
conditions, transport and source properties.
When AUX is called, the values of the effective viscosities 
are computed by making use of the Prandtl Mixing Length the­
ory. These effective viscosities are then subsequently used 
in STRIDE (2) and (3) for the calculation of the coefficients 
A, B, and C of the finite difference equations.
If a wall is present as it is in this case, the control 
passes from STRIDE (2 ) to WF (wall function) for the calcula­
tion of s, dimensionless shear stress at wall, etc.
9• 3 Sample Boundary Conditions for the Computer Programme..
Data: Run 32.
Liquid rate =37.22 lb/hr.
Gas rate -=1.20 ft3/hr. at 74°F. and 761 mm Hg.
Weight fraction of moisture at column inlet =0.00568 
Temperature of water entering the column = 37.15 °C. 
Temperature of water leaving the column *=33.80 °C.
Temperature of air entering the column =23.63 °C.
Note in the computer programme S.I. units are used.
FLOa  (flowrate of air in kg/sec.2n) 8.8*0.4556
3600* 2'n
FL0C (flowrate of moisture) - 0.0501*0.4536
" 3600x2 TT
The velocity of the falling water film is calculated from 
the formula (2.1.2-7) developed by Nusselt :
^max " 2.y
umax = 22,200 ft/hr.
= 1.88 m/sec.
Average velocity of air5
& 23,000 ft/hr. —  1.96 m/sec.
It is assumed that at the calming section, the temperature 
of the gas is identical to the wall temperature. At the wetted- 
section however, the wall temperature is assumed to have a 
linear relationship between the inlet and exit as determined 
by the water temperatures.
raverage inlet water temperature,
T_ =. aver age exit water temperature,
£5
The wall concentration of moisture is related to the wall 
temperature. From the temperature, the vapour pressure of 
water is calculated from (6-7), mentioned earlier in Calcular 
tion Methods.
Thus, weight fraction of water vapour at the wall :
9•4 Comparison of theoretical and Experimental Results.
The five sampling points in the column are s
1) Air entrance to the wetted-wall column (45.7 cm from calming)
40*2.54 °C/metre
T,WALL
since the calming section is 
18 inches long.
where p is the vapour pressure of 
water in mm Hg.
2 ) 25 cm from air entrance (70.7 cm from calming)
3) half-way up the column (95,7 cm from calming)
4) 75 cm from air entrance (120.7 cm from calming)
5) air exit from the column (145.7 cm from calming)
TABLE 33. 
Run 25.
Sampling Theoretical Experimental
point (average of 5 grid pts.)
Temperature
°C
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry)
Temperature 
0 C
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry)
1 21.35 0.0063 21.35 0.0063
2 21.50 0.0072 21.84 0.0078
3 21.80 0.0081 22.30 0.0105
4 ' 22.20 0.0095 22.96 0.0136
5 22.60 0.0109 23.60 0.0161
TABLE 34. Run 32.
Sampling Theoretical Experimental
point (average of 9 grid pts.)
Temperature
°C.
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry)
Temperature
°C.
Humidity 
(lb/lb dry)
1 296.60 0.0057 296.60 0.0057
2 297.10 0.0071 297.95 0.0086
3 298.00 0.0095 299.85 0.0196
4 299.00 0.0120 301.90 0.0258
5
i.
300*00 0.0146 303.25 0.0274
TABLE 35. 
Hun 61.
Sampling Theoretical Experimental -r
point (average of 5 grid pts.)
Temperature Humidity Temperature Humidity
°K (lb/lb dry) °K (lb/lb dry)
1 297.66 0.0085 297.66 0.0085
2 298.30 0.0104 299.26 0.0121
3 299.80 0.0140 302.19 0.0192
4 301.70 0.0191 304.86 0.0285
5 303.80 0.0290 307.63 0.0353
TABLE 56. 
Run 75.
Sampling Theoretical Experimental
point (average of 5 grid points)
Temperature Humidity Temperature Humidity
°C (lb/lb dry) cC (lb/lb dry)
1 21.73 0.0050 21.73 0.0050
2 22.82 0,0073 24.10 0.0083
3 25.00 0.0123 28.35 0.0192
4 27.07 0.0177 32.00 0.0294
5 29.10 0.0290 35.47 0.0422
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10. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The overall results showed the same pattern as those ob­
tained by other workers who vaporised water from wetted-wall 
columns. As it can be seen from the plot of log Re^ versus 
log Sherwood^Fig.1), the results of this work are rather 
lower than those of other workers. This is mainly due to the 
measuring techniques used in the experiments (see section on 
Calculation Methods).
From the definition of kg, the mass transfer coefficient, 
it is clear that point sampling on the axis will result in 
coefficients which will be rather low:
• H*-Hmean
This technique will tend to decrease the numerator and 
increase the denominator of the above equation, resulting in 
rather low coefficients. However, in a column, if sampling 
along the length is required and where ’average1 sampling is 
a practical impossibility, point sampling is the only alter­
native.
By this method it was possible to follow the air con­
dition curve at the axis of the column. The results show that 
the entrance length (see section 2.1 .1 ) is considerably long. 
Up to this region the humidity and temperature distribution 
around the axis do not show significant variation.
Since the air condition curve at the axis is known, it 
is possible to compute the heat and mass transfer coefficients
at different sections of the column. These distributions are 
plotted on graphs.(see pages 94 and 95). The graphs show that 
all the coefficients increase significantly in magnitude from 
the entrance to the column to the first sampling point. Most 
have a maximum at about half way up the column. Those runs 
in which saturation was reached tend to have lower coefficients 
at the upper section of the column. There is considerable 
variation in the magnitude of the coefficients along the column. 
Howevever, it is interesting to note that the overall coeff­
icients (based 011 the measurement of the conditions at inlet 
and exit of the column only) agree very closely with those 
values averaged for the whole column. In a way, this is a 
check for sampling accuracy. In a few of the experiments (e.g. 
run 24) where the exit conditions from the column were repro­
ducer! to be inlet conditions for the next experiment, show 
valuable results:
1) As saturation is approached, the condition curve be­
comes asymptotic to the saturation curve.
2) As a result, the heat and mass transfer rates and the 
transfer coefficients are reduced in magnitude.
3) The entrance effect (i.e. the S-shape of the condition 
curve) is still present, suggesting it is independent of the 
inlet condition of the gas.
In general, the above remarks hold true for most exper­
iments. It was noted that to an extent, entrainment of water 
droplets existed in the column. Again considering the above 
equation for the mass transfer coefficient, increased entrain- 
ment should increase the mass transfer coefficient. Therefore, 
an error due to entrainment, which should vary roughly with
the square of the gas Reynolds number should increase drama­
tically with the gas Reynolds number as it affects the numer-? 
ator and denominator of the above equation. As the results 
do not indicate such a trend, it may be assumed that the effect 
of entrainment was not very high. The photograph on page 47 
shows an entrained droplet of water. It is note-worthy that 
the liquid droplet bounces off the wall of falling liquid film 
several times rather than joining the film.
Analysis of the results for heat transfer follows the same 
pattern as that for mass transfer : the heat transfer coeffi­
cients (hg) for a certain gas flow as a result of point sam­
pling will tend to be lower than those found by other workers 
(Barnet & Kobe (3)). These workers did not analyse their re­
sults on the basis of Colburn and Drew’s theory so an exact 
comparison cannot be made for the heat transfer coefficients 
(hg,o) in the absence of mass transfer.
Barnet and Kobe’s correlation for heat transfer (where 
the heat load is based on the temperature rise of the gas) 
gives considerably higher values for the heat transfer coeff­
icient (hjj) than the correlation suggested by McAdams (67) for 
pure heat transfer (h) at the same gas Reynolds number, (see 
fig.16) It was already suggested (see page 26) that the met­
hod used by Barnet and Kobe for the calculation of the heat 
transfer coefficients is erroneous.
White and Churchill (63) suggest that there should be no 
correlation between the heat transfer coefficients (of pure 
heat transfer and with vapour transfer) because different pro­
cesses are going on. However, Colburn and Drew’s treatment
based on the Lewis-Whitman two film theory is sound in analy­
sis (see page 60) and by the application of this treatment a 
correlation for the two heat transfer coefficients (hg and hg,o), 
in simultaneous heat and mass transfer, is possible. After 
the heat transfer coefficients (hg) are corrected for the 
effect of mass transfer by the application of the Colburn and 
Drew theory, the correlation obtained would be in closer agree­
ment with that suggested by McAdams, but still somewhat higher. 
The difference could be due to ripples on the liquid surface 
which may promote gas eddy formation.
It should be noted that even the refinement by Colburn and 
Drew only gives an overall picture of the process.
The results when analysed on the basis of the Mickley met­
hod, yielded conditions far different from those obtained in 
the actual experiment. The computer programme written for the 
analysis of the results by the Mickley method is included in 
Appendix S. The calculations show that the Mickley method 
predicts gas temperatures which are higher than those obtained 
in the actual experiment. According to Mickley, the condition 
curve is smooth with no points of inflection. In practice, 
due to the end-effects, this curve tends to be more S-shaped.
In every industrial equipment, end-effects exist to a varying 
degree, depending on length or shape of the particular equip­
ment, making the use of the Mickley method in design rather 
unsound.
An assumption that the liquid phase heat transfer coeffi­
cient is very large makes the gas condition curve, as predicted
by Mickley1s method independent of kg, the mass transfer coe­
fficient, because the tie-line slopes (-hl/pkg) are nearly 
vertical. To obtain agreement between gas exit condition found 
experimentally and that calculated by Mickley1 s method, adjust­
ment of the tie-line slope is necessary. This, however, could 
serve no useful purpose as the model used by Mickley is not 
adequate to describe the physical situation.
It was found that the only theory to be able to predict 
the shape of the condition curve was that developed from the 
boundary layer theory by Spalding and Patankar (44,66). It 
seems to give a much more realistic picture of the whole pro­
cess. The results, however, show that the heat and mass tra­
nsfer is rather more than that predicted by the boundary layer 
theory. It was already noted that evidence of liquid entrain­
ment was found. This could explain the difference between the 
theoretical and experimental results.
Yet another phenomenon which could increase the experimen­
tal heat and mass transfer rate is the turbulent eddy formation 
at the entrance to the wetted-wall column (i.e. the fromation 
of reverse flow). Treatment from the boundary layer theory 
assumes the absence of reverse flow so that this effect is un­
accounted for in the theoretical treatment. This phenomenon 
would tend to increase the residence time of air travelling 
through the column which causes increased heat and mass trans­
fer. It is however, rather difficult to estimate the magni­
tude of error to be caused by such phenomena. On pages 43 and 
44, photographs are enclosed which clearly show the existence 
of these phenomena.
A  probable explanation for increased rate in heat and mass 
transfer, is the assumption concerning the surface area avail­
able for heat and mass transfer. The hydrodynamic processes 
in the rippling film are still not extensively known (see Chap­
ter 2). Wave motion probably causes an increase in the rates 
of heat and mass transfer in three ways:
1) by an increase in the interfacial area of film,
2) by turbulence in the liquid film,
3) by turbulence in the gas stream.
Several investigators (13,27,29,30,31,75) have produced 
contradictory results. If the increase in the surface area is 
significant, then it is expected that the experimental heat 
and mass transfer rates should be higher than the theoretical 
since no account for the increased surface x^ as taken in the 
theoretical consideration. Although from photographs, visual 
experience etc. the increase appears to be high, it is general­
ly accepted that the increase in surface area due to ripples . 
is no more than a few per cent. Fulford (71) and more recently 
Clegg (75) gives a good review of the recent work done on film- 
flow with the effect on the surface area. According to Clegg’s 
own work, it seems even with countercurrent air flow, the inc­
rease in the surface area is no more than 3 %, The larger 
wavas tend to ’absorb’ the smaller waves resulting in the de­
pletion of the exposed surface.area. However, it seems it is 
the secondary effects (formation of eddies) which contribute 
to the process of heat and mass transfer, resulting in higher 
heat and mass transfer rates than the theory predicts. The 
presence of these ripples has caused much difficulty in pre­
dicting theoretically the practical values of heat and mass 
transfer coefficients to falling films.
It is extremely difficult to visualise the effect on the 
gas phase of rippling liquid. It has been found by several 
investigators that in rippling systems gas phase heat and mass 
transfer rates are considerably increased (19,28,60). This 
again suggests a surface renewal in the gas phase adjacent to 
the liquid. Thus, the differential equations describing the 
process of heat and mass transfer do not hold in a system when 
there is rippling present. From figs.26-33 on pages 115-122, 
it is seen that this effect on the heat and mass transfer is 
quite considerable (about 30 % of the total heat and mass 
transfer).
CONCLUSIONS
As an outcome of this work it is shown that:
1) Entrance effects in a wetted-wa.ll column are conside­
rable so that there is a wide variation in the magnitude of 
the heat and mass transfer coefficients within the column*As 
saturation is approached, the magnitude of the transfer coef­
ficients fall and the condition curve becomes asymptotic to 
to the saturation curve. The use of overall theories to ex­
plain and predict heat and mass transfer rates becomes un­
sound as a result of large entrance effects.
2) Theory developed from the boundary layer concept is 
able to explain the mechanism of simultaneous heat and mass 
transfer in wetted-wall columns.
3) Heat and mass transfer rates predicted by this theory 
are considerably lower (*v30 %) than the values obtained ex­
perimentally,
4) The results suggest that there might be gas eddy for­
mation at the interface, resulting in higher heat and mass 
transfer rates than predicted by theory.
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APPENDIX 1.
The Modified Reynolds Analogy.
Consider the transfer of heat with turbulent flow of a gas 
through a circular pipe :
i
Between points 1 and 2 , the velocity gradient is small.
If mass of fluid w per unit time per unit area between these 
two points is interchanged as a result of turbulence, net in­
terchange of momentum between the points as measured by the 
shearing force per unit area equals s
Z - W!iu . . .  (a-l)
Velocity
uav
Temperature V
Fig.40 Velocity and temperature profiles in a pipe.
where Au is a measure of fluct. velocity
If there is a temperature difference between the points 
there is also heat transfer, which equals s
q 3 ¥ cp At (a-2)
Eliminating w from these two equations results in ;
or -""k.... 2~f
cppuav
where h-S. , the heat transfer coefficient.
A t
In the laminar layer,
. . # (a~5) and -kt^jj •
/ dr ar
(a-6)
from these.
'It _ |iq
(a-7)
kt(ti~tf)
(assuming u ^  0 )
From (a-3) and (a-7) it is clear that the same mechanism 
relates heat and momentum transfer for both laminar and tur­
bulent flow only if ^/kt ^ l/cp i.e. Pr~-1.
Prandtl (49) and Taylor (50) modified the Reynolds ana­
logy by applying equation (a-3) to turbulent and buffer zones 
and equation (a-7) for the laminar film, thus obtaining the 
following expression for the heat transfer film-coefficients.
The value of u^/uav can be obtained from Nikuradse!s 
data on ‘Universal Velocity Profile’ (61)5 a relation bet­
ween velocity and distance from the wall. Derived from water 
data, it has proved applicabe to compressible fluids at mod­
erate velocities. At the ’boundary1 of these zones where 
y *11.6, the value of u^/uav= 8.2 fs, where f is the Fanning 
friction factor. The shear stress at the wall,'tv , can be 
related to the friction factor as :
X • - -J-fuav2p . . . (a-9)
k- ^ v.cp/uav Xv. cp/uav ( a-8 )
Thus equation (a~8) becomes ?
i  f r — £ L _  . © u . . .  ( a - 10)* cpuav£> ' H
This permits the computation of the film coefficient for 
heat transfer at a given value of the Reynolds number from the 
friction factor correlation for pressure drop in flow through 
pipes. It was later found by Chilton and Colburn (4) that an 
empirical modification was an improvement \
* f___fa—  Pr2/3 = J„ . . .  (a-11)
cpuavj> n
The same approach* when applied to mass and momentum 
transfer yields (46) s
ko = kgRT, ^ v ( P ^ b m )  . . . (a-12)
1-JJ£ Sc
uav uav
or if = ^  Pbm ( .
uav P Vt — 7T-— “ ' r\ • • •
M
G^tmolal mass vel. of stream.,
This equation was similarly improved by Chilton and Colburn.
2/3
^  _ kg pbH SC _ j # _  (a_14)
GM
dividing JD __ kg Cp Sc2/5
T~ - ■ t- • — n /r2 a 1 —  Lewis no.
3H h Pr 7
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Algol Variables Used in the Computer Programme for the
Variation of S a the heat transfer coefficients*
Symbol Meaning 
P Gas rate,
Q Liquid rate.
TA Water temperatures calculated from the top of the column.
H Humidity of air.
T Temperature of air.
TAU Intermediate water temperatures calculated from the bottom
AV Average of water temperatures as calculated from the
top and bottom.
TR Water temperatures starting from top of tower.
LM Log mean temperature differences at sections.
TM Mean film temperatures at different sections.
LAMBDA Latent heat of vapourisation at film temperature.
W Mass of water evaporated at sections of column.
R Heat transferred at sections of column.
S Heat transfer coefficient at different sections.
Algol Variables used in the analysis of results bv method 
of Colburn and Drew.
Symbol Meaning
CL Specific heat of liquid water.
CW Specific heat of water vapour.
DA Area of wetted section under consideration.
HG Apparent heat transfer coefficient,
HGO Heat transfer coefficient in the absence of mass transfer.
TR Film temperature.
T Gas temperature,
A As defined in Colburn and Drew’s treatment.
Symbol Meaning
DL Amount of water evaporated in wetted section,
P Total gas rate.
H Humidity of gas at entrance to the section,
Algol variables used in the analysis of results by method, 
of Micklev.
Symbol Meaning
P Vapour pressure of water.
HF1 Saturation enthalpy.
HG Gas enthalpy.
T Trial temperature.
HLIQ Water-side heat transfer coefficient.
E Error.
HDIFF Mass transfer coefficient.
RHO Density of gas.
TL2 Inlet water temperature.
TL1 Exit water temperature.
HUM1 Inlet humidity of gas.
L Liquid rate per unit x-sectional area
G Gas rate per unit x-sectional area.
AREA Specific surface area of equipment.
HG1 Inlet gas enthalpy.
N Number of equal segments.
0 ’ SENPTO * (ED,SEMICOMPYLED» ,7,17.1)
0 'WORK'  ( ED, COMPWORKF1IE)
0 ' LIBRARY' (ED,SUBGR0UPSRA3,SUBROUTINES)
0 'PROGRAM' (SSSS)
0 'SPACE'  100
0 'TRACE'  2
o ' BEGI N'  SELEGTINPUT(S) ! SELEGTQUTPUT<0) ;
A ' BEGIN'  ' REAL'  PfQ!
A ' INTEGER'  I , J !
5 'ARRAY'  LAMBDA,LM»W, R, S, TMC1 ! A ) , H, T ,TA, TR, TAUC1!5 3 , AV[ 1■33;
6 WRITETEXT <'  ( ' VAR I AT ION%OF%StXHEATXTRANSFERXCOEFF' ) ' ) !
8 i !=1 I
9 L1 I PsRREAD; Qc READ! TAC13 :=READ! TAC5] s=READ»
13 ' I F '  P=0 ' THEN'  'GOTO'  L7I
1A ' F O R '  I i =1 ' STEP'  1 ' U NT I L '  5 'DO'
15 ' BEGIN'  H C13 1 “ READ; TCI ]SPREAD!
18 ' END ' I
19 'FOR'  I (=1 'STEP* 1 ' U NT I L '  3 'DO'
20 ' BEGI N'
20 TACI + 1 3 s * TAC13»P/ Q* ( ( TC13 * 0 , A8+597)*HC13 + 0, 25*TC1 ]
21 - 0 , 2 5 * T C I  + 1 ) » ( TCI +1  3 * 0 , 4 8 * 5 9 7 ) * H EI * 1 3 ) !
22 TAUCI * 13 : = T A C 5 3 " P / G + ( ( T C 5 3 * 0 , A 8 + 5 9 7 > * H I 5 ] + 0 , Z 5 * T C 5 3 - 0 , 2 5
22 * T C I + 1 3 w ( T C I * 1 3 * 0 , A 8 + 5 9 7 ) * H C I + 1 3 ) ;
23 AVCI 3 i = (TACI  + 1 3 +TAU11 * 1 3 ) * 0 , 5 ;
HA NEWLINE ( 2)1
25 PRINT ( T A C I + 1 ) , 2 , 2 ) !
26 PRINT <TAUCt +13 , 2#2) ;
27 PRINT ( AV[ I ] , 2 , 2 ) I
28 ' END' !
29 'FOR'  I : = 1  ' STEP'  1 ' U NT I L '  A 'DO'
30 ' BEGIN'
30 TRC13:sTAC13sTRC23i=AVC1)- ’ TRC33!<=AVC23!
3A TRCA3! "AVC3)1 TRC53s=TAC5] !
36 LMCI3 : = ( ( T R C I + 1 3 - T C I + 1 3 > - < TRC13- T C 1 3) )
36 / L N ( ( T R C I + 1 3 b T C I * 1 3 ) / ( T R C I ) " T C I 3 ) ) !
37 TM C13 i — ' ‘ "
38 LAMBDA CI a!  = 5 9 ? * T MC I 3 * ( 0 , 5 2 )
39 WC I 3 ! 5 P * ( H CI 3 « H CI * 1 3 ) I
AO RCI3 ! = 1 .8*<LAMBDACI3*WCI3 + P * 0 . 2 5 * ( T t I ] - T C I  + 1 3 ) + W f l > T M [ l 3
AO +P*H Wft! * 0 , A 8 * ( T C I 3 ” TCI + 1 3 ) ) !
Al  SCI ) ! SRC1 3 / ( ( 0 . 8 5 * 1 , 8 * L M C I 3 > * ( 0 , 2 5 > ) ;
A2 NEWLINE ( 2 ) !
A3 PRINT ( LM C13» 2» 2 ) !
AA PRINT (TMC13 > 2 , 2 ) !  PRINT ( LAMBDAC13 , 3 , 2 ) !
A6 PRINT (WC13,H,A) , '  PRINT ( R C J 3 , A , 3 ) ;  PRINT ( S C I 3 , 2 , 3 ) !
A9 ' END ' ;
- -  50 0 ! = J + 1 i ........ .......................................... ..........................
51 ' I F '  P ' GT' 0 'THEN'  'GOTO'  LIJ
52 L7 s ' END' ;
53 ' END' ;
F BUCKETS USED 20 
I LED #SSSS EC
•Appendix 2.
2 / 12  0 7 / 0 5 / 7 0  COMPILED BY XALE MK, 3 1£)1
E M E N T
0 'SENDTO'  (ED# SEMI COM PY LED# ,-ZZZZ).
" 0  ’ WORK* (ED/COMPWORKFIIE)
0 ' LIBRARY' (ED,SUBGR0UPSRA3,SUBROUTINES)
0 ' PROGRAM* (SSSS)
0 ' SPACE' 100
0 ' TRACE * 2
0 ' BEGIN'  5ELECTINPUT(3) ;  SELECTOUTPUT(O);
4 ' BEGIN'
4 'REAL* CW # DA,C L # P;
4 ' INTEGER'  I , K # K I , J ?
5 'ARRAY* OL * A # HG # HGO# X[ 1 s 43 # TR #7 # H M : 53 #
f - 6 I• = 0; ■
8 . C L ! " 1 J . CWfsQ. l SJ DA s * 0 ,  8 5 * 0 , 2 5 ?
11 K!*'READ;
12 'FOR'  K I ' S T E P '  1 ' U NT I L '  K 'DO*
1 3 * BEGIN*
—  13 P • =READ;
15 pAPERTHROW;
16 'FOR'  l ! « 1  'STEP* 1 ' UNTI L*  5 * DO *
17 ' BEGIN'
_  .17 TCI3:=READ* TRCn. -aREAD;  H C13 SPREAD;
21 ' END' :  'FOR* I : -1 ' STEP'  1 ' UNT I L '  4 *DO»
23 ' BEGIN'
23 TCI3 ! B ( T t n  + T t I  + 1 3 ) * 0 . 5 ;
25 TR [ 13 ! k ( T R [ I 3 * T R [ I  + 1 3 ) * 0 . 5 ;
26 ' END' ;  ' FOR'  I 5-1 ' STEP'  1 ’ UNTIL '  4 'DO*
28 'BEGIN*
28 NG[ 13 ! -REAP ;
30 D L C I 3 5 B ( H C n - H t I + . 1 3 ) * P l  .
31 A C n j f l - L N ( 1 * i { D L t l 3 / b A * C V { A 4 T R t l 3 - T C l 3 A) > /  *»•*
- 31 ( DLCl 3/ DA*CLA* T R C ! 3 - H GC l 3 * / T R C l 3 - T C l 3 )  + <597" Ot 5 2 * T R C l 3 ) * ( D L C l 3 / D A ) ) )
32 HGOCI3:e wDLCI 3*CW/(DA * A Cl 3)#
33 K E l D f = A E I 3 * (  C L /  CW* .< EXP ( r  A 11.3) - 1 )  *TR E13
33 + ( T R C i 3 " * T C l 3 ) ) / ( ( 1 ’-EXPC^ACl 3) )
, _ , _33  * C T R ( I 3 WT C I 3 ) )  *
34 NEWLINEC2)?
 35 PRINT ( A C l 3 # 3 # 6 > r
36 PRINT ( TR C13 # 3 # 6 ) :  PRINT ( HGQC13 , 3 , 6 ) ;
38 PRINT ( X E l 3 , 2 , 6 )  J..
^ 39 'END* ;
40 ' END' ;
41 ' END' ;
 ....  42 VEND* :
F BUCKETS USED 15 
ILED #SSSS EC
151
0 'SENDTO'  <ED#SgMICOMPYLEP*,ZZZZ)
0 'WORK* (ED#COMPWORKFUE>
0 ' LIBRARY' (ED#SUBGROUPSRA3,SUBROUTINES)
0 'PROGRAM1 (SSSS)
0 ’ SPACE* 100
0 'TRACE'  2
0 'BEGIN* SELECTl NpUTC3) r ' SELECT0UTPUT(0)?
& ' BEGI N1 ' REAL1 T #T 1 #T 2 #TL 1 * T 1 2 r T 0 1,U #TO#HOI , HG#HUM1, HD I F F , TFi
4 HUQ#A#AREA#RHQf RECI P#Li G, E, 61  #E2,HFAC,HF;
4 ' INTEGER'  N , i ;
5 'REAL'  'PROCEDURE* H F 1 ( T ) # 1VALUE'  T # ' REAL' T;
9 'BEGIN* ' REAL'  P?
9 p ; sEXP <2, 30259*  (9 „ 41 45?w2386 ,, 1 42 /  ( T + 273 * 1 6}
10 «Qt- 0 0 1 4 6 4 * T ) ) I
11 H F1 : s 0 R24*T + 1 8 * ( 0 r 48*T + 5 9 7 3 * P / < 2 9 * < 7 6 0 » P ) )
11 1 END' I
11 ' REAL1 'PROCEDURE'  HF2CT)? 'VALUE* T? 'REAL* TI
15 HF2 : b HG* <U" T>* HL I Q/ <HDI FF* RH0>?
15 WRITE T E X T C C  » ( ' P » )  ' HAKKI » < *5S 1) »MICKLEYS'XMETHODXFORXHGIGHT%
16 O F K T O W E R ' C ' B O ' T L ' C ^ S ^ ' T P ' C T S ' i ' T G ' C r S ' J ' M F ' C f S ' J ' H G ' C
16 7 S '3 » 1 / HFWHG' ( 12 S ' ) *  A 1(*  8S * ) *  HEIGHT' < ' 2C1) *  * > * > ;
17 El»READ;  U U - R E A D ?  TL2;«READ;  T G U b READI humi  s p r e a d ? .U-s READ;
23 GjsREAD; NDI FFj b READ; H I I Q j b READ# AREA?e READ;
27 RHOsaREAD?
28 Hf AC?e G/ (HDIFF*AREA*RHO) I
29 HG1 : «0 ,  24*TG1*HUM1* C0»43*TG1+59?)  I
30 RESUMEi Nf»READ;
31 M F '  NaO 'THEN* 'GOTO* END #
32 T 1 s » 0 ; ■ A?«40 / 12 ;
34 TGj b TGI ;
33 'FOR' I ; b O ' STEP'  1 ' UNTI L*  N 'DO*
36 'BEGIN* T l  ; «TL1 + 1 * (T LH^ TH ) /  N;
38 HG* aHGf +- <n«TL l > * L / G;
39 T2;«TL?
40 ENCORE; TssG, 5 * T 1 + 0 , 5 * T 2 ?
41 ' I F *  HF1 ( TXHF2 CT)  ' THEN'  T1 S =T » ELSE ' T 2 »» T!
42 ' I F *  ARS( T2" T1) <E * THEN * TFI« 0 # 5 * T l +0« 5*T2
42 'ELSE* 'GOTO* ENCORE I
43 HFS«HF1(TF) ;
44 P R I N T ( I L # 3 # 2 ) ;  P R I N T < T F # 3 # 2 ) I  P R I N T < ? G / 3 # 2 > ? PR I N T <H F # 3 # 2 ) J
48 PR I N T (H G #3#2 )?  P R I N T (17 (H F - H G ) # 2 # 4)f PR I N T (A # 2 # 4 > ;
51 TG s a T G + L * < T L 2 » n i  ) * ( T G - T F ) /  <G*N* <HG«HF)) ?
52 NEWLINECD?
33 'END'  ;
54 'GOTO* RESUME #'
55 END: FREE INPUT#
56 FREE OUTPUT _  _____
56 ' END* ;
57 ' END' ;
F BUCKETS USED 14 
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Appendix 3.
Evaluation of the integral dH
* ^It is assumed that H : is linear in H, the gas humidity.
I.e. rj. . T.TTn — a *+■ dH
1^ 0
- -1__ In a+(b-l)Hjj
b-1
1 .In 
b-1
fSL. 4  Ho 1 } b-1
a
b-1 + H i  I
Now, Ho* a+bHo
*(r
& Hi - a+bHi %
so that b~ Ho-Hi
and a - Hj88-Ho-Ho*Hi 
anfl a ' Ho-Hi
■ Integral - Ho~^^— »__ln( !
Hf-HI'-Ho Hi ' HoflHi-HifiHi I
where A H o =. H o- H o  & AHi= Hi-Hi
" °_M- - H°-Hi ln/Ag^
H*-H ^  Ho~ ^ ^  1 *
i. e. k e A Z  _ Ho-Hi 
G * A H lm
as H is low and the pressure is atmospheric, and 18/29 ^ > H max 
Hp - — — -
H-t-18/29 where p is the mole fraction.
~  29 TT
m a s t e r  gems R ( j n  7 5
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OMCDb O.
0 M ( N P 3 ) s 1 .
DO 10 1 * 2 , NP2 
10 O M ( I ) " F L O A T ( I - 2 ) / F L O A T ( N )
I ST E Pe O 
I CALMS1 0 0 0 0  
i e n d - o 
I A X s 0
I O U T = 1 0 0 0 0
I FIN = 0 
L A S T E P b 4 0 0  
XU = 0 .
0 + + + + * + + + + +  LENGTH of  CALMI NG SECTI ON 1$ XCALM 
XCALMb 1 8 . * 2 . 5 4 * 1 „ e * 2
c + + + + + * * * + *  l e n g t h  of  t e s t  s e c t i o n  x u l a s t = x o u t
X U L A S T = 4 0 , * 2 . 5 4 * 1 „ E « 2 + 1 8 . * 2 . 5 4 * 1 , E ~ 2  
C + + + * + + + E X T E N D E D  I WALL I S XEND
x e n d = o
C + + + + + + +  LENGTH OF WALL 2 I S XOUT
U LIM =» 01
KRAt>s 1
CSAlFA«1.
k i n ^ s
k e x o1
(J : . (t» m  m  m  *w
CNAPTER33S33 DEPENDENT VARIABLES SELECTION 
C U( I ) ^VELOCITY
C F ( 1 t i ) =s t ag NATI ON  e n t h a l p y
C F < 2 , D b CONCENTRATION OF FUEL-0
C F(S,D=CONCENTRATION of m o i s t u r e
C FS<1>I )5A lSO c o n c e n t r a t i o n  m o i s t u r e
C FS<2f DsTEMPERATURE.
C FSCSr D b CONCENTRATION OF AIR
NEQb A
NPH“ NEO«1
Q ; m  mm m  m  fW
CHAPTER44444 MATERIAL CONSTANTS 
C S . I .  UNITS
GASCON^8300.
C CPR IS SPECIFIC HEAT OF AIR
CPRb IOOO.
C COX IS SPECIFIC HEAT OF WATER VAPOR
COXrROOO 
W F U c 1 6.
WPRb R9 
WOXe I 8
C REFERENCE VISCOSITIES
VISFU" .000001
VISOX= ,000001
V I S P R - . 000001 
DO 40 J s 1 1 NPH 
PR<1)«.71 
P R ( 2 ) " . 6 S  
PR( 3 ) c ,65 
PREF<D1)  = ,86 
40 H« .9
AK=. 435 .
ALMGb .09  
F R -  , 1 
UFACb .01
C
CHAPTER55555 I N I T I A L  CONDITIONS
c a i r  v e l o c i t y  i s  equal  tovapor  v e l o c i t y  uc 
UCB2.81 
U A e U C
C FUEL VELOCITY UB IS ZERO
UBb O 
TB = 0
TAa2 9 4,89
TWALL=294,So 
C F1 0 1S ARE FLOW RATES /  ( 2 , * P H  
P I R 3 . U 1 5 9 3
F L 0 A " 1 3 , 2 3 5 * 0 , 4 5 3 6 / ( 3 6 O 0 * 2 * P I )
FLOBs°
FLOCsl 3. 2 3 5 * . 0 0 5 * 0 . 4 5 3 6 / ( 3 6 0 0 * 2 * P I )
PRESS5 100 000.
DPDPX-O.
QMD1V~FLOB/ ( FLOB*FIOC)
F A I R I E = 0 . 0 0 5 0 / ( 1 . + 0 . 0 0 5 0 )
R0Mb PReS S * ( P 9 . * ( 1 . » FAIR I E ) * 1 8 , * ( FAIR!E) ) /TA/GASCON
R(1)“0
R(Np3)sSQRT( (FL0A+FL0C) /UA/R0M*2 . )
C I N I T I A L  PROFILES ARE UNIFORM 
DO 50 1 = 1 , NP3
I F (OM ( I ) . GE ,-OMD IV)  60 TO 51 
U( I ) =UB 
F(2 ?I ) *1 .
F(1 # I ) e C F U * T B + , 5 * U B * U B * F ( 2 f I ) * H F U  
F ( 3 , ! ) s * 0 X P F U  
60 TO 50 
51 U ( I ) » U a
F(2iI)"0,
F ( 1 # I ) « ( C P R * ( 1 . / 1 . 0 0 5 0 ) + C O X * 0 . 0 0 5 0 / ( 1 #0 0 5 0 ) ) * T C + . 5 * U ' < I > * U ( X )  
F ( 3 , I > * 0 . 0 0 5 0 / ( 1 , + 0 . 0 0 5 0 )
50 c o n t i n u e
PSI I «0
PEI5 Fl OC*FLOA 
PS IE"PS I I +  PEI 
CHAPTER66666 THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES 
C * * * * * * * *  START OF MAIN LOOP * * * * *
60 CONTINUE r
C TEST 1
I F ( IT ES T . EQ . O)  GO TO 1001 
TESTslOOl ,
WRlTE<6,107)  TEST,R ( 1 ) ,  PRESS#DX 
WRITE ( 6#101)  ( U ( I ) , I «1*NP3)
WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 1 )  ( F( 1 , I > , 1 = 1 #Np3)
WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 1 )  < F < 2 * I ) / 1 * 1 fNP3)
WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 1 )  ( F ( 3 , I ) , I  = 1 ,NP3)
1001 c o n t i n u e
PRESS=PRESS+DPDDX*DX 
PDGSCNb p r ESS/GASCON 
DO 61 I p 1 fNP3 
C CORRECTION of EFFECTS OF EXCESSIVE REACTION
FS<1 , I ) a F < 3 , I ) +OXDPU* F( 2 , I )
I F < I . E Q . 1 , 0 R . I . E Q . N P 3 )  GO TO 62 
I F ( I STEP. EQ. O)  GO TO 62
I F < S U ( 2 , I ) * S D ( 2 , I ) * F ( 2 , I ) , L E . 0 . )  GO TO 62
F S , ,  I . E Q. . 0 TO
FUEL-RICH REGION
F S ( 1 # I ) = 0 ,
F ( 2 , I > P « F < 3 , I > / O X D F U
GO TO 62
O  — * * *  OXIDANT-RICH REGION
63 F(2,1> »0 #
F S ( 1 # I ) ™F <3 ,1 )
62 CONTINUE
FS<3# I>*1  * - "F<2i r l ) -FSC1
C Ml X* CFU*F( 2, I ) +C0X* FS( 1 ,T>+CPR* FS(3y T>
EN T H s F d ,  J ) ~ , 5 * U < I ) * U ( I >
F S ( 2 , I ) - E N T H / C M I X  
I F < F S < 2 # I ) . I E . 0 . >  FS < 2 , I ) « TA  
RHOCQNaPDGSCN/ FS( 2 , ! )
V M I X = F ( 2 , I > / W F U + F S ( 1  r n / W O X + F S < 3 f  n / W P R  
61 RHO( I ) ~RHOCON/ VMI X
C — —  TEST 2
I F ( I T E S T . E Q . O )  GO TO 1 0 0 2  
T E S T a 1 0 0 2 »
WRITE<6,100)  TEST 
WRITE<6,101)  ( F S ( 1 , I ) , I = 1 , N P 3 >
WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 1 )  ( F S ( 2 , 1 )  , I d V N P 3 )
WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 1 )  ( F S ( 3 , I ) , I p 1>NP3)'
WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 1 )  ( R H 0 ( I ) , ! = 1 * N P 3 )
1002 c o n t i n u e
C STRIDE 1 STRIDE 1 STRIDE 1 STRIDE 1 STRIDE 1 STRIDE 1
ADJUST R (1 )
■ IF<KIN.EQ,2.AND.KRAD.EQ.1> R ( 1 ) p S QR T( ABS< 2 . *PS I I /< R hO < 1 ) * U < 1 ) ) ) >  
CALL STRIDE(1)
(j n » « n a p M
GHAPTER77777 FORWARD STEP 
DXb FRA#Y<NP3>
I F d S T E P . G T . I C A L M - 2 . A N D . I S T E P V t T ,  ICALM*5)  DX*0.1*DX 
I F C I S T e p . G T . I  END-2.AND. I  STEP.LT, IEND + 5) DX« DX
I F d S T E P . G T . I A X  " 2 . AND. I STEP, LT, I AX +5) DX* DX
IFC I STEP. GT. I  OUT"2 . AND.I  STEP. IT . IOUT* 5>  DX=,1*DX 
IF ( ISTEP. GE. I CALM)  GO TO 74 
I F ( DX, LT . ( XC AL M- XU ) )  GO TO 74 
dx=x c a l m«xu
ICALMk !STEP*1 
74 I F( ISTEP. GE. I END) GO TO 70
IFCDX.LT. (XEND-XU) )  GO TO 70
DXaXEND-XU
IENOsiSTEPTl
70 I F d S T E P . G E . I O U T )  GO TO 71 
IF(DX.LT.XOUT-XU)  GO TO 71 
DXaXOUT-xU
IOUT=ISTEP+1
71 I F( DX * GT.0 s ) GO TO 72
o 
o 
o
700 FORMAT <1QXf 22HDX IS ZERO OR NEGATIVE)
I F I N M  
GO TO 102
72 IFCDX.LE.XULAST-XU) GO TO 73 
DX«XULA$T-XU 
IFCDX.NE.O. )  GO TO 73 
0Xp 1*E«30
I F IN - 1
73 XD??XU + DX
c further  a d j u s t m e n t s  to dx are made i n  charters  8 and 9
Q . •*  *» m mm m m -
CHAPTER8B888 ADJUST LONGITUDINAL CONDITIONS 
F(1 , NP3) b CMi X*TWALL+HFU*F(2/NP3)
FS<2#NP3)b TWALL
I F ( I 5 T E P , G T . 0 )  GO T0 88 
TAUI=0,
TAUEb O. .
U(NP3) =0,
EWALLR9.
R MI b 0,
RMEb O.
DO 81 J b 1 iNPH 
I N D l ( J ) = 2  
INDE(J )«=2 
A J K J J b O.
81 AJ E( J )=0
ROUTb r (NP3)
f l o t o t - p e i
AD2PI b ( ROUT*RQUTwR"(T')'*R’( 1 ) ) / 2 ,
88 I F ( I STgp. LT. I CALM) GO TO 80 
C++++++ ADJUSTMENT AT THE END OF CALMING SECTION
TWALLs 3 15, 9 * ( 3 2 0 , 5 6 * 3 1 5  . 9 ) * ( X U - . 1 8 * 2 , 5 A ) / ( 8 4 * 2 , 5 4 )
P«EXP<2.302 5 9 * ( 9  , 4 1 5 7 * 2 3 8 6 . 1 4 2 /  TWALL-0 ,00146*  (TWAl L * 2 7 3 )  ) )  
INDE<1) b 1
F ( 1 #NP3)b ( C pr* < 1 . * p * 1 8 . / ( 7 6 0 , * 2 9 8) ) + C O X * ( P * 1 8 . / ( 7 6 0 . * 2 9 , ) ) > * T W A l L
wall  conc of vapor conmo i s
CALCULATED FROM VAPOR PRESSURE DATA 
wall  CONC OF W VAPb P * 1 8 / ( 7 6 0 * 2 9 )
F ( 3 , N P 3 ) b P * 1 S . / ( 7 6 0 . * 2 9 , )
I N D E ( 3 ) s 1 
U(Np3 ) b « 2 . 79 
80 I F( I STEP, GE. I END) GO TO 82
c * * * * *  ADJUSTMENT AT END OF INNER PIPE
KIN-2  
U(1>*UA
R U ( 1 ) b RHO(1)*U<1)  ^
F ( 1 r 1 ) b CPR*TA+,5*UA*UA 
F ( 2 f 1 ) = 0 ,
F ( 3 / 1 ) b 0,
F S( 2 , 1 ) =TA
f l o t q t = f l q t o t +f l o a  - - - - - - - - r ;
AD2PIsRQUT*R0UT/2.
T A U j ^ 0 >
C * * * * * * * * * *  ADJUSTMENT WHEN PIPE AXIS IS REACHED 
82 I FCI STEP.GE. I AX)  GO TO^
KINB3
RMIsO.
R (1 ) =0 .
PS 11* 0.  ^
C * * * * *  ADJUSTMENT AT END OF OUTER PIPE
84 I F U S T e P . G E .  IOUT) 80 TO 86 
F( 2 , N P 3 > " 0 .
DPDDX = 0,  " .....-r ' ; '  ^ ; '
NSTA=10
ANSTABNSTA ~“ H
. PRELIMINARIES FOR PRESSURE GRADIENT
86 UBAR-O,
DO 83 I s 2 r N P1 
83 UBAR-UBAR+(U( I )+U(  I +1)  ) *  (0M( 1+1> «0MCD)
UBAR". 5*UBAR 
I FCKI N. EQ.2 )  UBAR-rUBAR-UAy+PEi /PSIE^UA 
IFCISTEP.GE. IOUT)  GO TO 8?
AD2pIssROUT**2* t5
IFCKIN.  EQ. 1) A D 2 P I s A D 2 P l ~ R d > * * 2 * .  5 
DYNHED=UBAR*FL0T0T/AD2P I ;
REXb R(NP3)"R0UT
REXD«REX/ROUT
IF<ABS(REXD)bG T . . 0 1 )  DX-DX*.  01 /ABS(REXD)
XDb XU+DX 
C * * * * * * * * * *  PRESSURE g r a d i e n t  
DA = « , 1 *ROUT*(R(NP3)«R0UT)
DPPdXb (DYNHED*DA/DX~TAUI*RM)-TAUE*R(NP3>) /AD2PI
87 DO 85 I «1r  NP3
85 DPDX(I)=DPDDX 
C TEST 3
I F ( I TE ST . E Q. O )  GO TO 1003 
TEST“ 1003.  "
WRITE<6 , 1 0 0 )  TEST,UBAR,DYNHED,DX,DA,DPDDX,REXD,RMI,KIN,KEX,  
1 ISTEp, jENd#ICALM 
WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 1 )  ( Y ( I ) , I = 1 , N P 3 )
WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 1 )  ( R ( I )  , 1 = 1 ,NP3)
WRITE(6 #101) ( R U ( I ) , 1 = 1 ,NP3)
1003 CONTINUE
Q *■*•■»«■**»« +
CHAPTER99999 TRANSPORT AND ENTRAINMENT PROPERTIES 
C LAMINAR VISCOSITY ACCORDING TO SQUAR E«ROOT FORMULA 
C WITH WEIGHTING ACCORDING TO MASS FRACTION
90 DO 92 I d  ,NP3
ROOTbSq r t (FS(2rI))
= SFU OOT
VPRel5 0 . * 1 . E"8 * FS <2 V I ) * * 1 . 5 / ( 1 2 4 .  + FS <2 #I ) )
V0X = 1 8 1 . * 1 . e - 8 * F S ( 2 , I > * * 1 . 5 / ( 6 S 0 . + F S < 2 , I > >
9 2 E M U ( I ) = V F U * F ( 2 f I ) + V 0 X * F S < 1 , I ) + V p R * F S < 3 , I >
(j TEST 4
I F ( I T E S T . E Q . O )  GO TO 1004 
TEST-1004.
WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 0 )  TEST > RMI , RME, PEI 
WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 1 )  ( EMU( I ) r I » 1 , NP3)
1004 CONTINUE- 
CALL AUX
ENTRAINMENT c o n t r o l .
X F C K I N . N E . 2 )  go TO 94 
r  A T p A B s ( ( U ( 3) « u ( 1 ) )  /  ( U ( N P 3)  « U ( 0  + 1 . E *  3 0 ) )
IF (RAT. LT.ULIM)  EM IJ(2)=EM U (2) * R A T /U LIM 
RMI«?2,*EM U( 2)
94 CONTINUE 
IF (KEX.NE.H)  GO TO 96
RATs A B S ( ( U ( n p i ) - U ( N P 3 > ) / ( U ( N P 3 ) * U ( 1 ) + 1  , E*30>>
I F ( R A T . L T . U L I M )  EM U(NP1)-EM U(NP1y*RAT/ULIM 
RME=-2 , * eM LI( NP1)
I F < ( R M i ^ R M E ) * D X . L T . P E I + . 0 1 )  GO T0 
DX®.01+PEl / (RMI -RME)
XD«XU+DX : -
96 CONTINUE 
C ADJUSTMENT OF DX TO REACH AXIS
IFCKI N. EQ. 1 )  GO TO 95 
I F ( IST £p . GE. I aX) GO TO 95
I F < P S I I . G T . R M I + D X . 0 R . I A X . E Q . I S T E P + 1 )  GO TO 95
R0UT®R0UT*,01*DX 
DX®pS11/ RMI 
R0 UT®R0 UT + * 01 * DX 
XD-XU+DX
I A X s l S T E P + 1  ' .
C STRIDE 2 STRIDE 2 STRIDE 2 STRIDE 2 STR I DE 2 . . . . . . .
95 CALL STRIDEC2)
C ■*»««■•■■»
CHAPTER 10 10 10 10 10 OUTPUT
I F ( I S T E P . G T . O )  GO TO 106 
A W T A 55 N T A 
CHAPTER 1QA HEADINGS
REY®(FL0A+Fl OB*FLOC)*4 . /EMU(1>*R(NP3)
EQRAT®FLOA/ .232
AMACH®UBAR/SQRT(1. A*GASCON*TA/WFU>
WRITE<6,1010)  UArUB*UC#TA*TB#TC*PRESS,PREEXP, REYf EQRATrAMACH
1010 FORMAT(1 H i r 2 X , 2 HUA,9X, 2 HUD,9X, 2HUC, 9 X , 2HTA, 9 X , 2 HTB, 9 X , 2 HTC, 9 X ,
1 5HpREsS,6x,6HPREEXP,5x,3HREY,8x,5HEQRAT,6X,5HAMACH/1H , 1P11E11 . 
107 F0RMAT(1H1,1P8E 1 1 . 3 ,  416)
100 FORM AT (1H H P 8E 1 1 . 3 ,  516)
WRITE<6,1011)  (DM( I ) , I " 1 , NP3)
1011 F0RMAT(6H 0 M1 S ,1p11E11 . S / O H  #4X,1 P11 E11 . 3 ) )
F R T , - X ,  P £ .
PRESS1spRESS 
106 CONTINUE
C T^ST 5,
I F O T E s T . E Q . O )  GO TO 1005 
TEST-100S,
WRITE<6#100) TEST,RMI,RME,DX
1005 CONTINUE
CHAPTER 10B TESTS FOR PRINTOUT
IPRlNTcO
I F ( I ST EP . EO . O)  GO TO 102 
I F ( I T E $ T . E Q . D  GO TO 102 
I F < I F I N . E Q ,1> 60 TO 102
I F Cf IOAT( ISTEP/NSTA) .EQ,FLOAT<ISTEP) /ANSTA)  GO TO 102 
I F C I S T e p . G E . I  e n d .AND, ISTEP. I TVIEND>3)  GO TO 102 
IF < I STEP. 6E . I AX .A ND . I STE P. 'L T„ IAX +3>  GO TO 102 
I F < I S T e p .EO. IOUT)  GO TO 102
I F d S T E P . G g .  IOUT. AND. ISTEP. LE. IOUT-MO) GO TO 102
IPRlNTsO
GO TO 105
CHAPTER IOC STATION VARIABLES "
102 IPRINT«1
105 IPR l NT s I pR l NT  + 1
PRDRP=(PRESS1*PRESS>
t a u e d s t a u e / dymhed
FUFl UXb O.
F I F l UXcO.
F1BAR=0.
DO 103 I s?2 # NP1 
OMOIFs . 5 * ( O m ( I * 1 > « O M < I ) )
FUFLUXs FUFLUX+OMDIF*(F(2 # D + F ( 2 f 1+1)>
F1BAR = F1BAR*QMDIF*(F<1,  I ) * F  < 1 / 1 * 1 > )
108 FIF LUXb FiF L UX +OMDI F* ( F t 3* I )  + F( 3> I + 1 ) )
A J E D = A J E ( 1 ) * . 5 * < R < 1 ) + R ( N P 3 ) ) * Y ( N P 3 > / P E I /
1 ( F I B A r^F <1iNP3>»HFU*(FUFLUX«F<2,NP3) ) )
■FUFLUX8?PeX*FUFLUX
FIFLUXs Pe I * F I FL UX
WRITE <6,1012)XU,PRDRP,TAUED/REXD/UBARfPUFLUX,FiFLUX#AJED/
1 I5TEP, IEND#IAX#IOUTrTCALM
C ■ ■ -.... ” ■
WRITE<3#109?)XU 
109? F0RMAT(E11, 5 )
1012 FORMAT<3Xr2HXUr9X»5HPRDRPr6X,5HTAUED/6X/4HREXD/7X/ 4HUBAR/?Xr
1 6HFUFlUXr5X,6HFlFLUX,5X,4HAJED#7X,5HI  STEP, 1 X/ 4HIENDr2X/3HIAX/3X#
24HIOUT,3Xr5HI  CALM/1H/1P8E11. 3 , 5 1 6 )
CHAPTER 10D PROFILE VARIABLES
o t e s t  6
I F d T E S T . E Q . O )  GO TO 1006 
TEST” 1006«
WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 0 )  TEST
1006 CONTINUE /
t  m
104 WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 9 5 )  R< 1 ) , < Y ( I ) < I = 2 , NP3)
WRITE<3>1 0 9 8 ) ( Y ( I ),1 = 1 ,NP3)
1098 FORMAT<33E1 1 . 5 )
1095 FORMAT(6H Y'S , 1 p 1 1 E 1 1 , 3 / (  6X»1P11E11 , 3 ) >
WRITE( 6» 1094)  < ( ) <! ) ,1=1  ,NP3)
W R I T E < 3 , 1 0 9 8 > < U ( I ) »1=1 ,NP3)
1094 FORMAT( 6H U'S > 1 P11 E11. 3 / (  6X, 1 P11 E11. 3 ) )  
WRITE<6 , 10 93 )  ( F S ( 2 , I ) , 1 = 1 ,NP3>
W R I T E ( 3 , 1 0 9 8 ) ( F s ( 2 | I ) , 1 = 1 ,NP3)
1093 FORMAT(6H F s 2 ' 8 , 1 p 1 1 E 1 1 . 3 / (  6 X .1 P i  1E11 . 3 ) )  
WRITE(6 , 1092)  ( F( 2 , I ) , I =1,MP3)
1092 F0RMAT(6H F2 iS , 1 P 1 1 E 1 1 . 3 / (  6X , 1 P11E11 . 3 ) )  
WRITE<6.1091)  <FS<1, I ) , 1 = 1 ,NPS) ~
W R I T E ( 3 , 1 0 9 S ) ( F S ( 1 , I ) i1=1,NP3)
1091 FORMAT(6H FS1 ' S,1 P11E11 . 3 / (  6X, 1P11 El  1 . 3 ) )
105 CONTINUE
Q ■ « (( *» « ■ •>
CHAPTER 11 11 11 11 11 TERMINATION 
113 I F ( I F I N . E Q . I )  GO TO 110
I F ( I S T E P . I T . LASTEP. AND. XU. LT,XULAST) GO TO 112 
GO TO 110
0
C STRIDE 3 STRIDE 3 STRIDE'S STRIDE 3 STRIDE 3 
11 a CALL STRIDE(3)
GO TO 60 
110 CONTINUE
0 r» is »  p.
STOP
END
END OF SEGMENT, LENGTH 3516 ,  NAME GEMS
SUBROUTINE aux
C * * * * *  AUX SUBROUTINE FOR GENMIX 4 VERSION OF PATANKAR»SpALDING PROGRAM 
£ * # * *  + FOR BOUNDARY LAYERS 
DIMENSION YEDGE(6 )
COMMON/GENRAL/ AJE(5> , AJICS) , CSAtFAiDPDX< 4 3) ,  DX,EMU<43> , F<5 74 3> ,
1 F S ( 5 ' 4 3 > ' H , I F I N # I N D E ( 5 ) , I N D ! < 5 ) # I STEP, I TEST> IUTRAP, KEX, K I N , KRAD,
2 NiNEQfNPH#NP1»NP2#NP3iOM<43)^PElVPR<5)VPREF(5,43)#PSIE,PSnf \
3 R < 4 3 ) , rH0<43>,RME,RMI , rU<4 3 ) #SD< 5 , 4 3 ) # SU< 5 , 4 5 ) # TAUE/ T A U I , U< 4 3 ) r I
4 X D , X U , Y ( 4 3 ) , Y E , Y I  a 
COMMON/6M4/ AK,ALMG,ARRCON,eWALL, IPRINT,FR,HFU,OXDFU,PREEXP,PRESSr
1 ubar  , u f a c , i c a l m
C SU ( 1 , 1) IS USED FOR DUDY
C S U ( 2 , I )  INDICATES WHETHER DUDY EXCEEDS A MINIMUM VALUE
C SU( 5 r I ) IS USED FOR MIXING LENGTH
C 11111111 MIXING LENGTH
C * * # *  WARNING * * * *  CONSIDER IN EVERY NEW PROBLEM WHETHER UBAR"U<NP3>
C SHOULD NOT BE REPLACED BY ANOTHER REFERENCE VELOCITY, E.G.  ABS<U<1>«U<NP3> 
DUDYMN»FR*(ABS<U(1>-U(NP3))> / Y ( NP3)
DO 10 Tp 2 , N p 1
S U ( 1 » I ) b ( U ( I + 1 ) - U ( I ) ) / ( Y ( U 1 ) » Y ( I > )
S U ( 2 , I ) s O ,
10 I F < ABS (S U ( - j , i ) ) f GT.DUDYMN) S U ( 2 i ! ) ? 1 ,
9 I F < K I N , E Q . 1 )  S U ( 2 , 2 ) = 1 ,
I F ( KEX, EG , 1 ) S U( 2 , NP1) " 1 .
S UC2M ) «0 .
C TEST 7
I F ( I T ES T . E Q. O )  GO TO 1007 
TEST=1007.
WRITE<6,101)  TEST,DUDYMN,FRi AK/ALMG,UBAR 
WRITE<6,101)  (S U < 1 , I ) , I « 1 , N P 3 >
WRITE<6,101)  ( S U < 2 , I ) , I « 1 , NP3)
1007 CONTINUE
C  * *  m> >m m  p»
K«1
DO 13 l » 1 , 6
13 YEDGE(L)p Y<NP3)
DO 11 I s 2 , N p 1
IF ( S U ( 2 , I ) . E O . S  U < 2 # I * D )  GO TO 11 
Y E D G E < K) s Y < J )
K = K4-1
I F < K .6T . 6 ) GO TO 14
11 CONTINUE
14 EL12"<YEDGE(2)»YEDGE(1))*ALMG 
EL34«<YEdGE(4)»YEDGE(3))*ALMG 
■EL56s <YEDGE<6)«YEDGE(5)>*ALMG 
I F ( I T E ST . E Q. O )  GO TO 1008 
TES l =1 008.
R TE 6,1  1) TE ST ,EL 12 , EL 34 ,EL5 6 ,  (YEDGEU)  , I M  , 6 )
1008 CONTINUE
DO 12 I s 2#NP1 
S U (3 r I ) s 0 g
I F < Y < I > . G E . Y E D G E d ) )  S U ( 3 , I )  = EL12 
JF<Y<I>.GE,YEDGE<2)> s U ( 3 , I ) s O,
I F ( Y < J > b6 E1YEDGE<3>)- S U ( 3 , I ) * E L 3 4  
I F < Y ( I ) . G E f YEDGE(4))  S U (3 , I ) s O .
IF<YU) .GE,YEDGE<5>> S U ( 3 , I ) » E L 5 6  
C UPPER L IMIT TO MIXING LENGTH
IFCS U<1 #I ) . E Q . O . )  GO TO 15 
E LMAX- .2 * U( i ) /ABSCS U < i # l > >
I F < S U(3# I )  .GT.ELMAX) S U(3 , I ) «ELMAX 
15 CONTINUE
I F < K I N , e q .1 . AND.S U ( 3 , I ) , 6T „ AK* „ 5*  < Y< I > * Y U  + 1 > > )
1 S U( 3 , 1) = A K* . 5 *  ( Y ( I ) * Y <1 + 1 ) )
12 IF<KEX.-E0,1 . AND.S U ( 3 , 1) . GT . AK* < Y ( NP3> -  . 5* < Y < I ) + Y < I + 1 > ) )  > 
1 S U ( 3 , n 5 A K ^ < Y ( N P 3 ) * ’ . 5 * <Y( I )4>Y< I  + 1 ) ) )
C TEST 9
I F ( I T ES T . E Q. O )  GO TO 1009 
TEST-1 009•
WRITE<6,101)  TEST 
WRITE<6,101)  <S U ( 3 , I ) # l P l f N P 3 >
1009 CONTINUE
C ~ - - - - »  LAMINAR VISCOSITIES FOR CELL BOUNDARIES 
DO 23 1s 2 , N p 1 
23 E M U ( I ) p . 5 * < E M U ( I ) * E M U ( I  + D )
C - - - - -  TURBULENT CONTRIBUTION 
DO 20 I = 2 fNP1
DUDYLs ABS ( S U ( 1 , I ) * S  U ( 3 , D )
UDMINSUFAC* .5*<U( I )+U<I+1)>
IF(DUDy L.LT.UDMIN)  -DUDYLb UDMIN 
RHMs, 5*<RH0n>+RH0( I  + P )
EMUT«RHM*S U (3 , I ) * DU D YL  
C LAMINAR CONTRIBUTION
1 F ( K I N , e q « 2 . A N D . I . L T . 5 )  GO TO 21 
I F < K EX . e g . 2 , A N D . I . 6 T . N " 2 )  GO TO 21 
IF(EMUt ,GT, EMU( I ) * 5 0 . )  GO TO 21 
IF<EMUt . G T . E M U ( I ) * 1 0 . )  GO TO 22 
EMU ( I ) s EMU( I ) + EMUT* EMUT*. 0 0 8 / EMU(I)
GO TO 20 
22 EMU < I > s=1 . 23*EMUT"10 .5*EMU<I )
GO TO 20 
21 EMU( I ) s £MU( | ) +EMUT 
20 CONTINUE 
C TEST 10
I F d T E S T . E Q . O )  GO TO 1010 
T E St M 01 0 »
WRITE<6,101)  TEST 
WRITE(6 ,101)  ( EMU( I ) , I “ 1 , NP3)
W RIT £ < 6 ,1 01 > ( S D I 1 , I )  , I b 1 , N P 3)
o 
o 
o
MODIFICATION o f e m u  ARRAY
d o a 4 i  a a # n p 1 “ : r 7  7 r 7
24 EM U ( I ) » E M U ( I ) / ( Y ( I + 1 ) f Y ( I ) >  
I F ( KRAd . eQ.O) GO TO 25 
DO 26 I~2 # NP1
26 EM U ( I ) s e M U ( I ) * . 5 * ( R ( ! ) + R ( 1 * 1  )')"
25 CONTINUE
PREp^S 
I F ( I S T e p .GT.O)  GO TO 28 
DO 27 Ja1 f  NpH ^
DO 27 I s 1 r  NP3
27 ‘PREF < J # I > sPREF < J # 1 >
28 CONTINUE 
101 FORMATdH r 3 X f l P l 1 E 1 1 r S >
1011 c o n t i n u e
3 3 3 3 3 SOURCES
KINETIC HEATING 
TEMPORARY USE OF SD ARRAY 
DO 30 I = 2 # N P 2
30 S D ( 1 r I ) s U ( i ) * U ( l )
DO 31 I ~2 r NP1
31 S D<1 r I ) s EM  U ( I ) * ( S  D < 1 , I + 1 ) - S  D < 1 , l > )
S D <1 * 1 ) * 0  *
S D<1, NP2)=G 
T*<1 . ” 1 . / PRE F( 1 r 1 ) ) * • 5  
DO 32 I "2 # Np2
32 S U ( 1 f D  = (S D ( 1 r l ) - S  D<1 f l w1 ) ) * T  
DO 33 I a 2» NP1
33 S D ( 1 r I )aO*  
c <■*•• •* FUEL
T1r .5*PREEXp *PRESS**2 
DO 40 I s 2 *  NP2
I F ( FS( 2 » I ^ • LT. 4 0 0 . )  GO TO 41
F2= F(21 I)
F3«F(3 ,  n  
F S l s F S d  , 1 )
F S 2 a F S ( 2 , I )
I F ( I . Ne . 2) 60 TO 42 
F 2 s F 2 + . 2 5 * < F < 2 r 3 ) « F 2 )  
F3= f 3 * . 2 5 * < f ( 3 , 3 ) » F 3 >
FS1®FS1 + . 2 5 *  ( FS <1 , 3 ) * F S 1 )
FS2s F S 2 + .2 S *< FS ( 2 , 3 ) " F S2 >
42 I F < I , N e . nP2) GO TO 43 
F2=F2+.25*<F<2#NP1>-F2>  
F3«F3+ , 2 5 * ( F ( 3 # N P 1 ) " F 3 )
F$1s FS1 + . 2 5 * ( F S < 1 r N P 1 ) ^ F S1) 
Fs2a FS 2T . H5 ^( FS( 2 , NP1) ^FS2 )
43 I F ( F 2■LT . , 0 0 0 1 , OR. FS1. LT . , 0 0 0 1 )  GO TO 41 
FUBRNT«s.5*(ABS(F3)»F3) /0XDFU 
EXP0=EXP("ARRC0N/FS2)
S U ( 2 f I ) = w F U b R N T * S D ( 2 # I )  
60  TO AO 
41 S U < 2 f I ) s O .
S D < 2 f I ) s O ,
40  CONTI NUE 
•  OX^ FU/ OXDFU
DO 50 I s 2 # N P 2  
SU ( 3 # I ) = 0  *
50 S D ( 3 # I ) = 0 .
RETURN
END
ND OF SEGMENT.  LENGTH 1 7 9 2 .  NAME AUX
SUBROUTINE STRIDE(ISW) ST£
C STRIDE SUBROUTINE FOR GENMIX4 VERSION OF PATANKAR*SPALDING PROGRAM STB
DIMENSION A < 5 , 4 3 ) r A U C 4 3 ) , B < 5 * 4 3 ) f B U ( 4 3 ) V C < 5 , 4 3 ) # C U < 4 3 ) > F D I F E < 5 ) # STB
1 F D I P I < 5 ) * G E ( 5 ) #  G I ( 5 ) #TTPF(5)  STB
COMMON/GENRAL/ - AJE ( 5 )  # AJ I ( 5 )  * C S AL F A, DPDX<43) ■# DX # EMU< 43 ) V F (5 # 43 ) * STff3
1 FS<5*43> / H, I F I N i IN'DE<5) * INDI <5> »ISTEP-#ITEST,IUTRAP,KEX.,K|N#KRAD, STR3
2 NfNEQ#NPH#NP1rNP2,NP3,OM(43) fPEI7 PR<5)vPREF( 5 , 4 3 ) , p S I E , P $ I I , STR3
3 RU3> #RH0<43)f RMEi RMI#RU(43> *$D<5#4S> r S U<5»43) *TAUE>TAUI rU<43) , STR3
4 X D # X U , Y ( 4 3 ) , YE,YI  STR3
C STR3
GO TO (1 0 0 0 , 2 0 0 0 , 3 0 0 0 )  i ISW : STR3
C STR3
C* * * * * * * * * *  $ T R I D E 1 STR3
1000 ! F ( J S T e P . G T . 0) GO TO 1100 STR3
DM( 1 ) =0 . STR3
0M<2)s 0 . STR3
0M(NP2)s 1, STR3
■ 0M<NP3)*1.  STR3
- CM I s , 5*OM( 3)  STR3
OME=.5*<1 , «OM(NPl ) )  STR3
B p E s I . STR3
BP I k 1 • STR3
Y<1 ) » 0 ,  STR3
I F ( KRAd . E Q . I )  GO TO 1100 STR3
DO 1001 1 = 1 , NP3 STR3
1001 R ( I ) « 1  . STR.3
r25 = 1 . STR3
R N1 5 = 1,  STR3
-  I F ( I TE ST . E O. O )  GO TO 9018 STR3
WRITE<6^9010) < R ( I)t 1=1#NP3)#R25rRN15 STR3
9010 "''FORMAT C1'H r 1 P11E11 ' ■ STR3
9018 CONTINUE STR3
C — CALCULATI ON OF RH0*U «S STR3
1100 DO 1101 1 = 1 , NP3 STR3
1101 R U < I ) = R H O ( I ) * U < I )  STR3
RU3=RU(3) STR3
RUN1-RUCNP1) STR3
DO 1102 1 = 2 , NP1 S T R 3
~ R U ( I ) - , 5 * ( R U ( I ) + R U ( I + 1 ) )  STR3
I F <R U<I ) . GT . O. )G O TO 1102 STR3
I F ( IT E S T . E Q . O )  WRITE(6 ,1200)  $TR3
1200 FORMAT (25HAN RU IS ZERO OR NEGATIVE) STR.3
ITEST-1 STR3
I F I N = 1 STR3
1102 CONTINUE STR3
IFCITEST.EQ.O)  GO TO 9019 STR.3
WRITE<6.9010)  <RU<I ) f lP l#NP3) fRUNr>RUNErRU2#RU3#PEl  STR3
CALCULATION OF Y 'S AND R »S STR3
c y *S FOR PLANE GEOMETRY STR3
Y I = P E I * G mJ/ (BPJ*RU<2>> STR3
Y ( 3 5 S!Y i  + p EI*OM<3) /  (RU(2)+RU3)  STR3
Y<2)=Y(3>**PEI *OM<3) /RU(2)  STR3
DO 1103 1 = 4 , NP2 STR3
1103 Y ( I ) *Y <Iw1 ) + PEl *<0M( I ) .»0M<! - ' 1  ) ) / RU <I * 1 ) STR3
YN15=Y(NP1)+PEI *<1 . -OMf NP1) ) / (RUCNP15+RUN1) STR 3
YE=PEI*0ME/(BPE*RU(NP1)> ST* f
Y(NP3>=Yn15 + YE STR3
IFCKRAd .EQ.O) return  STR3
c Y » s and r »s for a x i s y m m e t r i c a l  geometry  STR3
IF<CSAl FA,EQ.O) GO TO 1110 STR3
c CSAlFA NE ZERO STR3
CQSD2S»5*CSALFA STR3
IFCr C D . nE . O . )  GO TO 1105 STR3
' C - W * - , . * .  R ( 1 )  =0.  STR3
DO 11 06 I = 2 , NP3 STR3
Y( I>=SQRT<ABS(Y( I ) /CQSD2Y)  STR3
1106 R ( I ) e Y ( n * C S A L F A  STR3
Y I sSORT<a BS (YI / C0 SD2 ) )  STR3
YN15=Sq r t (ABS(YN15/C0SD2>> STR3
GO TO 1107 STR3
C -  — R<1)  NE 0.  STR3
1105 .R1D2 = # 5*R (1 )  STr3
R1P2SQs R1D2*R1D2 STR3
DO 1104 1 = 2 , NP3 STR3
Y<I ) sY<! ) /<RlD2+SQRT<ABS(Rl D2SQ*COSD2*Y<n>>> STR3
1104 R ( I ) = R( 1 ) + Y ( n * C S A L F A  STR3
YI=YI /<R1D2+SORT<ABS(R1D2SQ+COSD2*YI>)> STR3
YN15«YN15/ ( r1D2+SORT(ABS(R1D2SQ*C0SD2*YN15>>)- STR3
1107 R25 = R<1 )+Yl *CSALFA STr3
R N1 5 s R(1 )+YNl5*CSALFA STR3
YE=Y(NP3)*YN15 STR3
RETURN STR 3
@ CSAlFA EQ ZERO STR3
1110 DO 1111 1 = 2 , NP3 STR3
Y C I ) = Y < I ) / R ( 1 )  STR3
1111 R ( I ) = R ( 1 )  STR3
Y I = Y I / R < 1 )  s t r 3
YN15 = YN15/R (1 )  STR3
R25 = R <1) STR3
RN15 = R <1> STR3
YE=Y(NP3)«YN15 STR3
RETURN STR3
C * * * * * * * * * * *  S T R I D E 2 STR3
C PRELIMINARIES FOR COEFFICIENTS STR3
2000 PXSPEI/DX STR3
GsRMI-RME STR3
PD8 = „ 1 25*PX STR 3
PG=PX*G STR3
PGD8c.125*PG STR3
PGD4=PGD8+PGD8 STR3
RMlD2s,5*RMI  STR.3
GD4=,25*G STR3
B0MP=0M(3)»0M<2> STR3
PG0MPs PGd4*BOMP STR3
P40HPaPD4*B0MP STR3
C GRID POINT 2 STR3
Qm.mftf.v.mrn T A U I # B P I * T 1  STR 3
I F C KI N . N E. 1 )  GO TO 2001 STR3
CALL W p ■< o f 1 » 2» 3 1 B PI # T1 , T A U I ) STR3
GO TO 2002 STR3
2001 T1=0.  STR3
IFCKRAd . eQ . 0> B P | o . 3 3 3 3 3 + . 6 6 6 6 7 * R U ( 1 ) / R U < 2 )  STR3
IF<KRAd . e o . 1> B P I « < R < 1 ) * ( 5 . *  R U( 1 ) *  R U C 2)> * 3 . *  R 2 5* STR3
1 <RU<1>*RU<2>) >/ - 6 . /<R<1) *r25) /RU<2> STr3
C BOUNDARY COEFFICIENTS FOR VELOCITY STR3
2002 HLP-RMID2-GD4*(OM(2>*OM<3)) STR3
AHLPsABS(HLP) STR3
THLp=HLp*HLp s t r 3
TPsEM U( 2)  STR3
TTP=TP+AHLP+ABS(TP«AHLP) STR3
AD=TTP«THlP~T1«PGOMP STR3
B D = 2 . * ( T 1 + RMI) STR3
CD=P40mp* < 3 . * U ( 2 ) + U ( 3 ) ) - D P D X ( 2 ) * ( R ( 1 ) > R 2 5 > * Y I  STR3
DU=AD+BD+PX*B0MP STR3
AU(2>“ AD/DU STR3
BU<2>CBD/DU STR3
C U ( 2 ) SCD/DU STR3
C BOUNDARY COEFFICIENTS FOR F'S STR3
IFCNEQ.EQ.1)  GO TO 2304 STR3
DO 2300 J = 1 , NPH STR3
' TPF2«Tp/pREF(Jr2> STR3
TTPf ( J ) sTPF2 + AHLP+ABS<TPF2«*AHLP) STR3
I F CK I N . N E. 1 )  GO TO 2301 STR3
CALL W p ( j » l , 2 # 3 # F D I F l ( J ) f T l F / G I ' ( j ) >  STR3
I F( I N d H J )  . EQ. 2) GO TO 2303 STR3
A J I < J ) e G I < J ) R ( F < J # 1 ) - . 5 * < F < J # 2 > * F ( J # " 3 ) > - F D I F I ( J > )  STR3
GO TO 2302 STR3
2301 TIFsO.  STR3
F D l F l < J ) a O ,  STR3
C COEFFICIENTS STR3
2302 ADFaTTPF(J ) -THLP-T lF«PGOMP*.5*SD(J#2)  STR3
BDF = 2» * <T1F + RMI) STR3
DF=ADF+Bd F*PX*BOMP«2.*SD(J#2) STR3
T a « T l F * F d I F I ( J ) STR3
GO TO 2305 STR3
2303 ADFaTTpF(J)«THLP»PGOMP*.5*SD(J#2)  STR3
BDFcO. STR3
a . 0 " , * *
T = R MI * F ( J > 1 > + A J I < J ) * R < 1 >
2305 T T = 3 „ * F ( J # 2 ) + F ( J * 3 >
CDF=p40MP*TT+2. * ( T * S U ( J * 2 ) )
A ( J , 2 ) =ADF /D F  
B(*J , 2 > s BDF/ d F 
2300 CCJ,2>=CDF/DF 
C GRID POINT NP2
TAuE f BPE# TNp3 
2304 IF<KEX. NE.1)  GO TO 2003
CALL WF(OfNP3,NP2#NP1, RPE#TNP3*TAUE)
GO TO 2310 
2003 TNP3=0.
IFCKRAd . eQ.O) BPEb . -33333+.66667*RU<NP3>:/RU<NP1> ' 
IFCKRAD.EQ.1) BPEp <R<NP3>*<5. *RU<NP3>*RU<NP1>>+3. *RNl5*
1 < RU< NP3) + RU ( NP1 )'■)')'/4 • /  ( R ( Np3) + RN1 5) /  RU ( NP1)
C BOUNDARY COEFFICIENTS FOR VELOCITY
2310 BOMM = Om (NP2)«OM<NP1 )
HLMs RMi d 2«Gd4*(OM(NP1)+OM<NP2))
AHLM«ABS(HLM)
t h l m « h l m+hlm
TM«EM U(NP1)
TTMbTM*a h LM+ABS(TM*AHLM)
PG0MM=PGd4 * b0MM
P40mMs PD4*B0MM
AD=2.*<TNP3-RME)
BDaTTM + THLM~TNP3’*PGQMM
CDsP40MM*<3.*U(NP2)+U(NP1) )«DPDX<NP2>*<RN15*R<NP3)>*YE
DU=AD+BD*PX*BOMM
AU(NP2)»AD/DU'
BU(NP2)c b D/DU 
CUXNP2)b c D / dU 
IF<NEQ.EQ.1> return
c BOUNDARY COEFFICIENTS FOR F ’ S
DO 2320 J = 1 , NPH 
TMFc TM/ p rEFCJ#Np 1 )
TTMFaTMF + AHLM + ABS(TMF»-AHLM)
I F X K E X .N E . I )  GO TO 2311
CALL Wp<j ,NP3»NP2,NP1, FDIFE( J > , TNP3F#GE<J >> 
IF'<INDe ( J ) . E Q . 2 )  GO TO 2313
A J E < J > * G F < J ) * ( . 5 * ( F < J f N P 2 H F < J  #NP1>>*FDIFE<J>-F<J fNP3>>
GO TO 2312
2311 TNP3F=0.
F D I F E ( J ) c0,
C c o e f f i c i e n t s
2312 ADFs?2p*<TNP3F-RME>
BDFb TTmF + THLM-TNP3F-PG0MM + -. 5*8 DO #NP2) 
DF=APF*BDF+PX*B0MM«2,*SD(J#NP2)
T«"TNP3F*FDIFE<J)
GO TO 
2313 ADFsO
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR 3 
STR3
STR3 
STR3 
STR 3 
5TR3 
STR 3 
STR3 
STR3 
STr3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3 
STR3
a * L ■ ** . - + « *  r
DF = BDF + pX*B0MM"2**SDO»NP2) "RME*2.  STR3
T=«RME*F(J*NP3>«AJE(J) *R(NP3)  STR3
2315 T T * 3 . * F < J r N P 2 )  + F<J#.NP1> STR3
eDFaP40HM*TT*2 , *CT+$U(J ,NP2) )  STR3
A(J , NP2)sADF/DF STR3
B ( J r N P 2) a B D F /  D F 5 T R 3
2320 C<J,NP2)=CDf /DF STR3
RETURN S T R 3
C * * * * * * * * * * S T R I D ' E 3  STR3
3000 DO 3005 1 = 3 , NP1 STR3
BOMMsrQMP STR3
BOMP=OM(I + 1 STR3
BOM=BOMM+BOMP STR3
BOMT3aBOM*3. STR3
PGOMMk PGOMP STR3
PGOMP^PGBA+BOMP STR3
PBOMaPX*BOM STR3
THLMsThlp  :- ■ ■ STR3
HLP=RMID2~GD4*(OM <! + 1 ) +OM<! ) )  STR3
THLP=Hl p +HLP STR3
AHLP=ABS(HLP) STR3
TTMaTTp STR3
t p s Em u c n  s t r 3
T T P b T P + A H U P + A B S C T P w A H L P )  STR3
AD=TTPwTHlP«PGOMP STR3
BDaTTM+THlM«PGOMM STR3
CD=PD4*<r0MT3*U( I )+B0MP*  U( I + 1 ) +BOMM*U<I * 1 ) ) *  STR3
1 D p p x < I ) * R < I >  + <Y<I +. 1) -Y< I -1>>  STR3
DU=AD*BD+PBQM STR3
A U U ) s AD/DU STR.3
BU( I )=BD/DU S T R 3
CU(l)ssCD/DU STR3
c START Of j loop STR3
IF (NEQ,EQ„1)  GO TO 3005 STR3
DO 3004 J=1iNPH STR3
3002 TTMF=Tt p f <J) STR3
3003 TPFoEM U< I > / PREF( J , I > STR3
TTPF(J)=TPF*AHLP+ABS(TPF»AHLP) STR3
AD=TTPF<J>»THLP-PGOMP STR3
BD=TTMf +THLM«PGOMM STR3
CD*PD4*<bOMT3*F(J * I )  + BOMP*F<J * 1+1>*BOMM#F(J * 1-1 >) STR3
C D= CD+ 2. *SU( J , I )  STR3
DF=AD+BD+PBOM«2.*SD<J, I )  STR3
ACJ(f I )=AD/DF STR3
B ( J f I ) = B D / D F  STR.3
3 0 0 4  C ( J f I ) s C D / D F  STR3
3005 CONTINUE STR3
I F ( IT E S T . E Q . O )  GO TO 9013 STR3
WRITE<6*9001 ) ( AU( I ) *  IsH*NP2> 5TR3
WRITE<6#9002) (BU( I )  * I=2#NP2) STR.3
9001 FORMAT(?h A U ( I )  , 1 P1 1E1 1. 3 )  STR3
9002 FORMAT <7H B U ( I )  , 1 P1 1 E1 1 . 3 )  STR3
9003 F0RMAT(7H C U( I )  #1P11 E11 - 3) STR3
I F ( N E Q . E Q . I )  GO TO 9013 STR3
DO 9000 J = 1 , NPH STR3
WRITE<6,9 004) < A < J , I ) * I =2 ,N P2 )  STR3
WRITE<6,9005)  < B < J # I ) r  I = 2 > NP2) STR3
9000 WRITE <6 , 900 6)  <C<J * I ) *  I " 2 * NP2) STR3
9004 FORMAT(8H A ( J , I ) , 1 pi  1E11 , 3 )  > STP.3
9005 FORMAT(8H B ( J , I )  , 1 p 11B11,-3> STR3
9006 FORMAT(8H C ( J , I )  , 1P11 El 1 , 3 )  STR3
9013 CONTINUE STR3
C m m, «* m •» «• $TR3
I F < K I N bEO, 2 . AND, RU< 1) .NE. O. )  U(1)=U(1)**DPDX<1)*DX/RU<1> STR3
I F < K E X . E Q . 2 . A N D . R U ( N P 3 ) . N E / 0 . ) U<NP3)=U<NP3)»DPDX<NP3)*DX/RU<NP3) STR3 
SOLVE FOR DOWNSTREAM U 1S STR3
3047 BU<2)=BU(2)*U<1 )+CU<2> ^  STR3
DO 3048 1 = 3 , NP2 STR3
T = 1 . / < 1 . * BU( I ) *AU ( I *» 1 )) STR3
A U < I ) = A U ( I ) * T  STR3
3048 BU < I ) = < RIJ < I )  *BU < I H  ) *CU ( I ) )  *T STR3
DO 3030 I PASH = 2 , NP2 STR3
! s N + 4- IDA$H 8™ 3
U < I ) a A U < l ) * U < I + 1 ) + B U < I )  STR3
C TEST FOR NEGATIVE VELOCITY STR3
C IUTRAP=0 NO ACTION, =1 SET U'$  TO ZERO, =2 PRINT AND STOP STR3
I F < I U T r a p . E Q . 0) GO TO 3050 STR3
I F ( I « E 0 . 2 « 0 r , I , E Q . N p 2 „ O R , U ( l ) , GE, 0 . )  GO TO 3050 STR3
I F < I U T r a p . E Q , 1 ) GO TO 3051 STR3
I F IN = 1 STR3
ITEST=1 STR3
WRITE<6,3120)  STR3
3120 FORMAT<1 OX,3 3 HAT LEAST ONE VELOCITY IS NEGATIVE) STR3
RETURN STR3
3051 U ( I ) =1 . E**30 STR3
3050 CONTINUE 8? r 3
I F < K l N BEQt 3 ) U < 1 ) = v 5 * < U ( 2 ) + U < 3 ) )  STR3
I F<K EX . EQ . 3) U (N P 3) = .5 * <U ( NP 1 )* U < NP 2 ) )  STR3
72 I F < N i O , E 0 . 1 )  GO TO 3060 STR3
DO 3320 J = 1 , NPH STr 3
SOLVE FOR DOWNSTREAM F *S STR3
B < J , 2 ) = B ( J , 2 ) * F ( J , 1 ) + C ( J , 2 )  STR3
DO 3148 1 = 3 , NP2 STR3
T = 1 , / < 1 . " 0 < J , I ) * A < J , I « 1 ) )  5TR3
A<J , I ) = A ( J  ,1>*T  STR3
3148 B < J , I )  = < B < J , I ) * B < v ! , I * 1 )  + C < J r I ) ) * T  STR3
DO 3150 I DASH = 2 , NP2 STR3
I b N+4"IDASH STR3
3150 F < J , I > = A < J * I ) * F < J , I + 1 ) * B C J / I )  STR3
ADJUST F < J , 1) AND F < J , NP3) STR3
) T 32 - , 3 0 /  3 , I * -
3210 I F < X N D K J ) . E Q , 2 )  F ( J »1 ) * F D !  FI < J > * .  5* < F< J * 2 ) + F < J #3) >+AJ I < J > /G I  < J > STR 3
GO TO 3220 STR3
3230 F<J , 1 > s , 5 * ( F < J , 2 ) * P ( J  * 3>) STR3
3220 GO TO ( 3 3 1 0 , 3 3 2 0 * 3 3 3 0 ) ,KEX STR3
3310 I F C I N D E ( J ) . P Q , 2 )  F( J , NP3)= F D I F i <J ) ♦ • 5 * < F<J * NP2)+ STR3
1 F ( J , N P 1 ) > - A J E ( J ) / G E < J )  STR3
GO TO 3320 STR3
3330 F ( * I , NP 3 ) b . 5 * ( F ( J , N P 1 )  + F < j #aip2 )Y^" - STR3
3320 CONTINUE STR3
3060 XU = XD 7 7 . STR3
PSMaPSI  I«RMI*DX STR3
PS IE = PSIE«RME*DX STR3
PE I a PS IE» PS I I STR3
ISTEP=ISTEP*1 STR3
RETURN STR3
ENP STR3
END OF SEGMENT, LENGTH 3408,  NAME STRIDE
SUBROUTINE WF<J #11#12#I3#0UT1#0UT2#0UT3>
c * * * * *  wf  s u b r o u t i n e  f o r  genmix  4 v e r s i o n  o f  p a t a n k a r - ’ S P a l d i n g  p rogram 
COMMON/GeNRaL/ AJE<5> #AJI  <5> #CSALFA#DPDXC43> #DX#EMU<-43> #F<5#43> #
1 FS<5,.43> #H, I F I N f  JNDE<5>vrNDr<5>Vr$T'EP-#' ITEST#IUTRAP#KEXf KXNrKRAD#
2 N,NEQ, n PH,NP1 ,NP2#NP3#0M<43> *PEI#PR<5> #PREF<5-#43> #PSIE#PSI I >
3 RC43) , R«0(43> #RME#RMI #RU<43)v#Sb<'5/:4'3>'#SU(5#43> #TAUE#TAUI #U<43) »
4 XD#Xu,Y<43)#YE#YI
COMMON/GM4/' AK # ALMG # ARRCON# EWAlL »I PR !NT # FR # HFU#OXDFU# PREEXP * PRESS # 
1 UBAr #UFAC#ICALM 
C EFFECTS OF PRESSURE GRADIENT/ MASS TRANSFER AND
c r a d i u s  v a r i a t i o n  are  n e g l e c t e d  
c-
125=13^1/11
JDASHSJ+1
GO TO <104# 200#200#200)# J DASH 
C v e l o c i t y
C + + + «. + + + + + + a d j u s t m e n t  to accomodate  wall  v e l o c i t y
104 I F < I S T e p . L T . I  CALM) GO TO 1 qq r  ^
UREF“ . 5 * < U ( i 2 ) * u < I 3 ) ) + 2 . 9 3 0  
60 T0109 
100 U R £ F = . 5 * ( U ( I 2 ) * U < I 3 ) )
109 RHOREFb .5*RHO<I1)  + ,25* (RH O' ( I 2>+RH 0 '< 1 3 ) )
R R E F = » 5 * ( R ( I 1 ) + R ( l 2 ) )
VREFs E M U( I I )
Y R E F " Y I + ( Y E - Y I ) * 0 M ( I 1 )
RE«?UREF*RHOrEF*YREF/VREF- ' ' -
RRUREF=RREF*RU<l25)
IF ( R E> L T .1 2 0 .  ) GO TO 110  ^ r
C log law
ER-RE*EWALL -  - .
SHALFs 10 . /ER
MIT-0  ' ;-"-v“ ^,^VTTW-v-.:r
101 NITaNlT+1
IF (SHa LF,LE. 1/ ER5 SHALF-SO/ER
SHALF1«SHALF
SHAi FsAK/ALOG(ER*SHALF>
IF (ABS(SHALF"SHALF1) , L T , .0001 ) GO TO 1 02 
IF < N I T " 2 0 ) 1 0 1 #101,0  
WRITE<6#111)SHALF 
111 FORMAT < 7H SHALF=#F10 . 7 )
102 S=5HALf * * 2
OUT1-Ak / (AK+SHALF)
EM U < I 2 5 ) a .25*RHOREF*RREF*ABS<U<X3)«U<!2)>*<AK/OUT1>**2
GO TO 103
e l a m i n a r  flow
110 S * 1 . /R E 
0UT1s.5
5= R . «*
103 QUT2s S * rrURe F
QUT3s OUT2*UREF/R<11)
RETURN
STAGNATION ENTHALPY, FUEiv OX-FU/OXDFU 
200 I F ( RE «• LT . 1 2 0 . )  GO TO 210 
PRRAT=! P R ( J ) / P R E F ( J # I 2 )
P J AY =9.*<PRRAT*S1 . ) / PRRAT**,25
S»SHAlP / (PJAY+1. /SHALF)
OUT1* 0 ,
I F<J . EQ.1>  0UT1=(H»1, ) * , 5*UREF**2 ;
0UT2s S*RRURef
OUT3 = OlJT2/R ( H  )
RETURN 
210 Ss S/ PR (J )
OUT1s0,
I F ( J . 6 q .1> 'OUT1«s( P R < J ) « 1', ) W 5 * U R E F * * 2 r
OUT2«S*rrURe F
0 U T 3 s 0 U T 2 / R ( I 1 )
RETURN
END
END OF SEGMENT, LENGTH 501,  NAME WF
m a s te r  MAGPLOT RUN 75
DIMENSION ■ M T ( 6 ) r Y ( 3 0 f 2 0  > , U( 3 0 , 2 0  >#FS2(30#20 
COMMON A ( 1 0 ) , 8 ( 2 ) , C ( 2 ) ,  D ( 2 )  > g ( 2)
C
R E A D <1,10>NP3
10 FORMAT( 13)
ISIT^O
16 READ(1/11)XU
11 FORMAT(E11s5)
ISET~IS ET*1
WRITE ( 6 11 0 0 ) XU
100 F0RMAT(1H1 f 6H XU»f FIO.-A)
R E A D < 1 # 1 2 > < Y ( I S E T # I ) * I *= 1 > N P 3)
12 FORMAT(33E11. 5 )
READ ( 1 , 1 3 ) ( U ( I S E T f l ) #1=1,  NP3)
13 FORMAT(3 3 E1 1 , 5 )
READ(1 , 1 & ) ( FS2( I SET, I ) , I » 1 # NP3)
U  FORMAT(33E11 . 5 )
READO ,1 5> (FS1 ( I SET ,  I )  , I s l , N P 3 >
15 FORMAT(33E11 . 5 )
WRITE <6/101 ) ( I , Y ( I S E T , I ) , U  ( I SET, I ) , FS2( IS ET » I ) 
1 F S 1 < I S E T r I ) , I = 1 # N P 3 >
101 F0RMAT<I4r5Xf4F10.A)
IF (ABS(XU«1. 4 7 3 ) . GT .0 . 0 0 5 )  GO TO 16 
R EAD( 5, 17>A,B , C, D, E
17 FORMAT(10A8/2A8/2A8/2A8/2A8)
WRITE( 6 / 9 9 )
99 FORMAT(1 OH PLOTSTART)
CALL PLOT(U,YfNP3r  I SET/ 1)
WRITE(6#98>
98 FORMAT <8H PLOTiND)
READ(5,18>A,C
18 FORMAT( 1 0A8/2A8)
CALL PLOt ( F S 2 , Y , N P 3 , I  SET #2)
READ(5,18)A#C
CALL PL0T(FS1, Y , NP3, 1 SET, 3 )
CALL TRWDO >
CALL TCLOSEC1)
CALL VLPTAPE
STOP
END
), F S 1 <30,20 )
i
END OF SEGMENT, LENGTH 255,  NAME MAGPLOT
SUBROUTINE PLOT(X#Y #NP3#I SET#K)
C ' ■■■ ‘ ‘ ‘
DIMENSION X (30 f 2 0 ) / X l ( U  )#Y<30 # 20)
C ' v-v-
DIMENSION y k h  )
C :■■, ....
COMMON A<10)#B<2>#C<2>,D<2) ,E<2>
DO 10 *J s 1 # I S E T 
DO 11 I * 2 f N P 3  
X 1 < I ) = X < J # I )
Y 1 ( I ) s Y<Jf  I )
11 CONTINUE 
Y K 1 > = 0 , 0
Y1<NP3+1)=1.5E*2  
I F ( K»1) 11 0 r 0 # 11 0
............. XL®*2»8
XU®5.
GOTO U
110 I F < K " 2 > 1 2 * 0 , 1 2  
X L®294.8
X U s 3 2 0 , 6  
GOTO 14
12 X F < K « 3 ) U # 0 , 1 4  
XU®0,066
XLB0 »0049
14 CONTINUE 
WRITE <6 r 112>
WRITE <6# 111)  XL# (X1 ( I )  #Y1 < I )  # I»2#NP3)#XU 
112 FORMATdHD
111 FGRMAT<F10,4 /P10.4#F10.4)
IF ( J " 1 ) l 5 f 0 f 1 5
IF ( K * 1 )16#0#16 
WRITE(6 #99)
99 FORMAT(1 OH PLOTSTART)
X1<1>=XL
XI < N P 3 +1) ® X U :
CALL 0ATAPLOTCX1 # Y1 # NP3 + 1 # 8,  0 # 8 * 0 # 1 # 2 , *»1 # 0 # 0 # A # B # C # D # E) 
WRITE<6#98)
98 FORMAT <8H PLOTEND)
GOTO 1?
16 X1 <1 ) ” X L
X1 (NP3+1) ®XU
CALL 0ATAPLOTCX1#Y1#NP3+1# 8 , 0 # 8 , 0#0#2 # " 1 #0#0#A#B#C, D#E) 
GOTO 17
15 I F ( J ^ I S E T ) 1 8 # 0 # 1 8  
I F ( K ^ 3 ) 1 9 # 0 , 1 9
XI <1)=XL 
X1(NP3*1)=XU
LL AT LOT # # + f I
GOTO 1?
19 X 1 ( 1 ) = X L
X1 <NP3 + 1)*?XU
CALL DATAPLOTCX1#Y1#NP3+1# 8 , 0  
 ^ GOTO 17 
ia c o n t i n u e  
X 1 ( 1 ) = X L  
X1 ( NP3  + 1>sXlJ
CALL DA T APL OT ( X1 , V I , NP3 + 1 r B , 0  
17 CONTINUE
1 0  c o n t i n u e
RETURN
END
END OF SEGMENT, LENGTH 4 6 0 ,  NAME
* 8 , Q # 0 # 2 # 1 # 0 # 1 r A # B # C # D , E )
PLOT
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o 
o 
o 
o 
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o 
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on
 
o 
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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o
o
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o
SUBROUTINE DATAPLOT<XrY*NrSXrSY#JrK# L # M , I r A r B r C r D r E )
D I M E N S I O N  X ( N ) r Y ( N ) , A ( 1 0 >  r B < 2 ) r C < 2 ) r D < 2 ) r E < 2 >  < 0 3 1
X A N D  Y  A R E  T H E  T WO  A R R A Y S  T O  B E  P L O T T E D
S X  A N D  S Y  A R E  T H E  L E N G T H  I N  I N C H E S  O P  X - A X I S  A N D  Y - A X I S
S X  L E S S  T H A N  1 9 , O r  S Y  L E S S  T H A N  T 3 v 0
IFJi=1 A TAPE WILL BE OPENED AND THE p l o t t e r  as s i g n e d
I F  L » 1  T H E  T A P E  W I L L  N O T  B E  C L O S E D
A R R A Y  B W I L L  C O N T A I N  T H E  P I C T U R E  N A M E  I N  T H E  U S E R  S E N T I N A L  ( 1 2 C H . )
I F  L ^ 1  T H E N  T H E  U S U A L  C R I  T E R  I  A"  O F  L * 1  A P P  L Y  B U T  T H E  * N E X T 1 
E N T R Y  T O  D A t A P L O T  I S  A S S U M E D  T O  B E  W I T H  S A M E  A X E S  A N D  O R I G I N  
I F  1 5=1 T H E N  T H E  P R E V I O U S  E N T R Y  ^ M U S T *  H A V E  B E E N  M A D E  W I T H  L « 1  .
T H E  D A T A  W I L L  T H E N  B E  P L O T T E D  W I T H  T H E  S A M E  A X E S  A N D  O R I G I N  
S X r  S Y f  K M U S T  B E  T H E  S A M E  A S  P R E V I O U S  E N T R Y
I F  M * 1  T H E  D A T A  W I L L  B E  P L O T T E D  A S  P O I N T S  E L S E  D A T A  J O I N E D  I N  L I N E
I F  K = 1  L O G / L O G  A X E S  W I L L  B E  U S E D  ON  B O T H  X A N D  Y
I F  K = 2  L I N E A R  A X E S  W I L L  B E  U S E D  ON B O T H  X A N D  Y
I F  < = 3  X W I L L  A P P E A R  ON  L I N E A R  S C A L E  A N D  Y ON L O G  S C A L E
I F  K = 4  Y  W I L L  A P P E A R  ON  L I N E A R  S C A L E  A N D  X ON L O G  S C A L E
A R R A Y  A W I L L  C O N T A I N  T H E  T I T L E  O F  T H E  G R A P H  ( 8 0  C H , >
A R R A Y  E W I L L  C O N T A I N  T H E  F I L E  N A M E  < 1 2  C H . )
A R R A Y S  C A N D  D C O N T A I N  L A B E L S  F O R  X A N D  Y A X E S  R E S P E C T I V E L Y  < 1 6  
C H . )
I F ( I - 1 ) 0 . 1 5 , 0  < 0 3 1
' I F ( J - 1 ) 6 , 0 , 6  < 0 3 1
O P E N  a n d  n a m e  t a p e  a n d  i n i t i a l i z e  p l o t t e r
C A L L  H g p t A P E ( Q , E , 0 , 0 , 9 9 )  < 0 3 1
C A L L  H g p t A P E ( 1 r B r O r O r O )  < 0 3 1
C A L L  H G P L 0 T t < 0 , 0 1 0 «  0 # 1  A r 1 )  < 0 3 1
6  C O N T I N U E  < 0 3 1
W R I T E  u s e r  S E N T I N E L  A N D  S E T  O R I G I N  T O  c e n t r e  O F  p a p e r
C A L L  H G P L O t t C O . 0 , 2 0 , 0 , 1 , 4 )  < 0 3 1
5  C O N T I N U E  < 0 3 1
y .  T E S T  T q  S E E  W H I C H  T Y P E  O F  A X E S  A R E  R E Q U I R E D
GO T 0 < 7 , 8 r 9 , 0 ) r <  < 0 3 1
m u s t  w a n t  y  t o  b e  l i n e a r , x  t o  b e  l o g
C A L L  G S C A L B ( Y , N , S Y , Y M I N , D Y >  < 0 3 1
C A L L  J L O G S C A L E ( X r N , S X r M l N X , M A X X )  < 0 3 1
I  F (  1 - 1 ) O r  1 0 , 0  < 0 3 1
C A L L  H g p a X 1 S T (  0 ,  O r  0 *  O r  D r  1 6 #  S Y r 9 0 «  O r  Y M I N r  D Y )  < 0 3 1
GO T O  1 0  < 0 3 1
m u s t  w a n t  y  t o  b e  l o g  ,»x  t o  b e . l i n e a r
CALL G S C A L E C X r N i S X r X M I N . D X )  K031
CALL J L O G S C A L E C Y r N r S Y r M l N Y r M A X Y )  <031
-IF<I-1)0,l0r0 <031
CALL H G P L O G A X I S T ( O . O r O * O r D , 1 6 r S Y  V 9 0 , 0 # M I N Y > M A X Y )  <031
CALL H G P A X I S T C O . O i O t O r C » " 1 6 f S X # 0 , 0 f X M I N / D X )  <031
GO TO 10  - .............. . K031
MUST WANT BOTH X AND Y TO BE L I NEAR
CALL 6 s C A L E ( Y r N , S Y * Y M I N r D Y )  <031
CALL G s C A L E ( X r N r S X r X M I N r D X )  <031
I F (  I  - 1 )  0 r 1 0 ,  0 — ■ K 0 31
CALL H G P A X I S T C O . 0 # 0 . Or D r 1 6 r S Y r 9 0 . 0 f Y M I N f D Y >  <031
CALL H G P A X I s T ( 0 . 0 r 0 . 0 r C r - 1 6 r S X , 0 . 0 r X M I N r D X )  <031
GO TO 10 <031
MUST WANT BOTH X AND Y TO BE LOG
C A L L  J L O G S C A L E ( Y r N , S Y r M I N Y r M A X Y )  < 0 3 1
C A L L  J L O G S C A L E ( X r N r S X r M I N X f M A X X )  < 0 3 1
I F < I - 1 ) 0 f 1 0 f 0  < 0 3 1
C A L L  H g P l O G a X  I  S T (  0 *  O r  0 «  0 #  D r  1 6  r S Y  r 9 0 «  O r  M I  N Y  # M A X Y )  < 0 * 3 1
C A L L  H G P L O G A X I S T < O . O f 0 . 0 # C f - 1 6 r S X f 0 . O r  M I N X # M A X X >  < 0 3 1
C O N T I N U E  < 0 3 1
! F < I - 1 ) 0 f 1 6 , 0  < 0 3 1
W R I T E  T I T L E  O N E  I N C H  A B O V E  E N D  O F  Y - A X I S  # P A R A L L E L  T O  X - A X I S
Z s S Y + 1 < 0 3 1
Z 1  « S X / 7 0 . 0  < 0 3 1
C A L L  H g P S Y M b L T C O . O # I, Z 1  , A # 0 f 0 , 8 0 )  < 0 3 1
C O N T I N U E  ■-■■■■■ < 0 3 1
T E S T  T O  S E E  I F  A P O I N T  P L O T  OR  L I N E  P L O T  I S  W A N T E D
I F ( M - 1 ) 0  r 1 1  r 0  < 0 3 1
m u s t  w a n t  d a t a  p l o t t i n g  a s  l i n e
C A L L  H G P L O T T < X ( 2 ) r Y ( 2 ) r 3 , 0 )  < 0 3 1
DO 7 0  I C p 3 , N " 1  < 0 3
C A L L  H G P L O T T ( X < l C ) r Y < I C ) , 2 r O )  < 0 3 1
C O N T I N U E  < 0 3 1
GO T O  1 3  < 0 3 1
o 
o 
o 
-» 
on
 
o
11 DO 12  I C a 2 f N * 1
CALL H<3PL0TT<X<I C> # Y < I C > + 0 ,  0 5 , 3 ,  0 )
CALL H 6 P L O T T < x n C ) , Y < I C ) * 0 , 0 5 , 2 y O )
CALL Hg P l O T T < X < I C ) + 0 . 0 5 / Y < I C > , 3 , 0 >
CALL HGPL0TT <X <IC> *0, 05,Y <IC> ,2,0)
12 CONTI NUE
13 CONTI NUE 
I F ( L + 1 ) 0 # 1 4 f 0
MOVE PEN w e l l  b e y o n d  e n d  of  x « a x i s  a n d  c l e a r  b u f f e r
CALL Hg PLOt t < 2 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 3 , 0 )
CALL Hg P l Ot t < 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 , 2 )
CONTI NUE  
L 1 » I A B s <L )
I F  NECESSARY,  c l o s e  o f f - l i n i n g  t a p e
I F  ( L1 **1 ) 0 ,99 , 0  
CALL H g p t A P E ( 2 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 )
99  RETURN 
END
END OF SEGMENT,  LENGTH 5 2 6 ,  NAME DATAPLOT
SUBROUTI NE J L  0 G S C ALE < X , N , S , M I N , M A X )  
D I MENSI ON X<N)
A M 00
B s - 1 0 0
DO 5 I M  ,N ^  _
X <I ) ~AL0610 (X ( I ) )
I  F ( X < n  . LT , A) A??X < I > 
I F < X ( D . 6 T , B ) B m X ( I )
1 = 0
5 CONTI NUE
6 I » I M
I F ( ABS < A) **I ) 0 ,0 # 6 
I F ( A ) 0 , 0 ,  7 
M I N b - I  
GO TO 8
7 M I N s I - 1
8 1=0
9 1 = 1*1 
I F < A B S < B ) » I ) 0 , 0  , 9  
I F < B ) 0 ,  0 , 1 0
M A X b 1 ** I  
GO TO 12
10 MAXs I
12 DO 11 1 = 1 , N
X < I ) « S * ( X < I ) » M I N ) / < M A X » M I N )
11 CONTI NUE 
RETURN 
END
E N D  O F  S E G M E N T ,  L E N G T H  2 2 3 ,  N A M E  \J L O G S C A L E
